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Our expertise backs these items, so you can expect  
better performance and reliability than from similar 
products.

AES Number
AES will help you estimate aerator sizing.

Tech Favorite
These products are highly recommended by 
our technicians.

Fresh Water or Salt Water
Indicates products that are compatible with fresh  
water or salt water.

Aquaculture Duty
Ultra reliable and tough enough to withstand 
constant use.

Hazmat Air
Hazardous Material: Air Fees Only.

Hazmat AG
Hazardous Material: Air and Ground Fees.
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WORLDWIDE SALES AND SERVICE
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc., has served over 150 countries worldwide. Now with additional corporate offices in North America, Chile and 
China, our global sales and service support increases immensely. This includes multi-language catalogs and international customer service 
representatives, which will bring you a better customer experience.

 Pentair head office in Lausanne, Switzerland

 Corporate offices in Cary, NC, USA

 Operations and sales office in Apopka, FL, USA

 Operations and sales office in Beverly, MA, USA

 Operations and sales office in Vancouver, Canada

 Operations and sales office in Puerto Montt, Chile

 Operations and sales office in Herentals, Belgium

 Sales office in Fairbanks-Nijhuis, Netherlands

 Sales office in Norway

 Sales office in Jung Pumpen, Germany 

 Sales office in Nocchi, Italy

 Sales office in Rome, Italy

 Sales office in Dubai, United Arab Emirates

 Sales office in U.P, India

 Operations and sales office in Suzhou City, China

 Sales office in Singapore

 Operations and sales office in Brisbane, Australia

 Sales office in Milperra, Australia

 Sales office in Dandenong South, Australia

 Customers served worldwide



COMMERCIAL 
AQUACULTURE
With depleting food stocks unable to keep up with rising 
demand, the commercial aquaculture industry is ready to 
explode. The potential for commercial aquaculture is enormous, 
but the industry is also highly complex. The need for advanced 
equipment, high-level support and precise engineering has 
never been greater, and the many economic and ecological 
challenges of fish production must be solved.

Which is why we’re here. Our mission is to offer symbiotic 
biological and engineering solutions to support any aquaculture 
need. For you, this means everything from designing a complete 
facility to engineering solutions for existing production systems. 
Our commercial aquaculture team can also help you with 
equipment upgrades, troubleshooting and technical support. 
With Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems as your partner, the future  
has arrived.



LABORATORY 
ANIMAL HOUSING
As biologists and engineers, we understand and appreciate the 
complexity of aquatic life. As a result you can expect optimized 
laboratory systems to meet the needs of individual species, 
including zebrafish and Xenopus. Our goal is to equip you with 
the finest systems and support available for engineering, 
project management, system commissioning, training, 
husbandry and more.

With any research project, it is essential for habitats to promote 
animal health, while being flexible enough to meet a variety of 
requirements. For this reason, our Aquatic Habitats turnkey 
systems are secure, efficient and virtually fail-safe. You can 
depend on Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems for state-of-the-art 
aquatic housing that’s easy to use.

Aquatic Habitats systems require minimal upkeep—our multi-
rack system designs don’t require daily, weekly or even monthly 
service. You’ll save money on labor and replacement 
consumables, and you won’t have to worry about constant 
maintenance. We want you to focus on your research; you can 
leave the rest to us.



AQUATIC LIFE 
SUPPORT
Aquatic life support systems, whether for zoos or aquariums, 
demand nothing short of state-of-the art solutions. For this 
reason, we offer a team of designers, engineers and biologists 
dedicated to helping animals thrive in zoos, public aquariums 
and other large facilities.

We’re driven by innovation and a deep knowledge of aquatic 
science. Whether you need assistance with concept 
development, project management, retrofitting, turnkey 
systems, training or troubleshooting, we have the vision and 
expertise to bring your aquatic system to life. Because Pentair 
Aquatic Eco-Systems features the world’s widest selection of 
products and resources, each of our solutions is backed by 
unparalleled service support.



LAKE AND POND 
MANAGEMENT
No matter the size, your project matters to us. Whether you are 
looking to have a problematic, large reservoir aeration system 
designed and quoted, or you’re simply troubleshooting a 
backyard pond, with Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems, you’re in 
qualified hands.

•  Extensive technical knowledge and experience with  
custom aeration design and support.

•  Lake restoration counseling and sediment  
inactivation solutions

•  Stellar distributorship incentives

•  Diverse line of aeration systems, fountains, water testing 
equipment and assorted lake management supplies.  
Some of our top brands include:

•  Great Lakes® Aeration Systems

•  Sweetwater® Compressors

•  HeavySet® Air Tubing



SDDF-A
•  Supports up to 35,000 zebrafish
•  Supports up to 1,440 Xenopus laevis

MDDF-A
•  Supports up to 72,000 zebrafish
• Supports up to 2,880 Xenopus laevis

AQUATIC HABITATS FILTRATION PACKAGES
Pentair’s next generation filtration packages, innovative solutions designed to address the 
needs of the modern day aquatic lab. We have married our intimate knowledge of aquatic 
husbandry and state-of-the-art technology to deliver robust, flexible, user-friendly systems 
capable of providing the model environment for aquatic research.
Optimal water quality is maintained using an oversized 5-stage filtration process featuring 
the most cutting edge technology on the market. Which includes Sparus™ Pumps with 
Constant Flow Technology™, rotary micro-screen drum filters and a programmable 
logic controller (PLC) customized to your specific system requirements. The modular 
design is flexible enough to be ramped up or down for situations like multi-phase projects 
or daisy-chained with additional packages for lab expansions.
Low cost of ownership and labor savings provided by zero consumable filtration and 
minimal maintenance requirements. Say good-bye to changing filter pads and cartridges! 
Each PLC is equipped with SMS or email alarm capabilities and remote access via the 
web. All of this contained within a small footprint configured for easy access to all the 
system components.

• Automated Monitoring and Control
• Water Quality
• Drum Filter BackwasH

• Carbon Filter Backwash
• Zero Consumables
• Minimal Maintenance (6 month service 

intervals)
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MULTI-RACK FACILITY DESIGN
The Multi-Rack system is configured to your specifications, with as many 
racks as your research needs. We have been designing large-scale aquatic 
research facilities since 1997 and continue to lead the industry in quality of 
equipment and service. Couple our industry pioneering rack designs with  
our new cutting-edge filtration packages you will benefit from a robust, 
user-friendly system for many years to come.

•  Z-Hab, X-Hab and G-Hab system are all available for multi-rack  
facility design

•  Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction  
provides corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance

•  State-of-the-art Aquatic Habitats Filtration Packages

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.
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Multi-Rack Facility Design/Filtration Packages
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LDDF-A
• Supports up to 100,000 zebrafish
• Supports up to 4,000 Xenopus laevis

SPARUS™ PUMP WITH CONSTANT FLOW TECHNOLOGY™
Quiet, Energy Efficient and Smart
•  Sparus Pumps with Constant Flow Technology(CFT) manage water 

circulation quietly and efficiently. The integrated Variable Frequency Drive 
automatically calculates and self-adjusts the speed of the motor to deliver 
the programmed flow rate

• Each Sparus with CFT pump features a digital communication port that 
allows for monitoring/control by PLC systems

• By utilizing the unique feature set of the Sparus with CFT and by 
monitoring pressure, the PLC system controller adjusts the speed of the 
pump to maintain a constant pressure. The result is consistent flow is 
maintained to aquaria when the flow to other racks of aquaria is shut off. 
Eliminates unexpected sharp increases in flow and provides consistent 
flow to aquaria as flow elsewhere on the system is adjusted.

MECHANICAL FILTRATION
Zero Consumables
•  High-quality, self-cleaning rotary drum filter(s) provide highly efficient 

solids removal without the need for consumables. Say good-bye to 
replacing filter pads, cartridges or bags. 

BIOLOGICAL FILTRATION
Self-Cleaning
•  Moving bed bioreactors use a continuous flow action achieved by aeration 

and high density polyethylene biofilm carrier elements. The continuous flow 
action makes the media self-cleaning!

CHEMICAL FILTRATION
Polishing
•  Activated carbon captures smaller suspended solids and adsorbs dissolved 

solids and other contaminants that may make their way into the system, 
ensuring optimal water quality and transmission of UV light

UV DISINFECTION
Eliminate Pathogens
•  NSF UV Sterilizer outfitted with over temperature, lamp out, and UV intensity 

alarming capabilities are sized to provide a minimum UV dose of 110 mJ/cm², 
EOU. UV Lamp service interval of 12,000 hrs. Choose between stainless steel 
or heavy-wall UV-resistant polymer vessel.

AERATION AND DEGASSING
Optimize Dissolved Oxygen Levels
•  Quiet linear piston pumps supply air through Sweetwater diffusers to  

strip CO2 and maintain dissolved oxygen levels of the supply water to 
aquaria at optimal.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Maintain Consistent Water Temperature for Animals
•  Heater (Standard)- Submersible titanium heaters and automatic controller 

maintain system water temperature at  set point + - 1° C (Ambient +5° C)
•  Chiller (Optional)- Multiple options  including chillers, heat exchangers  

and heat pumps are available for a variety of applications

WATER QUALITY CONTROL
Automated Monitoring and Dosing
•  Conductivity and pH levels are continuously monitored by precise 

high-grade sensors. Buffer and salt solutions are automatically dosed 
using peristaltic pumps to maintain steady-state pH and conductivity

•  PLC system controller automatically opens a solenoid valve to bleed off a 
user programmable percentage of system water per day to keep nitrates 
at non-stressful levels. System water is automatically replaced with 
virgin make-up water

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER
Versatile and Dependable
•  Pentair PLCs operate with reliability, precision and responsiveness. 

Examples of water quality and system parameters you can control or  
monitor include dissolved oxygen, system temperature, pH conductivity, 
level, supply line pressure, carbon filter vessel pressure, total dissolved 
gas pressure (TGP) and pump speed. Each model has an easy-to-read 
touchscreen interface that will tell your system status at a glance. If an 
alarm condition is detected, the device will text or email multiple 
cellphones to alert staff—helping prevent catastrophic failures and loss 
of animals.

FEATURES
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AQUATIC HABITATS Z-HAB DUO SYSTEMS
Double the capacity of the Z-Hab system while minimizing maintenance.  

FEATURES
Superior Design and Engineering
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
•  C351 programmable logic controller (PLC) control panel with low water 

level safety shut-off and alarm
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance.

Convenience
• Filter and UV bypass allow service while system runs
• Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor

Flexibility
• Choose from five-shelf and six-shelf systems
• Ergonomic, autoclavable polycarbonate tanks (1.5-, 3.0- and 10.0-liter sizes), 

lids and baffles

Space Efficiency
•  Housing life support and filtration, monitoring, controlling and alarming  

all in 16 ft2

Redundancy
•  Two water pumps ensure flow to tanks should one fail
•  Two UV reactors ensure disinfection of system water should one fail
•  Each Z-Hab Duo System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

SPECIFICATIONS
Water
• Culture volume 600 liters (158 gal)—576 liters (152 gal) as shown
•  Zebrafish holding capacity @ 10 adult fish/liter: 6,000 fish—5,760 fish  

as shown
•  Total water volume: 827 liters (218 gal)—804 liters (212 gal) as shown
•  6 culture tank water exchanges per hour

Electrical
• 120V/10.25 A/50 or 60 Hz
• 240V/5.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

Filtration
• 1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
• 2nd Stage: Moving bed biological filtration (over 42 m2 of surface area)
• 3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and other 

contaminants
• 5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

Other
• Air pump and manifold provide supplemental aeration and degassing
• Titanium heater maintains temperature differential of 5º C
• Weight with water: 1,134 kg (2,500 lbs)

Options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
• Breeder tanks
• Baby baffles for larval rearing
• Powder-coating

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

Danio rerio
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Oryzias latipesDanio rerio

AQUATIC HABITATS Z-HAB MINI SYSTEMS
The Z-Hab Mini benchtop system is ideal for labs that have no floor space and 
limited counter space. Each shelf holds six 10-liter, twelve 3-liter or twenty 
1.5-liter tanks. Mix and match for added versatility! 
Ask about our industry leading delivery time of 1 week or less*  
*Certain limitations and restrictions apply

FEATURES
Superior Design
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
•  Low water level safety shut-off and alarm with optional programmable logic 

controller (PLC) control panel
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance.

Convenience
• Filter and UV bypass allow service while system runs
•  Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor
•  Central PLC control panel (optional)

Flexibility
•  Two- to three-shelf models available
•  Ergonomic, autoclavable polycarbonate tanks (1.5-, 3.0- and 10.0-liter sizes),  

lids and baffles
•  Each Z-Hab Mini System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

SPECIFICATIONS
Water
• Culture volume: 180 liters (48 gal)—126 liters (33 gal) as shown
•  Zebrafish holding capacity @ 10 adult fish/liter: 1,800 fish—1,260 as shown
• Total water volume: 252.5 liters (67 gal)—98 liters (52 gal) as shown
• 6 tank water exchanges per hour

Electrical
•  120V/10.25 A/50 or 60 Hz
•  240V/5.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

Filtration
• 1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
•  2nd Stage: Combined moving and submerged-bed biological filtration  

(over 32 m2 of surface area)
•  3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and other 

contaminants
•  5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

Other
•  Air diffusers in biofilter provide supplemental aeration and degassing
•  Titanium heater maintains temperature differential of 5º C
• Weight with water: 195 kg (430 lbs)

Options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
•  Individual photoperiod control for each shelf
• Total gas pressure monitor/controller

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.
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AQUATIC HABITATS Z-HAB SYSTEMS
The Z-Hab is one of our proven, time-tested zebrafish housing systems. 
Save time setting up and keeping track of your experiments compared with 
conventional fish-keeping systems. In fact, you can fit up to 120 tanks in 
the same footprint as three conventional 10-gallon glass aquaria!
Ask about our industry leading delivery time of 1 week or less*  
*Certain limitations and restrictions apply

FEATURES
Superior Design and Engineering
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
• Standard controller with low water level safety shut-off and alarm  

(optional C351 programmable logic controller)
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance.

Convenience
• Filter and UV bypass allow service while system runs
• Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor

Flexibility
• Choose from five-shelf and six-shelf systems
•  Ergonomic, autoclavable polycarbonate tanks (1.5-, 3.0- and 10.0-liter sizes), 

lids and baffles
•  Each Z-Hab System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

SPECIFICATIONS
Water
• Culture volume 300 liters (79 gal)—222 liters (58.6 gal) as shown
• Zebrafish holding capacity @ 10 adult fish/liter: 3,000 fish—2,200 fish  

as shown
• Total water volume: 340 liters (90 gal)—285 liters (75 gal) as shown
•  6 tank water exchanges per hour

Electrical
•  120V/10.25 A/50 or 60 Hz
• 240V/5.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

Filtration
•  1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
• 2nd Stage: Combined moving and submerged-bed biological filtration  

(over 90 m2 of surface area)
• 3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and other 

contaminants
• 5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

Other
• Air diffusers in biofilter provide supplemental aeration and degassing
• Titanium heater maintains temperature differential of 5º C
• Weight with water: 544 kg (1,200 lbs)

Options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
•  Individual photoperiod control for each shelf (5-shelf tall systems only)
• Total gas pressure monitor/controller
• Breeder tanks

SEE OUR    CHANNEL TO LEARN MORE!

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

Danio rerio
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Xenopus laevis

WE CAN DESIGN AND 
BUILD MULTI-RACK 
XENOPUS SYSTEMS.

AQUATIC HABITATS X-HAB SYSTEMS
The X-Hab line is designed for Xenopus applications and accommodates a wide 
variety of tank sizes for various applications. 
Ask about our industry leading delivery time of 1 week or less*  
*Certain limitations and restrictions apply 

FEATURES
•  Ideal for Xenopus sp. frogs or other mid-sized aquatic animals
•  Polycarbonate 40-liter tanks can be easily cage-washed or autoclaved
• Shelving improves overall environment, providing contrast for feeding,   

reducing algae growth, improving biosecurity and reducing  
maintenance time

•  UV disinfection rate is among the highest in the industry, designed for  
a 12-month service interval

•  Lab-grade racks are manufactured to conform to ASTM standards and 
include barrier protection for wet environments

•  Low water level safety shut-off and alarm with optional programmable  
logic controller (PLC) control panel

•  5 tank water exchanges per hour
• NEW! Custom standpipe solution for automatic water cleaning  

(flood and flush)
•  Each X-Hab System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

SPECIFICATIONS
Electrical
• 120V/12.2 A/50 or 60 Hz
• 240V/6.1 A/50 or 60 Hz

Filtration
• 1st Stage: 120 microns
•  2nd Stage: Combined moving and submerged-bed biological filtration  

(over 90 m2 of surface area)
• 3rd Stage: 50-micron cartridge filter
•  4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and  

other contaminants
•  5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life  

(e.g., 12 months)

XR3
•  4-tier system with 16-L or 23-L tank options (twenty or sixteen tanks)
•  Xenopus laevis capacity (1 adult/3 L): 100 (16-L tanks) or 112 (23-L tanks)
•  Xenopus tropicalis capacity (1 adult/0.75 L): 420 (16-L tanks) or 480  

(23-L tanks)

XR4
• 3-tier system with 40-liter tanks
•  Xenopus tropicalis holding capacity @ 1 adult/0.75 liter: 477 frogs
• Xenopus laevis holding capacity @ 1 adult/3 liters: 117 frogs

XR5
• 2-tier system with 74-liter or 189-liter tank options (eight or four tanks)
•  Xenopus laevis capacity (1 adult/3 L): 192 with 74-liter tanks or 252 with  

189-liter tanks

Options
•  Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
•  Total gas pressure monitor/controller
• Heating and chilling options are available

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

SEE OUR    CHANNEL TO LEARN MORE!
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Astyanax mexicanus

AQUATIC HABITATS G-HAB SYSTEMS
With bigger tanks than the Z-Hab system, the G-Hab system is a nice fit for 
labs where larger species of fish are being used. Also a great choice for 
toxicology related studies in which plastic tanks may not be ideal. 

FEATURES
Superior Design
• Oversized, 5-stage, state-of-the-art filtration ensures optimal water quality
• Low water level safety shut-off and alarm with optional programmable logic 

controller (PLC) control panel
• Aeration provided to each individual tank
• Heavy-duty, powder coated 316L stainless steel construction provides 

corrosion resistance, durability and ease of maintenance.

Convenience
•  Filtration bypass allows service while system runs
• Automatic water exchange saves time and reduces labor

Flexibility
• 3-tier rack can accommodate 10-, 30- or 55-gallon glass tanks
• Central PLC control panel (optional)
• Each G-Hab System includes an unconditional 2-year warranty and  

24/7 emergency support

SPECIFICATIONS
Water
• Culture volume: 680 liters (180 gal) as shown
• 4 tank water exchanges per hour
• Total water volume: 870 liters (230 gal) as shown
• Weight with water: 1,182 kg (2,600 lbs)

Electrical
• 115V/10 A/60 Hz
• 230V/5.1 A/50 Hz

Filtration
•  1st Stage: 120-micron filter pad
• 2nd Stage: Submerged-bed biological filtration
•  3rd Stage: 50-micron filter cartridge
• 4th Stage: Activated carbon adsorbs volatile organics and contaminants
•  5th Stage: UV disinfection dose of 110 mJ/cm2 at end of lamp life

Options
• Automated water quality monitor/control/alarm system
• Total gas pressure monitor/controller
• Temperature control (heating and chilling)

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.
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Close-up of spawning sites.

MINI MEPS® MASS EMBRYO PRODUCTION SYSTEM
Designed specifically for the production of large numbers of zebrafish embryos 
for drug screening, toxicology assays/experiments or propagation of fish.
Ask about our industry leading delivery time of 1 week or less*  
*Certain limitations and restrictions apply

FEATURES
• Allows for the housing and maintenance of thousands of fish in a single 

tank, reducing labor required for husbandry and system maintenance
•  Multiple spawning sites, adjustable to optimal depths and locations within  

the tank, maximize embryo production
•  Optional light cycle dome with dimmable light cycle timer allows for the 

collection of embryos at any time of the day
• Carbon filter on incoming water line ensures optimal water quality,  

reduces possibility of chemical inhibition affecting spawning success  
and enhances embryo production

• Easily removable egg collection chambers facilitate accurate timing of 
fertilization with minimal disturbance to fish

• Each Mass Embryo Production System includes an unconditional 2-year 
warranty and 24/7 emergency support

With the Mini MEPS®, thousands of embryos per day can be attainable and 
sustainable. Factors affecting embryo production include line, age of fish,  
sex ratio, degree and quality of broodstock conditioning and management  
and system maintenance.

Flexibility
•  Can be incorporated into any multiple rack system
• Can be connected to a filtration unit to operate as an independent system.
• Can be set up as a flow-through system

Options
• Light cycle dome for photoperiod control

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Volume: 100 L (26.4 gal) flooded & 80 L (21.1 gal) operating
• Total weight: 123 kg (271 lbs) flooded & 103 kg (227 lbs) operating
• Recommended stocking density of 1-g adult zebrafish: 660
• Recommended flowrates of 6.3 Lpm (1.66 gpm) for recirculating system 

applications & 2.52 Lpm (0.67 gpm) for flow-through applications
• Electrical: 120/240V, 50/60 Hz

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.
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THE MINI FISH FARM™   DESIGNED HERE

#1 in the classroom
The Mini Fish Farm™ is a complete fish raising system. It includes a quiet, 
oilless air pump, a state-of-the-art clarifier, a biological filter employing 
moving bed technology, a 5’4” Dia. x 35” H polyethylene tank that can be 
ordered with or without a viewing window, an operational manual and a video 
that gives step-by-step set-up instructions and maintenance procedures.  
The entire system contains only 400 gallons of water, making heating,  
water changes and overall size and weight minimal. All electrical components 
are UL-approved and power consumption is a mere 60 watts. That’s under  
$4 per month!  
Maintenance takes less than ten minutes per day and only two 5-gallon pails 
of water need to be emptied and replaced. The entire system fits in a 6’ x 8’ 
area and can fit through a 36” door. Extremely safe, there is no electricity  
in the water, and the system is virtually leakproof. Ships Motor Freight. 
One-year warranty. 

OPTIONAL STAND-ALONE AQUAPONICS KIT
Use this aquaponics kit with the Mini Fish Farm™ to utilize fish effluent  
as fertilizer, all while supplementing biofiltration with plant uptake.  
Eighteen lettuce, herb or other leafy plants are partially suspended in the 
recirculated water, providing optimal nutrient uptake and aeration of roots 
without the use of gravel or perlite. This unit is modeled after a commercial 
aquaponics unit that produces 45,000 heads of lettuce per day. It requires no 
additional power. Kit includes black ABS tray with removable top for root 
inspection and harvesting (measures 4’ long x 2’ wide x 6” deep), aluminum 
stand, 18 net pots (2”) with growing cubes and all plumbing/fittings for hookup 
to the Mini Fish Farm™, plus a comprehensive hydroponics manual.  
Ships Ground. The Aquaponics Refill Kit (CK50R) includes net pots, growing 
cubes and cable ties.

OPTIONAL FLOATING AQUAPONICS KIT   DESIGNED HERE

Use this aquaponics kit with the Mini Fish Farm™. It consists of a unique 
aquaponics tray that allows the growth of lettuce, herbs, flowers and other 
crops in the same tank as the fish. This interaction between animals and 
plants provides the opportunity to study and observe a more natural 
eco-system. The tray is designed to float within the tank, covering one half of 
the water’s surface. It is capable of growing up to 24” plants. Special screening 
protects plant roots from foraging fish and the design provides proper tray 
height above the water. Kit includes two heavy-duty ABS plastic trays, 
screening, twenty-four 2” net pots, twenty-four 3¼” net pots, zip ties, 
twenty-four Rockwool cubes and complete instructions. Ships Oversize.  
The Aquaponics Refill Kit (CK50R) includes net pots, growing cubes and  
cable ties. 

REPLACEMENT TANK WINDOW KITS
The FF50W-KIT is 1’ x 2’ polycarbonate window kit with an actual viewing 
area of 9¾” x 21¾”, and the FW22-KIT is 2’ x 2’ with a viewing area of  
21¾” x 21¾”.

   SHIP WT
MODEL  (KG) 
THE MINI FISH FARM
FF50-3 MINI FISH FARM (NO WINDOW) 104.3
FF50-3W1 MINI FISH FARM W/ 1’ X 2’ WINDOW 104.3

FF50-3W2 MINI FISH FARM W/ 2’ X 2’ WINDOW 104.3

OPTIONAL AQUAPONICS KITS
FF50HT STAND ALONE AQUAPONICS KIT 27.2

CK50 FLOATING AQUAPONICS KIT 13.6

CK50R AQUAPONICS REFILL KIT 0.2

REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
SL88 115V 60HZ LINEAR PISTON AIR PUMP 10.7

FF50W-KIT 1’ X 2’ WINDOW KIT  1.1

FW22-KIT 2’ X 2’ WINDOW KIT  1.1

ALR15 6” MEDIUM PORE DIFFUSER 0.5

ZPF2 FILTER PAD (4½” X 18”) 0.2

Stand-Alone  
Aquaponics Kit 

(Optional)

The Mini Fish Farm™

FF50-3W1

SEE OUR    CHANNEL TO LEARN MORE!

CK50

Optional Floating Aquaponics Kit

Mini Fish Farm with 
Optional Stand-Alone 
Aquaponics Kit
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Common Aquatic Species Used in Aquaponics
Tilapia sp.
There is little documentation through research as to which aquatic species work best in 
aquaponic systems. Tilapia have the most results as they are very hardy and adaptable to poor 
water quality, temperature and poor handling by farmers. They also have a large market value 
and have developed a niche as a good-tasting white fish. The most common tilapia used are Nile 
tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus), Mozambique tilapia (Oreochromis mossambicus), blue tilapia (Tilapia 
aureus) or some crossbred variety of a wide number of tilapia species. They are ideal for our 
system here in Florida, as we have a longer warm season here than many US states, and their 
ideal water temperature is in the range of 24–32º C. There are a number of hatcheries in our 
geographic area that can supply us with fresh, affordable fingerlings. For colder temperatures, 
the blue tilapia has shown a wider tolerance than the other species of tilapia and will continue 
feeding down to below16º C. However, once the water temperature starts to dip to 10º C and lower 
for a significant period of time, the fish will not survive for very long. If you live in a cooler climate 
and do not have the capability to heat the water, then perhaps tilapia is not the ideal species for 
you. Again, this will all go back to market demand and your own cost analysis.

Koi
Koi are ornamental varieties of the common carp (Cyprinus carpio) and have a large market in 
the United States as a decorative water feature or small pond fish for many homes and 
businesses. They are cultured in many states and can tolerate a wide range of temperatures 
and water quality parameters similar to tilapia. However, their ranges are most ideal between 
16–24º C. Similar to the tilapia, once temperatures drop below their ideal range, they will stop 
feeding and can eventually die. Below 10º C, they will cease feeding and their immune system 
will begin to shut down, so they too can suffer mortality after prolonged periods of time in those 
temperatures. Fortunately, in Florida we don’t experience too many days with an average 
temperature below 10º C.

Other Common Aquaponics Species
Ictalurus punctatus is North America’s most common catfish and is easily procured through the 
web of aquaculture hatchery suppliers in the country. It is popular in aquaculture due to its 
rapid growth and wide temperature tolerance of 20–29º C.
Hybrid-striped bass (Morone saxatilis and Morone chrysops cross) do well in a wide range of 
environmental conditions, including a temperature range of 4–32º C, but grow best in between 
24 and 27º C.
Barramundi (Lates calcarifer) is already a fish of large commercial importance throughout the 
world, especially in the Indo-Pacific area. It has proven to be useful in aquaculture and 
aquaponic systems since its temperature ranges are similar to that of tilapia.
Jade perch (Scortum barcoo) is being considered more and more for aquaponic systems due to  
its wide tolerance for temperature fluctuations, 10–35º C. It is originally found in Australia and, 
like tilapia, is omnivorous.
Crappie and other sunfishes exist in almost every single US state, making access easy to 
farmers. Their temperature ranges are ideally between 14–20º C, but they have been located in 
waters much cooler and warmer than that.
Malaysian prawn (Macrobrachium rosenbergii) is a freshwater shrimp native to the Indo-Pacific 
area and is a common aquaculture food species. Temperature ranges for this shrimp are 
ideally between 20–27º C. One thing to note is that shrimp don’t typically occupy the same 
space in the water column that a school of fish will occupy. They are found on the riverbed in 
nature as detritivores, but in an aquaculture system, their surface area can be increased with 
the addition of high surface area structures within the tanks or ponds.

NOTE:
It is important to understand that while these are the most commonly used aquatic species used in aquaponics, there is only limited documented 
information regarding their performance and production data. Should you choose to use a species outside of this list, we recommend that you contact 
your local aquaculture extension agent or a hatchery/farm operator to discuss the feasibility. As with any other aspect of this operation, you need to 
determine your market and what would work best for you. If your ambient temperature is within 20– 26º C on average throughout the growing season, 
perhaps you should stick with a species best suited to that temperature to minimize system shock and avoid possible loss of crop. It is true that the 
warmer the temperature, the more the fish will eat and the more nutrients they will excrete. However, high temperatures can also inhibit the growth  
and nutrient uptake of the plants, so it is important to try to find a happy medium for all of your water quality parameters.
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Backyard Aquaponics System

You can grow a variety of produce at one time in the grow beds.

Water is filtered before being delivered to grow beds.

Nutrients for the system are provided by fish in these tanks.

BACKYARD AQUAPONICS SYSTEM
The perfect aquaponics system for everyone  
from the advancing hobbyist to the beginning 
commercial grower. We have successfully grown 
over one hundred varieties of produce in this 
system throughout our initial testing period and it 
has proven itself to be robust and problem-free. 
The kit includes all major components needed  
to construct the aquaponics system as shown*. 
System uses 747 total watts. Provides 1176 
planting sites on 15 cm intervals, and 864 planting 
sites on 20 cm intervals. System size can be even 
be doubled to better suit your needs.

System includes
• Includes 4 fish culture tanks 4 x 3, 3141 liters each
• Complete filtration system
• All major plumbing
• Aeration equipment
• Energy-efficient centrifugal water pump
•  Enough liner to build four 7.3 m x 1.2 m x  

0.3 m growing troughs

Visit YouTube.com/AquaticEcoTV and see the 
system in action.

*Excluding wood boards and brackets used to build 
the plant troughs and polystyrene rafts (found at 
your local hardware store). Net cup and media 
choices will depend on the customer and are also 
not included.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

SEE OUR    CHANNEL TO LEARN MORE!
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Seeding and Planting Systems
Seed Germination
Germinating seeds can be extremely easy or extremely difficult depending on the type of plant 
and method used. There are several ways to do this and we will describe a few below:
1. Directly into starter cubes: This is where you use a starter cube (Rockwool®, coco fiber, 

composted pine bark, etc.) with a small hole in the center to start your seeds. You simply wet 
the media, drop the seeds in the hole (or widen it a bit with a pencil for larger seeds) and then 
place them in a tray (with or without a humidity dome, depending on your local humidity). Make 
sure to read up on your starter media as some media should presoak in a mildly acidic solution 
for better sprouting results. Some seeds will do better when placed directly out in the sun; 
some will do better if left in the dark for a few days then moved into the sunlight; and some will 
do better with a bottom heat pad placed under the tray of starter cubes. One thing to 
remember is that you want to get them in the same intensity of light that you will be growing 
them to maturity in as soon as possible. In lower light conditions, plants stretch looking for 
light and become thinner/weaker and more prone to breaking. Then when you move them into 
more intense light, they have a tendency to get leaf burn and growth slows as the plant adjusts 
to the stronger light. If you’re trying a new variety for the first time, plant a few test cubes, put 
them in direct to partial sun for a few days and watch what happens. Most seeds will sprout 
just fine this way as long as the temperatures are in the correct range for the plant species 
being grown (look on the seed packet as most of the timeall of the zone/planting times are 
listed on the packaging), but if you aren’t having any luck or you see them sprout and start to 
get a bit burned, try one of the other methods until you see what works best for that particular 
seed. Just remember, the quicker you get the plant used to the final light intensity, the quicker 
it will grow.

2. Paper towel/plastic wrap method: Another popular way of sprouting seeds is by dampening  
a paper towel with water and placing it on a plate. You then place your seeds on the damp 
paper towel and cover the plate with plastic wrap. Place this in a dark place such as a 
cabinet and check it daily while also lifting the plastic wrap to exchange the air inside. As 
soon as you see the seed crack open, remove the seed from the plate and place the seed 
cracked end down into the starter cube. It will then shoot the tap root down into the starter 
cube and the seed will rise out of the cube and fall off of the sprout. This method works 
extremely well for all types of larger seeds such as beans, peas, sunflowers, cucumbers, 
etc. Using smaller seeds is not advisable, since it would be extremely difficult to pick them up 
and place them into starter cubes without hurting the sprouts.

3. Cuttings: Some plants take an extremely long time to grow from seeds, but their cuttings 
will readily root when cared for properly, eliminating a lot of valuable time spent by the 
grower. The procedure is fairly simple. First you want to make sure you sterilize your 
scissors, knife or whatever tool you plan to use to take the cuttings and also make sure to 
wash your hands well (especially if you are a smoker). Once you have sterilized the cutting 
tool, take your cuttings and remove all of the fruit from the plant (if there is any) along with 
the bottom 50% of the leaves/stems. Dip the cut end into either a rooting hormone powder 
or gel, then place directly into a presoaked starter cube. Some plants such as tomatoes 
will start to root within a day or two, while other plants such as rosemary may take as long 
as a month to show any signs of roots. You want to keep the cuttings in a humid 
environment by using a humidity dome or plastic wrap, and you want to make sure to 
exchange the air inside several times a day. Some plants will look pretty bad before 
looking better, but that is because you are stressing the plant and basically forcing it to 
either grow roots or die. You want the media moist, but not wet or waterlogged. You can 
also mist the plants to let the leaves take up water. Riding that fine line of wet/dry media 
tells the harder-to-root plants that they need to sprout roots. Once you have done it a few 
times you will be able to look at the plants and tell when they have started to root, then 
take the dome off until the plants get strong enough to move them to your main system.  
Where to germinate: Seeds can either be germinated directly in your system, on sprouting 
tables, in individual sprouting trays or by many other means. It really comes down to what 
works best for the area you have, labor involved and finances available.
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AEROBOOST™ CT AIRLIFT PUMP
AeroBoost Airlift Pumps provide a low-cost, 
decentralized approach to water reuse for 
aquaculture systems. AeroBoost uses air injection 
to circulate and aerate the water, allowing for 
increased fish production with less influent water. 
Mounted directly inside the culture tank,  
AeroBoost can be easily installed into existing 
systems or integrated into new designs.

Benefits
•  Reduces influent water use and effluent volumes
•  Reduces energy use relative to traditional  

water pumps
•  Increases rearing capacity without increased 

water use
•  Increases dissolved O2 and reduces  

dissolved CO2
•  Improves tank circulation and fish fitness
•  Reduces labour required to clean tanks
•  Increases production flexibility (unit may  

be moved to highest density tank)
•  Ideal for direct installation into new or existing 

circular tanks

Features
•  Fish friendly design; no moving parts, noise,  

or vibration
•  Mounts from tank wall without tank modification
•  Internal components are easy to access  

and clean
•  Durable aluminum construction
•  Screened intake and adjustable discharge vane
•  Configurable to suit tank rotation direction
•  May be operated from a centralized air supply
•  Multiple units may be used in larger tanks to fit 

production needs
•  Manufactured in North America with  

factory-direct service and support

Description of operation
An airlift is a simple device which uses pressurized 
air injected in a column of water to pump water.  
Air is injected with a diffuser below the water 
surface. The bubbles generated reduce the density 
of the water, causing the water to rise with the 
bubbles. Higher density water rushes in from 
underneath to fill the void, effectively pumping 
water from high density to low density. While the 
primary purpose of an airlift is to generate flow,  
a secondary benefit is that the water is aerated  
in the process, adding oxygen and driving off 
carbon dioxide.

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

Performance
The AeroBoost CT effectively replaces influent water by aerating and mixing the water in a circular tank.  
Its effectiveness increases the further the tank is operated from the saturation DO and DCO2 levels.

Notes:
1.  Performance data assumes design air flow: CT1-100 at 14scfm and CT2-100 operating at 28scfm, 0m elevation.
2.  Influent water DO and CO2 assumed to be at saturation with air (21% O2, 400 ppm CO2) for each temperature curve.  

Improved performance may be expected when influent DO is below saturation or influent CO2 is above saturation.
3.  Influent water temperature assumed to be equal to culture temperature.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
CT1-100 

SINGLE DIFFUSER AIRLIFT
CT2-100 

DOUBLE DIFFUSER AIRLIFT

INSTALLATION

Mounting method Mounting bracket included; hangs from tank wall without tank modification

Tank freeboard Adjustable in height for use in tanks with up to 24” freeboard

Tank flange width Suitable for tank flange widths of up to 8”

Weight 25 kg (55 lbs) 36 kg (80 lbs)

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Body and Mounting Bracket Aluminum (5052 and 6061)

Internals PVC, polyurethane, and EPDM

PROCESS AIR SUPPLY

Air inlet 20 mm 32 mm

Air flow range 13.6–34.0 m3/hr (8–20 scfm) 27.2–68.0 m3/hr (16–40 scfm)
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Performance
The AeroBoost RC system effectively replaces influent water by aerating and mixing the water in a  
raceway tank. The system improves mixing and increases flows rate in all installations. However, the gas 
transfer effectiveness increases the further the tank is operated from the saturation DO and DCO2 levels.

Notes:
1.  Performance data assumes design air flow: RC1-075 at 10.5scfm and RC1-100 at 14scfm, 0m elevation.
2.  Influent water DO and DCO2 assumed to be at saturation with air (21% O2, 400 ppm CO2) for each temperature curve.  

Improved performance may be expected when influent DO is below saturation or influent DCO2 is above saturation.
3.  Influent water temperature assumed to be equal to culture temperature.

PRODUCT INFORMATION RC1-075 RC1-100

INSTALLATION

Baffle mounting method Clamped to top of raceway wall (standard); Custom designed mounting also available

AeroBoost mounting method Mounted directly to baffle; independently removable

Raceway dimensions 
accommodated

Baffle design is customizable for each installation

Number/spacing of AeroBoost units Application dependant

Weight (airlift only, without baffle) 14.5 kg (32 lbs) Dry 18 kg (40 lbs) Dry

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

Body and Mounting Bracket Aluminum (5052 and 6061)

Internals PVC, polyurethane, and EPDM

PROCESS AIR SUPPLY

Air inlet 20 mm 32 mm

Air flow range 10.2–27.0 m3/hr (6–15 scfm) 13.6–34.0 m3/hr (8–20 scfm)

AEROBOOST™ RC AIRLIFT PUMPS
AeroBoost Airlift Pumps provide a low-cost, 
decentralized approach to water reuse for 
aquaculture systems. AeroBoost uses air injection 
to circulate and aerate the water, allowing for 
increased fish production with less Tinfluent water. 
The AeroBoost RC is designed specifically for 
raceway applications.

Benefits
•  Reduces influent water use and effluent volumes
•  Increases rearing capacity without increased 

water use
•  Increases dissolved O2 and reduces  

dissolved CO2
•  Improves mixing for even water quality and 

better fish distribution
•  Makes raceways self-cleaning; reduces labour
•  Reduces energy use relative to traditional  

water pumps
•  No reduction in raceway water level or  

rearing volume
•  Ideal for direct installation into new or existing 

raceway tanks

Features
•  Fish friendly design; no moving parts, noise,  

or vibration
•  Durable aluminum construction
•  Both pump and baffle are easily removable  

to minimize impact to fish handling
•  Internal components are easy to access  

and clean
•  Standard and custom baffle mounting available 

to fit any raceway
•  Adjustable spacing and baffle height to fit 

application needs
•  Uses centralized air supply for multiple raceways
•  Manufactured in North America with  

factory-direct service and support

Description of operation
An airlift is a simple device which uses pressurized 
air injected in a column of water to pump water.  
Air is injected with a diffuser below the water 
surface. The bubbles generated reduce the density 
of the water, causing the water to rise with the 
bubbles. Higher density water rushes in from 
underneath to fill the void, effectively pumping water 
from high density to low density. While the primary 
purpose of an airlift is to generate flow, a 
secondary benefit is that the water is aerated in the 
process, adding oxygen and driving off carbon 
dioxide. When used in a raceway with a baffle, the 
airlift pump provides improved flow dynamics,  
dissolved gas levels, and solids removal.

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING.

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 407 886 3939
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Regenerative Blowers

          MAX     RATED  HEIGHT  OUTLET  SHIP 
                           M3/HR FREE AIR @ CM WATER*    DUTY    FULL LOAD W/O FILTER WIDTH HOSE SIZE WT 
MODEL 137 274 411 483 538 620 688 757 826 (CM) HP PHASE VOLTAGE AMPS (CM) (CM) (CM) (KG)
AHPB05 39.1 20.4 — — — — — — — 325 1.1 3 230/460 3.8/2.2 31.75 29.5 3.2 16
AHPB15 47.6 34 28.9 25.5 — — — — — 490 1.25 3 230/460 4.0/2.3 32.5 29.5 3.2 24
AHPB20 47.6 34 28.9 25.5 22.1 18.6 15.3 12 — 757 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 32.5 29.5 3.2 28
AHPB25 47.6 34 28.9 25.5 22.1 18.6 — — — 673 2.35 1 230 10.3 32.5 29.5 3.2 30
AHPB30 54.1 34 — — — — — — — 368 1.25 3 230/460 4.0/2.3 34 31.2 3.2 17
AHPB35 54.1 34 — — — — — — — 399 1.47 1 115/230 18.0/9.0 34 31.2 3.2 18
AHPB40 62.9 51 42.5 35.7 34 — — — — 612 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 34.5 31.2 3.2 30
AHPB50 69.7 51 — — — — — — — 378 2 3 230/460 5.5/3.2 37.6 34.5 3.2 23
AHPB60 88.3 71.4 59.5 — — — — — — 419 2.75 3 230/460 7.5/4.4 37.8 34.5 3.2 33
AHPB65 88.3 71.4 59.5 54.4 51 47.6 42.5 39.1 34 866 5.1 3 230/460 13.5/7.8 37.8 34.5 3.2 39
AHPB70 107 81.6 51 — — — — — — 490 3.4 3 230/460 9.0/5.3 39.6 36.6 3.2 29
AHPB75 122.3 110.4 95.1 — — — — — — 460 3.4 3 230/460 9.0/5.3 39.9 36.6 3.2 40
AHPB80 122.3 110.4 95.1 88.3 83.3 78.2 71.4 64.6 59.5 826 6.2 3 230/460 16.5/9.5 39.9 36.6 3.2 51
AHPB85 152.9 122.3 93.4 6.8 68 — — — — 541 5.1 3 230/460 13.5/7.8 45.5 41.7 3.2 35
AHPB90 186.9 152.9 135.9 129.1 122.3 115.5 — — — 660 6.2 3 230/460 16.3/9.5 45.5 41.7 3.2 56
AHPB95 186.9 152.9 135.9 129.1 122.3 115.5 110.4 101.9 92.4 856 8.8 3 230/460 22.5/12.6 45.5 41.7 3.2 65
AHPB100 331.3 288.8 254.9 241.3 — — — — — 511 8.4 3 230/460 20.0/11.2 41.4 63.8 5.1 70
AHPB105 331.3 288.8 254.9 241.3 299.3 209 186.9 — — 673 11.5 3 230/460 27.5/15.0 41.4 63.8 5.1 77
AHPB110 543.7 492.7 441.7 424.7 407.8 — — — — 612 16.8 3 230/460 50.2/29.0 51 79.6 6.4 143
AHPB115 543.7 492.7 441.7 424.7 407.8 382.3 356.8 — — 765 23.2 3 230/460 60.0/34.5 51 79.6 6.4 155
AHPB120 1,240 1,155 1,036 — — — — — — 439 31 3 230/460 72.0/42.0 62.5 107.7 10.2 206
AHPB125 1,240 1,155 1,036 985.4 934.5 — — — — 551 39 3 230/460 90.0/52.0 62.5 107.7 10.2 227

*For complete CFM Air @ Inches Water specs see PentairAES.com.

HIGH-PRESSURE REGENERATIVE BLOWERS
The ideal replacement for rotary lobe blowers and dry rotary vane vacuum 
pumps. While delivering comparable (or better) air pressure, these 
high-pressure blowers do not require the maintenance typically associated 
with traditional types of blowers and vacuum pumps.
The cool-running outboard bearing design allows these units to achieve  
higher differential pressures and extend service life. The rugged die-cast 
aluminum build is lightweight, compact and super quiet. Easy-to-install, 
close-coupled design means you can quickly add them to your system.  
And their internal silencers, washable inlet filter and outlet flex hose further 
simplify installation. Virtually maintenance-free. Fin-cooled TEFC motors 
operate at 50 and 60 Hz. Three-year warranty.

AHPB05

3-YEAR WARRANTY
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 LENGTH* WIDTH* SUGGESTED   AES   SHIP WT 
MODEL (CM) (CM) CM CM M3/HR (KG) AIR SUPPLY CONNECTION (KG)

AS1 3.8 4 1.3 1.3 .85 .68 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .014
AS2 3.8 4 1.9 2 .17 1.36 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .027
AS3 5.1 5 2.54 2.5 .34 2.27 O.D. (4 MM), PE .05
ALS3 5.1 5 2.54 2.5 .34 2.27 NPT (6 MM), PE .05
AS4 3.8 4 3.8 4 .42 3.18 O.D. (4 MM), PE .1
AS5S 7.6 8 2.54 2.5 .51 3.63 O.D. (4 MM), PE .07
AS5L 7.6 8 2.54 2.5 .51 3.63 O.D. (6 MM), PE .07
ALS5 7.6 8 2.54 2.5 .51 3.63 NPT (6 MM), PE .07
AS8S 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 O.D. (4 MM), PE .18
AS8L 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 O.D. (6 MM), PE .18
ALS8 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 NPT (6 MM), PE .18
ALR8 7.6 8 3.8 4 .59 4.54 NPT (12 MM), PE .18
AS15S 15.2 15 3.8 4 .85 6.35 O.D. (6 MM), PE .34
AS15L 15.2 15 3.8 4 .85 6.35 O.D. (9 MM), PE .34
ALR15 15.2 15 3.8 4 .85 6.35 NPT (12 MM), PE .34
AS23S 22.9 23 3.8 4 1.27 9.07 O.D. (6 MM), PE .61
AS23L 22.9 23 3.8 4 1.27 9.07 O.D. (9 MM), PE .61
ALR23 22.9 23 3.8 4 1.27 9.07 NPT (12 MM), PE .61
AS30S 30.5 30 3.8 4 1.69 12.25 O.D. (6 MM), PE .68
AS30L 30.5 30 3.8 4 1.69 12.25 O.D. (9 MM), PE .68
ALR30 30.5 30 3.8 4 1.69 12.25 NPT (12 MM), PE .68
ASW88S** 7.6 8 7.6 8 1.19 8.62 O.D. (6 MM), PE .32
ASW88L** 7.6 8 7.6 8 1.19 8.62 O.D. (6 MM), PE .32

*Dimensions of length and width are ±3 mm. **Fitting is in center of 7.62 cm x 7.62 cm dimension. The suggested m3/hr shown above is typical for 
aquaculture; higher m3/hr amounts will create larger bubbles. Nonstandard fittings are available on request. PE is high-density linear polyethylene. 
ABS is green plastic.

AES   Kg of fish supported.
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2-YEAR WARRANTY

SWEETWATER® AIR DIFFUSERS   DESIGNED HERE

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sweetwater® diffusers are the highest-quality 
ceramic-type air diffusers on the market today. They're machined from a solid 
block of glass-bonded silica. Because dust and dirt particles up to 30 microns 
in size will pass right through these diffusers, there's no need for expensive 
air filters. And with an air resistance of less than 0.017 bar, Sweetwater® 
glass-bonded diffusers are compatible with economical low-pressure 
blowers.
They produce a uniform medium/fine bubble and are very resistant to 
clogging. And when cleaning does become necessary because of a buildup of 
calcium precipitate or bacteria, an acid bath restores them to like-new 
performance.
Note that water pH in excess of 9.0 will shorten the diffuser life. Self-weighting 
when used with typical tubing lengths.

Beware of imitations.
Sweetwater® diffusers are the original 2,000°F glass-bonded silica diffusers 
introduced by us in 1984. You may come across other diffusers that copy our 
sizes, descriptions and even our photos, but it takes more than flattering 
imitation to compete with the best. Look for the name and  
the two-year warranty.

SWEETWATER® MEDIUM PORE DIFFUSER SPECIFICATIONS

BODY 2,000°F GLASS-BONDED SILICA     
MAXIMUM PORE SIZE 140 MICRONS (.0055 INCHES) 
BUBBLE SIZE 1–3 MM (.04–.15 INCHES)                  
NOMINAL PARTICLE RETENTION 50 MICRONS 
SERVICE LIFE AT PH BELOW 8.0 UNLIMITED  
FLEXURAL STRENGTH 172 BAR 
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SWEETWATER® GENERATION II DIFFUSERS  DESIGNED HERE

Sweetwater® diffusers manufactured by Pentair AES quickly became and still 
remain the standard of the aquaculture industry for diffused air aeration. The 
Generation II series is the same glass-bonded diffuser that is so resistant to 
clogging. Generation II diffusers give the added flexibility of changing the air 
diffuser fittings in the field. All diffusers have 3.175 mm FNPT threads that 
accept MNPT fittings, either straight or elbows.
Use tubing with a smaller I.D. to act as a valve, restricting the volume of air 
delivered to the diffuser. Use a larger I.D. tubing in applications where the 
tubing is long and/or too restrictive. To make the diffuser lie flat in deep water, 
use an elbow fitting and put a weight on the tubing to counteract its buoyancy.

 LENGTH WIDTH AVG.  AES  
MODEL (CM) (CM) CM CM (KG) M3/HR

ASI-3 5.1 5 2.5 2.5 5 .34

ASI-5 7.6 7.6 2.5 2.5 8 .51

ASI-8 7.6 7.6 3.8 3.8 10 .59

ASI-15 15.2 15 3.8 3.8 14 .85

ASI-23 22.9 23 3.8 3.8 20 1.27

ASI-30 30.1 30 3.8 3.8 27 1.69

All above do not include air supply connections, which must be ordered separately.

AES   Kg of fish supported. 

ALR8 with Bumpers

DIFFUSER BUMPERS
Protect diffusers from abrasives or protect a tank from abrasive diffusers. 
Use two bumpers for each diffuser. Made of Buna 70 for an easy stretch over 
3.81 cm square diffusers. Sold in packs of 10.

MODEL

DB10



SWEETWATER® FINE-PORE DIFFUSERS  
FOR OZONE AND PURE OXYGEN   DESIGNED HERE

Sweetwater® fine-pore diffusers are the same high quality as our regular 
Sweetwater® diffusers. The difference is in the smaller pore size, which 
produces finer bubbles. Sweetwater® fine-pore diffusers do require higher 
pressure (about 12.7 cm H2O more) and more frequent cleaning than our 
regular pore diffusers, so they are not typically recommended for regular 
aeration. The bubble uniformity is excellent.
The CP part numbers are fitted with CPVC for use with mild ozone 
concentrations. The SS part numbers are fitted with stainless steel for 
use with the strongest ozone and carry a 1-year warranty. 

SWEETWATER® FINE-PORE DIFFUSER SPECIFICATIONS

BODY 2,000˚ HEAT-BONDED SILICA 
MAXIMUM PORE SIZE 80 MICRONS 
BUBBLE SIZE 0.5–2 MM 
NOMINAL PARTICLE RETENTION 25 MICRONS 
SERVICE LIFE AT PH BELOW 8.0 UNLIMITED 
FLEXURAL STRENGTH 241 BAR 

CFM
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Typical Range

        Regular Pore (AS15L)
Fine Pore (AS150)

 LENGTH WIDTH SUGGESTED AIR SUPPLY    SHIP WT 
MODEL (CM) (CM) (CM) (CM) M3/HR AES  * CONNECTION (KG)

AS10 3.8 4 1.3 1.3 .08 15 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .03
AS20-AQ 3.8 4 1.9 2.0 .17 30 O.D. (4 MM), ABS .06
AS3F 5.1 5 2.5 2.5 .34 60 O.D. (4 MM), PE .10
AS40 3.8 4 3.8 4.0 .42 75 O.D. (4 MM), PE .21
AS50 7.6 8 2.5 2.5 .51 90 O.D. (6 MM), PE .16
AS80 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 O.D. (6 MM), PE .39
ALR80 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 NPT (12 MM), PE .39
ALR80SS 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 NPT (12 MM), SS .39
ALR80SS4 7.6 8 3.8 4.0 .59 100 NPT (6 MM), SS .39
AS150 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 O.D. (6 MM), PE .75
ALR150 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 NPT (12 MM), PE .75
ALR150CP 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 NPT (12 MM), CPVC .78
ALR150SS 15.2 15 3.8 4.0 .85 150 NPT (12 MM), SS .875
AS230 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 O.D. (6 MM), PE 1.35
ALR230 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 NPT (12 MM), PE 1.35
ALR230CP 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 NPT (12 MM), CPVC 1.38
ALR230SS 22.9 23 3.8 4.0 .85 220 NPT (12 MM), SS 1.48
AS300 30.5 30 3.8 4.0 1.69 300 O.D. (6 MM), PE 1.50
ALR300CP 30.5 30 3.8 4.0 1.69 300 NPT (12 MM), CPVC 1.56
ALR300SS 30.5 30 3.8 4.0 1.69 300 NPT (12 MM), SS 1.68

*Note: 100% pure O2.

MODEL

ED328

UNIVERSAL DIFFUSER MOUNT
•  Provides 3/4" FNPT threaded connection
•  Engineered for 2–8" metal or plastic, thick or thin wall pipe
•  Can be glued to PVC or ABS pipe
•  Easy to install
The universal diffuser mount for disc diffusers is designed to accept a 3/4" MNPT diffuser connection. 
Installation simply requires drilling a 11/4" diameter hole, deburring the hole, installing the diffuser mount 
and screwing in the diffuser. The universal diffuser mount may be used for mounting on the top or bottom  
of the lateral but is not recommended for sidewall diffuser mounting.

AERATION
Diffusers/Universal Mount
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 OVERALL SIZE SHIP WT REC. OPERATING MAX FLOWRATE @ 3.5 KG/CM2 GAS INLET 
MODEL (CM) (KG) RANGE (LPM) (3.5 BAR) (LPM) CONNECTION

1DMBDC100 37 X 4.5 0.535 UP TO 1.5 4.5 6 MM HOSE BARB

1DMBDC300 39 X 8.3 1.3 UP TO 3 9 6 MM FEMALE

1DMBDC600 70 X 8.3 2.3 UP TO 6 18 6 MM FEMALE

1DMBDC900 102 X 8.3 3.3 UP TO 9 27 6 MM FEMALE

1DMBDC120 132 X 8.3 4.3 UP TO 12 36 6 MM FEMALE

POINT FOUR™ MICRO BUBBLE OXYGEN DIFFUSERS (MBD)   
AQUACULTURE DUTY

The original, since 1988. 
These aquaculture-duty diffusers are among the most efficient diffusers 
available, allowing you to increase yield while controlling the cost of 
expensive gases. Made from premium materials and subject to rigorous 
testing, MBD diffusers provide the kind of performance and reliability our 
reputation is built on.
Point Four diffusers use a specially developed, ultra fine pore ceramic 
plate that produces a cloud of extremely fine bubbles of approximately 
100–500 microns; far superior to airstones, porous hose or membrane 
type designs. The flat plate design ensures uniform bubbles across the 
entire surface and minimizes bubble coalescence to achieve an absorption 
rate in excess of 80%, depending on depth and flowrate. Bubbling Pressure 
is 25 to 35 psi. (1.7 to 2.4 bar).
•  Robust construction—ceramic plates set in a rigid aluminum base with 

solidbrass connection fittings
• Easy to install and use—trouble-free operation
•  Flexible, modular design lets you easily add or subtract diffusers as your 

needs change
• Available from European Distribution Center

 DIFFUSING AREA MAX FLOWRATE GAS INLET SHIP WT
MODEL BASE L W LPM CFM CONNECTION (KG)

DYPFP4 PLASTIC 4” 2½” 1.13 0.04 ¼” HOSE BARB 0.45

DYPFP8 PLASTIC 8” 2½” 2.25 0.08 ¼” HOSE BARB 0.81

DYPFP12 PLASTIC 12” 2½” 3.5 0.13 ¼” HOSE BARB 0.99

DYPFP24 PLASTIC 24” 2½” 7 0.25 ¼” HOSE BARB 1.99

DYFP12 ALUMINUM 12” 2½” 3.5 0.13 ¼” HOSE BARB 0.99

DYFP16 ALUMINUM 16” 2½” 5 0.18 ¼” HOSE BARB 1.4

DYFP24 ALUMINUM 24” 2½” 7 0.25 ¼” HOSE BARB 2.22
Dual Position Barb

DYFP16

SWEETWATER® MICRO BUBBLE 
OXYGEN DIFFUSERS
These ultra-fine pore diffusers are ideal for  
pure gas applications (oxygen, carbon dioxide), 
high-density hauling, holding/growout tanks and 
emergency aeration. Choose from aluminum or 
nylon 6/glass composite (plastic) base. Aluminum 
models are best for long-term, heavy-duty use. 
Plastic models are tested at -20ºC to ensure 
performance and integrity. They also give you the 
convenience of two 1/4" barb positions to choose 
from, and their preinstalled check valve prevents 
damage. Dual barb position feature only available 
with plastic base diffusers.

1DMBDC100

1DMBDC120

1DMBDC900

1DMBDC600

1DMBDC300

SEE OUR    CHANNEL TO LEARN MORE!
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POINT FOUR™ MICRO BUBBLE OXYGEN 
DIFFUSERS  AQUACULTURE DUTY

Point Four Plastic Micro Bubble Diffusers (PMBD) 
are one of the most efficient diffusers available, 
allowing you to increase yield while controlling the 
cost of expensive gases. Made from premium 
materials and subject to rigorous testing, PMBDs 
provide the kind of performance and reliability our 
reputation is built on.
Point Four diffusers use a specially developed, ultra 
fine pore ceramic plate that produces a cloud of 
extremely fine bubbles of approximately 100–500 
microns; far superior to airstones, porous hose or 
membrane type designs. The flat plate design 
ensures uniform bubbles across the entire surface 
and minimizes bubble coalescence to achieve an 
absorption rate in excess of 80%, depending on 
depth and flowrate. Bubbling pressure is 25 to 35 
psi (1.7 to 2.4 bar).
•  Robust construction—ceramic plates set in an 

injection molded plastic base with solid brass 
connection fittings.

•  Flexible, modular design lets you easily add or 
subtract diffusers as your needs change.

• Available from European Distribution Center

     REC. OPERATING  MAX FLOWRATE @ 
   DIFFUSING AREA  RANGE  50 PSI (3.5 BAR)  GAS INLET SHIP WT 
MODEL BASE L  W (LPM/SCFH) LPM  SCFH CONNECTION (KG)

1PMBD075 PLASTIC 8⅝”  2¾” UP TO 0.75/1.6 2.2  9.5 ¼” HOSE BARB 0.54 

DISC DIFFUSER, 23 CM
Engineered for Maximum Performance
FlexAir® disc diffuser bodies are made of high-strength polypropylene with  
18 mm MNPT connections. Each diffuser has a minimum of 6,600 engineered 
air release orifices, which is up to 20% more than comparable models. The 
special design of the EPDM membrane, with its engineered thickness taper, 
results in full utilization of the membrane surface, even at low airflow 
operations. This results in improved oxygen transfer efficiency, along with 
maximum operational flexibility. The disc diffuser has an integral "triple" 
check valve to prevent fluid backflow. Normal airflow range is 0–8.5 m3/hr. 
Resistance is about 25.4 cm H2O when clean. FlexAir® disc diffusers in stock 
have EPDM membranes installed and weigh 1 kg. 

MODEL

ED327
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    DIFFUSING AREA  MAX FLOW  SHIP WT 
MODEL BASE TYPE L  W LPM  CFH (KG)

1DTLC001 PLASTIC BASE 12¼”  21” 3  6.5 1.81
1DTLC010 PLASTIC END SET ---  --- ---  --- 0.45

1DTLC001

1DTLC010

POINT FOUR™ TRAC-LOCK MICRO 
BUBBLE OXYGEN DIFFUSER 

AQUACULTURE DUTY

Point Four Trac-Lock Diffusers are an economical 
alternative to the Point Four Micro Bubble Diffusers 
(MDBs). Like the MDBs, they are good for use with 
pure oxygen and/or carbon dioxide. 

A Simple Design
The ceramic flat plate design ensures bubbles 
across the entire surface. The slim design will not 
hinder  
fish netting and will accommodate most fish 
transportation systems. The "twist and lock" 
design allows for easy diffusing area adjustment,  
or for simple removal of sections for cleaning/
servicing. We recommend using a support when 
locking three or more bases together.

High Absorption Efficiency 
Depends on submerged depth, flowrate and 
dissolved oxygen concentration. Typically 40%  
to 50% at 1 m depth; can be as high as 80% or  
even 100% at depths of 6 m or more. 

Features and Benefits 
•  Plastic frame will not rust or degrade over time. 
•  Easy to install and use—trouble-free operation. 
•  Efficient design minimizes rising air  

bubble coalescence.
• Available from European Distribution Center

1DWLC001

1DWLC010

POINT FOUR™ WEDGE-LOCK™ MICRO BUBBLE OXYGEN 
DIFFUSER  AQUACULTURE DUTY

WEDGE-LOCK™ is a modular system of diffusers and end sets that fit together 
to form a bank of up to eight units. Oxygenation capacity can be increased (or 
decreased) as your needs demand by simply changing the number of diffusers 
used for greater flexibility and minimal downtime.
Designed for total ease of use, WEDGE-LOCK™ modules "twist and lock" 
together to form an airtight seal without the use of tools. Hose with push-in 
fittings connects the diffuser banks to the gas supply, significantly reducing 
set-up time and effort. The diffuser's streamlined wedge shape improves 
stability in tanks with high water flow and offers less resistance in self-
cleaning tank systems.
Single base (unassembled) diffusers measure 14 x 17 x 3 cm. 
Recommended flow 1.6 cfh (.75 Lpm),  Recommended operating pressure  
is 1.2–2.5 bar, maximum pressure is 3.5 bar*. Inlet is 1/4" barb fitting.  
One-year warranty. 

Features and Benefits 
•  Flexible, modular design lets you easily add or subtract diffusers to match 

your changing needs. 
•  Simple "twist and lock" installation—diffuser modules and hose connect  

in minutes without the use of tools. 
•  Rugged thermoplastic build is corrosion-free and UV-resistant. 
•  Streamlined wedge shape improves stability in tanks with high  

water velocity. 
• Available from European Distribution Center
*Above 3.5 bars the diffuser can break.

    DIFFUSING AREA  MAX FLOW  SHIP WT 
MODEL BASE TYPE L  W LPM  CFH (KG)

1DWLC001 PLASTIC BASE 4½”  4½” 1.6  3.4 0.9
1DWLC010 PLASTIC END SET —  — —  — 0.45
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OXYGEN/OZONE CONTACT CONE
Pentair Aquatic-Eco Systems Oxygen/Ozone Contact Cone
•  Formerly HE Group
•  100% Utilization of gas
• Designed for maximum utilization of gas transfer area
• Provided with 1.75 kg/cm2 pressure relief valve
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirements
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world
• Top inlets allow for multiple inputs

 DIAMETER HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL (CM) (CM) (KG)
O2C-025-012 30 79 24.5
O2C-025-018 46 107 32.2
O2C-025-024 61 142 48
O2C-025-027 69 163 57
O2C-025-030 76 175 64.4
O2C-025-033 84 193 82.5
O2C-025-036 91 208 99.3
O2C-025-042 107 244 140.2
O2C-025-048 122 282 187.8
O2C-025-054 137 300 209.5
O2C-025-060 152 338 315.2
O2C-025-072 183 404 503.5

O3C-025-012 30 79 24.5
O3C-025-018 46 107 32.2
O3C-025-024 61 142 48
O3C-025-027 69 163 57
O3C-025-030 76 175 64.4
O3C-025-033 84 193 82.5
O3C-025-036 91 208 99.3
O3C-025-042 107 244 140.2
O3C-025-048 122 282 187.8
O3C-025-054 137 300 209.5
O3C-025-060 152 338 315.2
O3C-025-072 183 404 503.5

Oxygen/Ozone Contact Cone

Available in other pressure ratings. Contact PAES for more information

Website:  www.pentairaes.com  I  Email: paesemea@pentair.com  I  Information and advice: +1 407 886 3939

Note: Imperial to metric conversion 1 psi = 0.06 bar, 25 psi = 1.72 bar.
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SEA PEN AERATION SYSTEM (SPA)   
Sea Pen Aeration System Overview
The Pentair sea pen plankton mitigation system is a fully balanced air flow 
system to evenly distribute compressed air among all the pens at one site.  
The main reason for the aeration system on a sea pen site is to promote 
greater water upwelling and movement across all the net pens on one site. 
Moving low density algae/plankton water from below helps dilute the  
algae/plankton density in the water inhabited by the fish within the pens  
to a reduced level.
There are many different strains of algae/plankton that pose different  
threat levels to the wellbeing of the fish. As such, different air flows can  
be dialed into the flowmeters to control the delivery of air within each pen’s 
diffuser assemblies. This air control allows the site operator to mitigate 
different harmful plankton species, for each pen, based on the plankton’s 
unique motility.

How Does A Pentair Sea Pen Aeration System Work?
There will always be currents flowing through the sea pen, local currents  
caused by the fish’s movements, thermal stratifications within the ocean, 
upward movement of seawater by ocean upwelling, or by the platform’s 
aeration upwell action. Initially the main goal is to balance the flow of air at 
each site so that distribution is even throughout the sea pen. The even 
distribution of the air flow to each of these injection sites is accomplished 
using back pressure compensated flowmeters. Once balance has been 
achieved site specific air flow adjustments can be made, as each site’s water 
hydraulics is unique. Changes in water quality parameters can be tracked 
using the Point Four RIU3 and LC3 line of monitoring and control equipment.

CALL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION, INFORMATION, AND PRICING.         
MORE INFORMATION ALSO AVAILABLE AT PENTAIRAES.COM/SEA-PEN  

SPA Diffuser Assembly

Illustration shows twelve pens, with four diffusers per pen,  
and one manifold per pen.  

(NOTE: Additional diffusers are deployed under walkways.)

TYPICAL ROUND PEN SYSTEM

TYPICAL SQUARE PEN SYSTEM

Illustration shows ten pens, with five diffusers per pen,  
and one manifold per penRound Pen Configuration

Square Pen Configuration

DESIGNED HERE
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SEA PEN AERATION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Flowmeter Assembly Panel
Flowmeter assemblies come in 4 variations; 7 flowmeter, 6 flowmeter, 5 flowmeter and 4 flowmeter 
versions. An oversized manifold with pressure gauge and air control panel ship with sturdy mounting 
assemblies to bolt to the pen walkways, for a stand-alone unit. The 5 flowmeter variation is for circular 
pens, and bolts directly to the large pipe handrails of the circular pens. The flowmeter units are spread 
evenly among the net pens, usually one panel per pen. Each flowmeter panel fully controls air entering  
each site’s sea pen.

System Performance
2 compressors are used to operate the system – producing 850 SCFM. 

70.8 SCFM is then distributed evenly to each pen in a 12 pen system 4 SPA units per pen consisting  
of 12 – (9”) discs in total. 

Each disc is rated at 0–10 SCFM and operated at 4 SCFM.

Data has shown (at a depth of 30 ft (9 m) above the diffuser disc): 4 SPA units (12 discs) installed at  
50 ft (15 m) in a square pen will move 1100 gallons of water per minute flowing upwards.

INDIVIDUAL PODS
Each system consists of individual pods that can be 
controlled independently. Depth, location and output 
can be tailored for each platform to optimize 
dissolution in the entire water column.

FLOW-METER ASSEMBLIES
Located at each site, the flow-meter assemblies 

allow for the air output to be “dialed in” for 
maximum performance.

FLOWMETERS

Accuracy ±3% F.S.

Press 100 PSGI/6.9 Bar MAX

SCFM 3–12

AERATION PLATFORM

Material of Construction Powder Coated Steel

Diameter 78” (2 m)

Diffuser Size 3x: 9” or 12” Rubber Membrane Disc Diffuser

Design Airflow—9” 0–10 scfm

Design Airflow—12” 0–18 scfm

Height (hanging) 48” (1.2 m)

Weight 41 lbs (18.6 kg)

•  Reduce mortality caused by  
algae/plankton

•  Dilute the algae/plankton density  
in the water inhabited by the fish 
within the pens

•  Creates water movement and 
upwelling across the entire net  
pen site

•  Results show that use of the  
Pentair SPA system has greatly 
improved plankton mitigation

•  An airflow of 4 CFM per disc has 
shown to help remove harmful 
plankton inside pens

•  Customers have reported > 50% 
improvement in removal of harmful 
plankton from the usage of the  
SPA units

•  Consult with Pentair Engineering for 
site specific design & performance

POINT FOUR RIU3
The RIU3 is located at each site. It offers a host of features 
suited to our customers’ detailed requirements for continuous 
monitoring and control of water parameters.

POINT FOUR LC3
Users can collect, manipulate or control their data locally via the LC3’s 

clear and intuitive touch-screen monitor. Whether it’s triggering an 
alarm for an individual pen, cycling oxygen diffusers or sending an 
email/text message system alert warning to your smartphone, the 

Point Four LC3 is designed to keep your operations running smoothly 
and efficiently.Page 66
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Filtration Systems

COMMERCIAL FILTRATION SYSTEMS   FW SW    DESIGNED HERE

Bag, Cartridge, and Sand
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems CSK filtration systems provide complete 
filtration and circulation for larger recirculating applications. CSK systems 
are available in a range of configurations with performance and 
specifications to suit the needs of many aquatic applications. All systems 
include pump, filter, UV sterilizer, carbon filter, valves and Schedule 80 PVC 
pipe. They come assembled, plumbed and pre-mounted on a 40” x 48” 
plastic skid for drop and go installations (models 930070, 930071 and 
930072 utilize two skids). Skids can be easily moved with a forklift or 
standard pallet jack. Systems ship via motor freight, FOB Orlando.  
One-year warranty.

Applications:
• Public aquariums • Multi-tank rack systems
• Retail holding systems • Seafood holding systems
• Research systems • Residential systems
• Aquaculture systems • Koi ponds

Pumps
These systems are available with pumps that are suitable for single-phase or 
three-phase electrical supply and offered in 50hz or 60hz electrical ratings, 
making them suitable for installation nearly anywhere in the world. Standard 
These systems are supplied with Sparus™ 160 Energy Efficient Aquaculture-
Duty Centrifugal Pumps which are suitable for use in fresh and saltwater 
applications. These pumps offer extremely high water flow in a quiet, energy 
efficient package. Upgraded CSK systems are equipped with Sparus with 
Constant Flow Technology™ pumps that deliver a constant user-defined flow 
rate because the motor speed self-adjusts to maintain the constant flow setting 
even as conditions change. Note: Flow rate setting not to exceed system 
designed flow rate.

Filters
These systems are supplied with your choice of bag, cartridge or sand filters. 
These filters have been specifically sized to match the requirements of the 
system and the flow rate of the pump. For systems with bag filters,  
the polypropylene bag filter vessel is designed to allow a high flow rate through  
a single reusable in-line bag filter (filter bags sized from 1 to 800 microns sold 
separately). For systems with cartridge filters, the cartridge filter housing is 
constructed of fiberglass-reinforced polypropylene for improved strength and 
chemical resistance; pleated 20-micron cartridge included (replacement 
cartridges sold separately). For systems with sand filters, the sand filter 
housing is constructed of a one-piece, reinforced fiberglass shell for strength and 
durability (sand filter media sold separately). All systems include carbon filters 
which remove contaminants and impurities from the water (carbon sold 
separately).

UV Sterilizers
These systems feature Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems commercial-duty UV 
sterilizers that utilize ultraviolet light to effectively and efficiently inactivate 
potentially-harmful micro-organisms such as bacteria and algae. These UV 
units feature high-output (HO) T6-style lamps for a higher wattage in a shorter 
lamp. The UV dose is sized to be over 30,000 µW/cm2 at full system flow. 
Replacement lamps sold separately. 

Plumbing 
Systems are plumbed with Schedule 80 PVC pipe. All valves are true union 
Asahi ball or 3-way valves plumbed throughout the system for easy service 
and disassembly. All filters and UV sterilizers have bypass lines to facilitate 
filter or lamp replacement.

EMAIL OUR TECH SUPPORT FOR SIZING ASSISTANCE.

930019 - 30 GPM Bag Filter System 930054 - 60 GPM Cartridge Filter System 930070 - 100 GPM Sand Filter System

 SPARUS W/CFT SPARUS 60HZ 1PH SPARUS 60HZ 3PH SPARUS 50HZ 1PH SPARUS 50HZ 3PH 
 230V 50/60HZ 1PH TEFC 115/208-230V TEFC 208-230/460V TEFC 220-240V TEFC 380-420V TEFC
CSK FILTRATION SYSTEMS MODEL MODEL MODEL MODEL MODEL

30GPM, BAG FILTER¹ 930019 930020 930021 930022 930023

30GPM, CARTRIDGE FILTER² 930024 930025 930026 930027 930028

30GPM, SAND FILTER³ 930029 930030 930031 930032 930033

45GPM, BAG FILTER¹ 930034 930035 930036 930037 930038

45GPM, CARTRIDGE FILTER² 930039 930040 930041 930042 930043

45GPM, SAND FILTER³ 930044 930045 930046 930047 930048

60GPM, BAG FILTER¹ 930049 930050 930051 930052 930053

60GPM, CARTRIDGE FILTER² 930054 930055 930056 930057 930058

60GPM, SAND FILTER³ 930059 930060 930061 930062 930063

100GPM, BAG FILTER¹ 930064 930065* 930066 — —

100GPM, CARTRIDGE FILTER² 930067 930068* 930069 — —

100GPM, SAND FILTER³ 930070 930071* 930072 — —

* 208-230V 60HZ 1PH TEFC.    ¹ See page 119 for filter bags. ² See page 129 for replacement cartridges. 3 See page 125 for sand media.
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ARIAS™ 7000
Features
•  One-piece, fiberglass reinforced tank with UV resistant coating
•  Easy-to-read top mounted pressure gauge with manual air relief
•  A 360° diffuser to keep the sand bed flat for optimum filtration,  

has a “swing-away” design for instant access to sand
•  Easy-to-use water drain for simplified service and winterizing
•  All filter fittings are threaded for easy servicing
•  Includes 6-way multiport valve
• Available from European Distribution Center

 FILTER RECOMMENDED FILTER FLANGE SAND 0.4–0.8 MM GRAVEL 3–5 MM CLEARANCE MAXIMUM WORKING 
MODEL (MM) Ø FLOW RATE (M3/H) AREA (M2) CONNECTION (KG) (KG) DISTANCE (MM) PRESSURE (BAR) VALVE

F-30S8-ARIAS 762 22 0.45 2” 200 80 1095 3.5 6-WAY

KIT-F-36S8-ARIAS 914 32 0.64 2” 320 120 1200 3.5 6-WAY

 DIMENSIONS GROSS WT PCS BY PALLET DIMENSIONS 
MODEL L X W X H (CM) (KG) PALLET L X W X H (CM)

F-30S8-ARIAS 78 X 78 X 120 13.4 2 156 X 80 X 93

KIT-F-36S8-ARIAS 95 X 95 X 106 18.4 2 95 X 95 X 223

A

B

C

D

E

G
I

H

F

Vertical Clearance Required

2” BSP for 30” & 36”

F-30S8-ARIAS F-36S8-ARIAS

A 1095 1200

B 610 610

C 762 914

D 302 302

E 160 160

F 1146 1251

G 590 657

H 671 738

I 70 70
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ECO-TRAP WASTE SOLIDS REMOVAL SYSTEM
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems’ Eco-Trap is an exclusive highly-optimized dual 
drain waste collection system that allows for the effective and efficient 
removal of settleable waste solids (uneaten feed and feces) in Recirculating 
Aquaculture Systems (RAS). The Eco-Trap system’s center main drain handles 
the primary water exchange for a RAS tank; while a smaller integrated solids 
drain provides an in-tank means for fast and efficient waste removal. Up to 
50% of the waste solids can be removed from the tank within minutes of their 
generation. The Eco-trap system makes RAS tanks self-cleaning by pulling 
solids to the middle of the tank where they are automatically removed.
Once collected, the Eco-Trap system moves these waste materials through a 
side-stream solids drain to a polyethylene waste collector that is mounted on 
the side of each tank. Solids are collected and concentrated in a side-stream 
flow consisting of approximately 5% of the total flow from the tank.
Easy observation of the waste collector by the farm operator allows for 
reductions in feed waste to individual tanks, thus controlling one of the single 
largest economic inputs to RAS aquaculture.
From an investment point of view, using Eco-Trap technology reduces the size 
and complexity of other associated waste solids removal technologies such as 
drum-screen filters and bead filters.
Additionally, Eco-Trap technology can reduce the size of the biofilter required 
to control ammonia nitrogen in culture water. The Eco-Trap system contains 
no moving parts and nothing to wear out; and it has been proven in many 
commercial RAS installations worldwide.

BENEFITS
•  Provides a self-cleaning action by automatically removing solids by  

pulling them to the middle of the tank
•  Observation window in the waste collector makes it easy to identify  

feed waste
•  Nothing to wear out as there are no moving parts
•  Reduces the size and complexity of other associated waste solids  

removal technologies
•  Adaptors are available for applications that utilize metric plumbing

The ECO-TRAP System consists of:
Center Drain Assembly: The Eco-Trap Center Drain Assembly is constructed  
of grey PVC with main drain connections for Sch.80 PVC pipe. The Eco-Trap 
110 model has 4” NPT main drain port and a 1.25” NPT solids collection port. 
The Eco-Trap 160 model has a 6” NPT main drain port and a 1.5” NPT solids 
collection port. Each Eco-Trap Drain Assembly has an integrated solids 
collection port which allows for side-stream flow of collected solids. In a  
RAS system, the Eco-Trap Drain Assembly is installed in the center of a 
circular tank floor. Once installed, the vertical standpipe segment of the  
Drain Assembly can be easily adjusted as needed to increase/decrease the 
height of the gap between the base plate and the upper plate. This simple 
adjustment allows the operator to optimize the functionality of the Eco-Trap 
Drain Assembly to create a cyclonic effect of water movement across the  
tank bottom. In a RAS tank that is equipped with an Eco-Trap, solids fall to  
the bottom of the tank and are drawn into the drain assembly for immediate 
collection and deposition into the tank-side Eco-Trap Waste Collector. 

Waste Collector Assembly: The Eco-Trap 110 and 160 Waste Collectors are  
tank mounted and include a metal C-Channel and I-Beam mounting bracket. 
In a RAS tank that is equipped with an Eco-Trap system, the side-stream flow 
of collected solids move from the Eco-Trap Drain Assembly and into the  
Waste Collector’s inlet port. The Waste Collector is constructed of strong 
polyethylene with clear impact-resistant viewing window. 

Optional Metric Adaptors: Eco-Trap systems come with 4” or 6” socket 
connections for Sch.80 PVC pipe, optional 110mm and 160mm Schedule 80 
PVC adapters are available for connecting the Drain Assembly in applications 
that utilize metric plumbing.

MODEL

CENTER DRAIN ASSEMBLIES (ONE REQUIRED PER CULTURE TANK)
930001 ECO-TRAP 110 - DRAIN ASSEMBLY, 4” MAIN DRAIN PORT. 
930002 ECO-TRAP 160 - DRAIN ASSEMBLY, 6” MAIN DRAIN PORT.

WASTE COLLECTOR ASSEMBLIES (ONE REQUIRED PER CULTURE TANK)
930073 ECO-TRAP 110 - WASTE COLLECTOR & MOUNTING BRACKET 
930074 ECO-TRAP 160 - WASTE COLLECTOR & MOUNTING BRACKET

METRIC ADAPTERS
930007 ECO-TRAP 110 - SCHEDULE 80, 4” NPT TO 110MM. 
930008 ECO-TRAP 160 - SCHEDULE 80, 6” NPT TO 160MM

Cut-away view of the floor-mounted center drain assembly and the tank-mounted solids waste collector. (PVC pipe not included)

Solids Draining Tank Floor

Particle Trap Insert
Particle Trap Plate

Particle Trap Base
Effluent Discharge Pipe

Elbow

Outlet

Inlet

Viewing 
Window

Mounting 
Bracket

Particle Trap 
Screen

Particle Trap 
Plate

Particle Trap 
Base

Solids Drain

Main Drain

Center Drain Assembly Waste Collector Assembly



 DIAMETER HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL (CM) (CM) (KG)

RFS-045-012 30.5 91.4 56.2
RFS-045-018 45.7 99 64
RFS-045-024 61 106.7 85.3
RFS-045-030 76.2 114.3 240
RFS-045-036 91.4 122 134.7
RFS-045-042 106.7 129.5 172.4
RFS-045-048 122 137.2 215
RFS-045-060 152.4 152.4 271
RFS-045-072 183 167.6 326.1
RFS-045-084 213.4 190.5 386
RFS-045-096 243.8 205,7 455.4
RFS-045-108-5PNL 274.3 221 457.7
RFS-045-144-6PNL 365.8 274.3 528.4

RFS-45

Radial Flow Settler 45

RADIAL FLOW SETTLER 45
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Radial Flow Settler (RFS) is used to remove 
particulates from effluent water. Effluent water enters the RFS Liquid Inlet, 
flows upward through the adjustable Standpipe Assembly, and back down 
through the Stilling Well. Solid particulates settle to the cone bottom for 
removal through a Solids Outlet. The filtered water flows upwards over a 
V-Notch Weir into the  Launder, exiting though the Liquid Outlet.

Features
•  Greatly reduces solids loading in a system
• Passive piece of equipment and requires no additional energy to operate
•  Requires routine cleaning only - no additional maintenance or  

servicing required
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirements
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

RFS-45-PNL
(Space saving panel design)
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Radial Flow Settler

RFS-60

Radial Flow Settler 60

RADIAL FLOW SETTLER 60
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Radial Flow Settler (RFS) is used to remove 
particulates from effluent water.Effluent water enters the RFS Liquid Inlet, 
flows upward through the adjustable Standpipe Assembly, and back down 
through the Stilling Well. Solid particulates settle to the cone bottom for 
removal through a Solids Outlet. The filtered water flows upwards over a 
V-Notch Weir into the Launder, exiting though the Liquid Outlet.

Features:
•  Greatly reduces solids loading in a system
• Passive piece of equipment and requires no additional energy to operate
•  Requires routine cleaning only - no additional maintenance or  

servicing required
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirements
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

 DIAMETER HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL (CM) (CM) (KG)

RFS-060-012 30.5 104.1 64
RFS-060-018 45.7 116.8 89.4
RFS-060-024 61 129.5 123.4
RFS-060-030 76.2 139.7 155.6
RFS-060-036 91.4 150 200
RFS-060-042 106.7 162.6 286
RFS-060-048 122 172.7 340.7
RFS-060-060 152.4 195.6 412.8
RFS-060-072 183 216 555.7
RFS-060-084 213.4 249 675.4
RFS-060-096 243.8 271.8 773



 DIAMETER HEIGHT SHIP WT 
 (CM) (CM) (KG)
CBR-012-084 30.5 213.4 74.8
CBR-018-096 45.7 243.8 107.5
CBR-024-096 61 243.8 141.1
CBR-030-120 76.2 304.8 200
CBR-036-144 91.4 365.8 256.7
CBR-042-156 106.7 396.2 360.6
CBR-048-159 122 403.9 419.1
CBR-060-162 152.4 411.5 594.7
CBR-072-168 182.9 426.7 743.9
CBR-084-192 213.4 487.7 1,052.4
CBR-096-234 243.8 594.4 1,236.5
Customization available.

BIOLOGICAL FILTRATION
Cyclonic Bioreactor
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CYCLONIC BIOREACTOR TECHNICAL DATA
MODEL NUMBER
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34
Diameter Ø in 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 60 72 84 96

mm 305 457 610 762 914 1,067 1,219 1,524 1,829 2,134 2,438
Overall Height in 84 96 96 120 144 156 159 162 168 192 234

mm 2,134 2,438 2,438 3,048 3,658 3,962 4,039 4,115 4,267 4,877 5,944
Tangential Inlet Ø in 1.5 2.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 8.0

mm 38 51 76 76 102 102 102 152 152 152 203
Outlet Configuration Coupling Coupling Coupling Coupling Coupling Coupling Coupling Coupling Trough Trough Trough

Width in — — — — — — — — 36 36 42
Height in — — — — — — — — 12 12 12

Outlet Ø in 2 3 3 4 4 6 6 8 — — —
mm 51 76 76 102 102 152 152 203 — — —

HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF THE CBR WITH 0.19 MM SAND
Flow @ 10 gpm/sf gpm 7.9 17.7 31.4 49.1 70.7 96.2 125.7 196.3 282.7 384.8 502.7

l/min 29.7 66.9 118.9 185.8 267.6 364.2 475.7 743.3 1,070 1,457 1,903
Flow @ 15 gpm/sf gpm 11.8 26.5 47.1 73.6 106.0 144.3 188.5 294.5 424.1 577.3 754.0

l/min 44.6 100.3 178.4 278.7 401.4 546.3 713.5 1,115 1,605 2,185 2,854

MEDIA REQUIREMENTS
Sand Static Bed Height in 28 32 32 40 48 52 53 54 56 64 78

Volume ft3 1.8 4.7 8.3 16.2 28.1 41.3 55.0 87.3 130.1 202.3 322.6

WEIGHTS & LOADINGS*
Shipping lbs 165 237 311 441 566 795 924 1,311 1,640 2,320 2,726
Floor Load lbs/sf 754 782 754 912 1,070 1,155 1,166 1,181 1,215 1,384 1,670
*Shipping weights are based on 25psi design thickness. Weights will change at other design pressures.

CYCLONIC BIOREACTOR
Pentair Aquatic-Eco Systems Cyclonic Bioreactor
Formerly HE Group, the Pentair Aquatic-Eco Systems Cyclonic BioReactor 
(CBR) is a Fluidized Sand BioReactor (FSB) otherwise known as a Fluidized 
Sand Bio-Filter. The purpose of the CBR is to provide a vehicle for the 
Nitrification of Ammonia by fluidizing (or suspending in water) silica sand 
media. This is a two stage process where the Nitrifying Bacteria form a biofilm 
on the surface of the silica sand media that oxidizes Ammonia into Nitrite 
(Nitrosomonas) and Nitrite into Nitrate (Nitrobacter).

Features
•  Designed to maintain the highest level of system water quality with the 

lowest operating and maintenance cost
•  A small footprint, ideal for confined spaces
• Available in many sizes for various flow requirement
•  Diameters up through 213.4 cm designed for containerized shipping 

anywhere in the world
•  Multiple units can be connected in parallel for a larger flow rate



GAS CONTROL COLUMN
Formerly a product of HE Group, the Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems the Gas 
Control Column (GCC) is used to maintain proper balance of dissolved gases in 
reuse process water. The GCT is comprised of three sections: the CO² Stripper 
(CO2) and the Low Head Oxygenator (LHO) and the LHO Sump (LHOS).

Features: 
•  Designed to maintain the highest level of system water quality with the 

lowest operating and maintenance costs
•  Customized configurations with optional components available to meet 

specific site requirements
• Easy access for cleaning and maintenance 
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world

  HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL LPM (CM) (KG)

GCC-024-018 594 396 342
GCC-030-024 927 404 403
GCC-036-030 1,336 412 467
GCC-042-036 1,593 427 535
GCC-048-042 2,377 488 680
GCC-060-048 3,717 594 858
GCC-072-054 5,352 594 1,117
GCC-084-060 7,282 671 1,322

AQUAPONICS TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN WORKSHOP
•  An introduction to recirculating systems

•  Critical considerations before designing 
recirculating systems

•  Component options for use in recirculating 
production systems

•  Developing an appropriate design for your 
aquaculture application

•  The management of recirculating systems

For more information about educational 
courses offered by Pentair Aquatic Eco-
Systems, please email PAES.General@Pentair.
com.

“Teaching at the aquaponics course 
sponsored by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
was a real treat for me because their 
employees have an incredible depth of 
experience and knowledge that they share 
with their students as they guide them 
through all phases of constructing and 
operating an aquaponic  
system to establish a  
successful hobby or 
business.”

Dr. James Rakocy 
“Father of Aquaponics”
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Gas Control Column
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  HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL LPM (CM) (KG)

GCT-024-018 757 404 375
GCT-030-024 1,185 411 448
GCT-036-029 1,703 427 513
GCT-042-033 2,320 488 679
GCT-048-039 3,028 594 846
GCT-060-048 4,731 594 1,045
GCT-072-054 6,813 925 1,323
GCT-084-060 9,273 925 1,513

GAS CONTROL TOWER
Formerly a product of HE Group, the Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Gas Control 
Tower (GCT) is used to maintain proper balance of dissolved gases in reuse 
process water. The GCT is comprised of three sections: the CO² Stripper (CO2) 
and the Low Head Oxygenator (LHO) and the LHO Sump (LHOS).

Features
•  Designed to maintain the highest level of system water quality with the 

lowest operating and maintenance costs
•  Customized configurations with optional components available to meet  

specific site requirements
• Easy access for cleaning and maintenance 
• Designed for containerized shipping anywhere in the world
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DEGASSING COLUMNS
Nitrogen gas can kill fish at only 3% above saturation!
Degassing columns are used for removing nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide or other gases 
from water. They also add oxygen to undersaturated water. In most areas, well water (ground water) 
is low in oxygen and too high in nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide.

Each segment is made of heavy-duty, UV-resistant polyethylene for outdoor use. They are 
engineered to produce the ideal flow pattern to prevent wall channelization while exchanging air at 
each segment. Install just the number of segments to give the water quality needed. Each segment 
can receive as much as 568 lpm with excellent aeration and gas stripping results.

Each segment (40.6 cm D x 45.7 cm H) has a molded bracket that fits onto an optional hanger. The 1.8 m H 
x 10.2 cm W hanger is a fiberglass I-beam, predrilled for 4 segments (bolts included). Snap the segments 
onto the hanger and either hang it from the ceiling, attach it to the tank wall, or to a post, so the water 
goes in the top and exits directly into the tank. Each segment should be filled with 0.6 cubic feet of 
biomedia (sold separately, see Index). We recommend BF44A.

%  Oxygen % Nitrogen

Inlet Water 57 110

Outlet Water After 1 Segment 76 106

Outlet Water After 2 Segments 84 104

Outlet Water After 3 Segments 89 103

Outlet Water After 4 Segments 92 102

Outlet Water After 5 Segments 94 101

% refers to % of  saturation. Nitrogen varies with season, so we suggest designing for the worst case.  
As low as 103% nitrogen can kill fish. AB12 results are from a formal study conducted by the Canadian 
government.

  SHIP WT 
MODEL  (KG)

AB12 PACKED COLUMN SEGMENT 2.3

AB12A OPTIONAL HANGER 6.8
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SAFEGUARD UV SYSTEMS  
MPSS SERIES  
MEDIUM PRESSURE STAINLESS STEEL
SafeGUARD UV Systems MPSS Series offer high UV-C output in a small 
footprint. This robust line of medium pressure ultra violet (UV) technology 
includes a 316L stainless steel reactor, germicidal lamps and a control panel. 
Medium pressure units deliver a polychromatic output which can be beneficial 
for some pathogens, further reducing the need to use chemical treatments.
The small footprint, which can be attributed to the output of the lamps and  
low pressure loss of the reactor, is ideal for areas like filter rooms where 
space is at a premium. Reducing the number of lamps needed per system 
making them optimal for high flow situations.
These complete ready-to-go packages are available in numerous configurations 
and fit a wide range of applications. Power consumption or maintenance is 
easily managed using a lamp power regulation option or quartz sleeve 
cleaning system.

Main System Components
•  Stainless steel reactor
•  Control panel is fully-compliant with UL508A and CE standards
•  Special Germicidal Lamps
• Available from European Distribution Center

Stainless Steel Reactor
The UV reactor is made of internally and externally polished 316L stainless 
steel; stainless steel does not degrade and is particularly suitable for the 
treatment of primary waters. Polished internals eliminate pores that could 
lead to spore collection.
The special UV reactor configuration guarantees correct contact time, water 
speed decreases when in the “radiation area” and returns to the original 
speed at the outlet flange.
In order to make the maintenance and inspection operations easier the 
chamber is accessable on the lamp side.

PRIMARY APPLICATIONS
Water Disinfection for:

• Aquaculture
•  Industrial process water
•  Food & Beverage industry
•  Municipal water
•  Wastewater
•  Well boats
•  Horticulture

CONFIGURATION Inline (not on PMP 6)

MOUNTING Vertical or horizontal configuration

CONNECTIONS Flange UNI EN 1092 PN 10

UV SENSOR HOLDER Stainless steel 316L

UV SENSOR Selective sensor (optional DWGV or Ö-Norm Sensor)

SEALS Silicone and Viton

CLEANING SYSTEM Manual/Automatic

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

FLOW RATES From 25 to 4000 m3/h (depending on UV – C transmittance value)

UV DOSE AT THE END OF 
LAMP LIFE

600 J/m2 for XL version
800 J/m2 for DS version

POWER From 0.6 kW to 70 kW

CONNECTIONS Flange type (not in the model PMP 6)

LAMPS Medium pressure UV lamps (lifespan: 6.000 - 8.000 hr)

SENSOR UV-C selective sensor

MAX PRESSURE 10 bar—145 PSI

TEMPERATURE RANGE 0–50°C/32–122 °F (higher temperature ranges available upon request)

UV REACTOR MATERIAL Stainless steel 316L

CONTROL PANEL MATERIAL Plastic or steel depending on size
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Manual Cleaning System (Standard)
A manual cleaning system is standard on all  
the models.
It consists of a rack with a special PTFE wiper  
that cleans the quartz sleeve. Cleaning can be 
performed during normal operation.

Automatic Cleaning System Ra (Optional)
Automatic cleaning system is available on  
all models.
The special PTFE wiper is programmable using a 
monitor that controls a motor shaft located on the 
UV reactor. Pentair UV Touch Panel that moves a 
motor shaft placed on the UV reactor. Days and 
time can easily be set on site.

Chemical Cleaning System (Optional)
A chemical cleaning system is available on all  
the models and can be used in tandem with the 
automatic RA system. It consists of a special  
tank (depending on UV reactor volume) with a 
pump motor on top connected to the UV reactor. 
The cleaning process, depending on the  
pollution will clean the entire reactor including 
quartz sleeves. 
This cleaning system is recommended on all  
the UV units of this Series and will integrate  
with automatic wiping (if present).

Lamp Power Regulation
Optional lamp power regulation is available on  
all medium pressure models to optimize power 
consumption. Pentair CMS units need a 4/20 mA 
input from an external source in order to 
automatically change lamp power following  
these parameters:
•  Flow rate (external flow meter needed)
•  UV dose (external flow meter needed)
•  Combined chlorine level (combine chlorine 

measurement instrument needed)
This solution is useful to increase lamp’s lifespan 
and decrease energy consumption.

Control Panel
The electrical control panel supplied is ready for the installation (includes all the necessary cables).

•  Plastic (steel option available) control panel box 
(RAL 7035), main switch, cooling fans and touch 
screen panel

•  Protection class: IP 54/NEMA 12

•  Status messages (multi-language)

•  PLC control

•  Total hour meter

•  Resettable hour meter

•  Control of each lamp

•  Electrical panel temperature control

•  ON/OFF timer

•  Alarm 220 V NO/NC outlet 

•  Remote on/off

•  Alarm free contact outputs

•  4-20 mA output

•  ON/OFF counter

•  Protocols: Modbus, TCP/IP, CANopen

•  Communication ports: USB, Ethernet and Serial 
RS485/RS232

•  UV intensity: W/m2 or %

•  Pre-alarm UV intesity

•  UV dose reading (optional)

•  Shutdown for high temperature in the UV 
chamber and in the electrical panel

•  Control of temperature & UV irradiation  
(preset alarm threshold)

•  Datalog of UV irradiance and panel &  
UV chamber temperature

•  Adjustment  for connection with external flow: 
online flow visualisation, shutoff in case  
of no flow, possible shut off for low flow,  
possible shut off for high flow (optional)

•  Datalog of the flow rate  (optional)

•  Datalog of UV irradiance and panel & UV 
chamber temperature 

•  Event records

•  GSM box for remote monitoring and control with 
mobile phone (optional)

•  Lamp power regulation

•  App (iPhone—Android) for Smartphone and  
Tab (optional)

•  Temperature Range: 5–45 °C/41–113°F  
(some temperatures may require customization)
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VELOX™ AQUACULTURE DUTY PUMPS
The new VELOX-pump series, designed especially for aquaculture applications. 
VELOX offers a high water flow in a energy-efficient package for a wide range 
of applications. 

Features:
•  Especially designed aquaculture applications
•  Seawater approved up to 4% salt concentration
•  Standard available without pre-filter. Pre-filter ca be ordered separately
•  Injection molded components of high quality glass-reinforced thermoplastic 
•  CE & TUV Approved, IP55 protected, IE2 compliant TEFC motor, 2850RPM
•  Corrosion resistant, high grade stainless steel motor shaft 
•  High resistance with all metal internal components being stainless steel
• Available from European Distribution Center

VELOX 3.5, 4.5 and 5.5 hp with optional pre-filter

PUMP MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT KG BOX DIMENSIONS (MM)

VEL5-350-AQ 3.5 HP/3P/50HZ/380V WITHOUT PRE-FILTER 26.4 860 X 375 X 600

VEL5-450-AQ 4.5 HP/3P/50HZ/380V WITHOUT PRE-FILTER 29.6 860 X 375 X 600

VEL5-550-AQ 5.5 HP/3P/50HZ/380V WITHOUT PRE-FILTER 29.7 860 X 375 X 600

VEL5-750-AQ 7.5 HP/3P/50HZ/380V*, WITHOUT PRE-FILTER 78 1030 X 480 X 740

VEL5-1000-AQ 10 HP/3P/50HZ/380V*, WITHOUT PRE-FILTER 84 1030 X 480 X 740

VEL5-1250-AQ 12.5 HP/3P/50HZ/380V*, WITHOUT PRE-FILTER 88 1030 X 480 X 740

*Soft starter required.

STRAINER POT MODEL DESCRIPTION WEIGHT KG BOX DIMENSIONS (MM)

VEL-STR1-AQ VELOX STRAINER POT ASSEMBLY  4” X 4” (FOR 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 HP) 7 500 X 240 X 240

VEL-STR2-AQ VELOX STRAINER POT ASSEMBLY  4” X 4” (FOR 7.5 HP) 9 500 X 400 X 400

VEL-STR3-AQ VELOX STRAINER POT ASSEMBLY  4,5” X 4” (FOR 10–12.5 HP) 9 500 X 400 X 400

VELOX 7.5, 10 and 12.5 hp with optional pre-filter
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VERUS™ PLUS HIGH-EFFICIENCY  
AQUACULTURE DUTY 15-30HP PUMPS   FW SW

Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Verus™ Plus pumps offer breakthrough 
performance at an unprecedented value. Providing exceptionally-high flow 
rates for a wide range of applications, Verus™ Plus pumps operate quietly  
and efficiently, and they are lightweight for their size; eliminating the need  
for unwieldy hoists and large installation crews. Sold without pre-filter 
(strainer pot available separately as an accessory item). One-year warranty.

All Pump Models
•  Aquaculture-duty TEFC motor, IP55 rated,Class F Insulation
•  IE2 Motor Rating
•  Robust injection-molded components made of glass  

reinforced thermoplastic
•  Salt/Seawater approved up to 40 ppt salt concentration
•  All pumps are TUV and CE certified
•  Suitable for use with Variable Frequency Drives
•  316SS Mechanical seals and 304SS hardware
•  8” ANSI flange suction and discharge ports
•  Extremely quiet with very low vibration during operation

50HZ Models: 
• Available for shipment from our European distribution center

   
        DIMENSIONS (MM) 
MODEL HP VOLTAGE HZ PHASE FULL LOAD AMPS* MOTOR L W H (KG)

50 HZ Models
VERPL5-60-AQ 15 380/660 50 3 22.5/13.0 TEFC 1,009.7 720.7 743.0 205.0
VERPL5-80-AQ 20 380/660 50 3 29.8/17.2 TEFC 1,009.7 720.7 743.0 216.8
VERPL5-100-AQ 25 380/660 50 3 36.5/21.0 TEFC 1,085.9 720.7 743.0 244.5
VERPL5-120-AQ 30 380/660 50 3 44.5/25.7 TEFC 1,085.9 720.7 743.0 252.7

Flange Kit & Optional Strainer Pot         
VERPL-STR-AQ  OPTIONAL STRAINER POT ASSEMBLY      29.9

350808  8” ANSI FLANGE ASSEMBLY KIT
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46 PUMPS
Fairbanks Nijhuis Vertical Turbines and Propellers

VTSH PUMPS 7000 SERIES 
VERTICAL TURBINE PUMPS

8200 SERIES 
AXIAL FLOW PROPELLER PUMP

8300 SERIES 
MIXED FLOW PROPELLER PUMP

Capacity Ranges – GPM 40 – 50,000 GPM 500 – 1,000,000 GPM 600 – 250,000 GPM
Capacity Ranges – m3/h 9.08 – 11,350 m3/h 113.5 – 227,000 m3/h 136.2 – 56,750 m3/h
Head Ranges – feet 10 – 2,000 Feet 2 – 80 Feet 1.5 – 100 Feet
Head Ranges – meters 3.3 m – 660 m 20.32m – 386.08 m .495 m – 33 m
Pump Bowl Sizes – inches 4” – 57” 8” – 152” 10” – 72”
Pump Bowl Sizes – meters 101.6 mm – 1447.8 mm .66 m – 26.4 m 254 mm – 1828.8 mm

APPLICATIONS
Raw Water Intake • • •
Dewatering • • •
Liquid Transfer •
Cooling Water Circulation •
Booster Service •
Storm Water Removal • • •
Flood Control • • •
Marine •
Process Services •
Volatile Fluids •
Condensate •
Fuel Pumps •

Pump Decision Factors
Selection of a turbine, mixed flow, or axial flow 
pump requires an assessment of capacity and 
discharge head requirements, as well as:
• Total pump thrust
• Net Positive Suction Head Available (NPSHA) 

and submergence
• Allowable bowl pressure
• Allowable pump shaft stretch
• Horsepower required throughout the pump’s 

operating range
• Allowable discharge head hanging weight
• Sump requirements

In addition, it is important to consider the 
following:
• The parameters of the liquid being pumped
• Allowable solid size
• Type of lineshaft lubrication
• Type of lineshaft sealing
• Elevation
• Driver requirements
• Materials of construction

FAIRBANKS NIJHUIS VERTICAL TURBINE AND PROPELLER PUMPS
Model 7000 Series Turbine Pump 
Model 8200 Series Axial Flow Propeller Pump 
Model 8300 Series Mixed Flow Propeller Pump
Vertical Turbine Pumps
Vertical Turbine Pumps have wide head ranges and bowls up to 57” (1447.8 
mm). These pumps are ideal for applications where surface equipment is 
prohibited, or where there are sound restrictions, such as in parks or 
residential areas.

Axial Flow Propeller Pumps
Axial Flow Propeller Pumps from Fairbanks Nijhuis are designed for high 
volume fluid movement at low discharge pressures. Used extensively for 
pumping water from lakes, cooling ponds, tanks, rivers and oceans, typical 
applications include raw water intake, dewatering, storm water removal, and 
flood control. Fairbanks Nijhuis vertical axial flow propeller pump 
applications are found in a variety of markets including urban and rural 
municipal water, government, industrial and irrigation, and more.

Vertical Mixed Flow Punps
Vertical Mixed Flow Punps are typically used wherever a moderate volume 
of liquid needs to be pumped upward at moderate pressure. The 
advantages of mixed flow pumps include minimum footprint, no priming 
required (because the pump bowl assembly is submerged), and Net 
Positive Suction Head Available (NPSHA) at the lowest level to satisfy the 
NPSHA requirements of the pump. In addition, vertical mixed flow pumps 
are easily adaptable to various design codes, can be modified for changing 
hydraulic conditions, and generally experience less wear due to the lower 
operating speeds they require.

Specs at a Glance
As shown below, pump bowls vary widely. Turbine bowls can be staged in a 
series to produce discharge pressures exceeding the outputs shown. Each 
of our pump models can be driven by vertical hollow-shaft motors, vertical 
solid-shaft motors, or through rightangle gears by an internal combustion 
engine, steam turbine, or horizontal motors.
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Mixed Flow Pump Horizontal Configuration

FAIRBANKS NIJHUIS MIXED FLOW PUMP
The energy efficient and reliable Pentair Fairbanks Nijhuis mixed flow pumps 
function as a compromise between radial and axial flow pumps. They operate 
at higher pressures than axial flow pumps while delivering higher capacities. 
The pumps are available in both horizontal and vertical configurations.

System design and performance are usually dependent on the availability and 
configuration of suitable pumps. At Pentair, we can modify our pump designs 
to meet the requirements of each individual system. This results in the best 
overall system performance for a specific application.

Applications
Drinking Water, Sewage Water, Cooling Water, Effluent, Irrigation, Drainage 
and Desalination

Features
• Oversized shafts and reduction of the overhang reduces shaft deflection to a 

minimum for elimination shaft failures and increased seal and bearing life.
• For ease of maintenance, the entire rotating assembly can be removed 

(back pull-out design).
• Larger mixed flow pumps in sewage systems have specially designed 

impellers with large ball passages. The replaceable wear rings carry solid 
matter away from the working face, thus reducing  wear and eliminating 
clogging and jamming.

• Large access holes with contoured covers give  easy access to the impeller.
• Capacities: 150-11,000 m3/h (660-48,431 USGPM); head: 5-40 mlc (16-131 

feet) 
Higher capacities and heads are available on request.

Benefits
• High efficiencies and reduced energy consumption  by designing the pump’s 

BEP to customer duty point.
• Low NPSH values
• High suction lift
• Less civil works
• Low operating costs by appropriated material selections  to the demanding 

water qualities. This includes the  optional selection of duplex stainless 
steels.

• Space-saving vertical configurations reduce the footprint.
• Low maintenance requirements through reliable  and proven pump designs.
• Back pull-out design for easy access.

Material Options
Depending on the application and the type of liquid pumped, a suitable 
combination of materials can be selected, such as cast iron, ductile cast iron, 
bronze, aluminum bronze, stainless steel, (super) duplex stainless steel.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Mixed flow pump horizontal Configuration in pumping station.Mixed Flow Pump Vertical Configuration

PUMPS
Fairbanks Nijhuis Mixed Flow
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48 PUMPS
Jung Pumpen Multistream Sewage

JUNG PUMPEN MULTISTREAM SEWAGE PUMPS
The centrifugal sumersible sewage pumps MultiStream are suitable for handling effluent or sewage in 
municipal and industrial pumping stations as well as in surface water drainage applications. The smaller 
typs are also used very successfully as portable units to deal with emergency situations.

•  The sewage pumps are suitable for handling sewage water.
•  In hazardous locations explosion-proof sewage pumps have to be used.
The adjustable axial gap of the MultiStream pump makes it possible to re-optimize the efficiency in case 
of abrasion by adjusting only one single screw. This can be done very cost-effective when the maintenance 
is carried out and the pump keeps its optimum performance on a long-term basis.

MultiStream-pumps are recommended for:

•  Effluent which contains fibrous matter
•  Effluent which contains solids
•  Mixed water
•  Raw effluent
•  Raw sludge
•  Rainwater

Technical Data
Pump - Vertical, single-stage, submersible, pump case with horizontal discharge, single channel 
impeller and short shaft extension. This provides a longer service life for the ball bearings and the 
mechanical seal.
Bearings - Common shaft for pump and motor, deep groove and inclined ball bearings, grease-packed.
Seal - Silicon carbide mechanical seal independent of sense of rotation, oil chamber and artificial carbon 
mechanical seal or rather SiC mechanical seal (or duplex rotary shaft seal up to size 35) as secondary 
seal, safe to run dry.
Motor - Submersible, enclosure IP68, activation through special purpose plug or control unit, protected 
by winding thermostats, ex-proof types tested by PTB (German tech. inspection authority), type of 
protection  II 2 G Ex d IIB T4.
Materials = Pump, motor case and impeller in GG grey cast iron (single channel impeller with n = 2800 
min-1 from size 55/2 in spheroidal graphite iron GGG), corrosion protected shaft (no contact with pumped 
liquid), flexible rubber sheathed cable.
Installation - Install pump vertically with guide rail system or pump base. Flange coupling according to 
DIN, coupling size B or hose tail bend up to 7.6 cm possible.
Scope of Supply - Pump acc. to EN 12050 with 10 m cable without plug, without pump base:
a) as sewage pump
b) as explosion-proof sewage pump Ex

•  Available in a wide range of ratings.
•  Flow rates from 5m3/H–540 m3/H.
•  Head ranges from 1 m–38 m.
•  230/400V @ 50 Hz.
•  400/690V @ 50 Hz.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Types of operation: Up to 40° C medium temperature.  
Motor submerged: continuous operation S1.

Motor not submerged intermittent operation S3  
(e.g. 15% = 1.5 min. operation and 8.5 min. pause)
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JUNG PUMPEN MULTISTREAM PUMPS WITH ADJUSTIBLE 
SINGLE-CHANNEL IMPELLER
MultiStream-pumps are suitable for handling effluent  in municipal and 
industrial pumping stations as well as in surface water drainage applications. 
The smaller types are also used very successfully as portable units to deal 
with emergency situations.

Discharge Br.
Free Pass. 

(mm)
RPM  
min- 1 Hmax Qmax m3/h

DN 65 40 2900 27 m 70
DN 80/100 70 2900 64 m 280
DN 80/100 70 1450 38 m 430
DN 150 100 1450 39 m 520
DN 200 100 1450 35 m 540

NOCCHI NRM STANDARDIZED MONOBLOC CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Rugged and Resistant, Wide Spec Range, High Hydraulic Performance
The pumps in the NRM series are Monobloc design and they are equipped with single impellers. These 
close-coupled pumps are constructed in compliance with the EN733/DIN24255 standard. NRM series 
pumps can be installed in all positions, except in the orientation with the suction port directed upwards.

Specification Data
Available a wide range of head, flow and voltage ratings:
•  Output power ratings from 2.2kW-22kW (3hp-30hp.)
•  Voltage ratings: 230/400, 400/690.
•  Hydraulic performance range: 8m-90m.
•  Flow rate range:  6m³/h-390 m³/h (100L/min-6500L/min.)

Motor
•  TEFC, 50hz.
•  Protection rating: IP55
•  Insulation class F
•  Construction design: B3/B5
•  Speed of rotation: NRM4 (four-pole) models:1450 RPM.  

NRM2 (two-pole) models: 2900 RPM

Applications
•  Collection of water from lakes, rivers, wells
•  Central heating and air conditioning systems
•  Gravity and sprinkler irrigation systems
•  Water supply, fire fighting and pressure booster systems

Application Data
•  Type of liquid: non aggressive, non-explosive,  

free of solid bodies and fibers
•  Hot water for heating
•  Coolant fluids
•  Ambient temperature: 40° C
•  Pumped liquid temperature -10° C + 130° C
•  Maximum operating pressure: 10 bar

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

TABLE OF MATERIALS
Component Material

1 Pump body Cast iron EN GJL 200 (ex G20)

2 Motor bracket Cast iron EN GJL 200 (ex G20)

3 Impeller Cast iron EN GJL 200 (ex G20) AISI 304 on request

4 Shaft Stainless steel AISI 420

5 Mechanical gasket Silicon carbide/Silicon carbide/NBR
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50 PUMPS
Sparus™ Pump With Constant Flow Technology™

Under typical operating conditions, Sparus Pump with Constant Flow 
Technology offers the highest water flow rate of any high performance 
pump—with the lowest electricity consumption. Thanks to its integrated 
on-board variable frequency drive, this pump automatically calculates and 
self-adjusts to provide the exact operational speed needed to deliver the  
exact flow rate you establish. As system conditions change, it self-adjusts to 
achieve a constant user-specified flow rate. The result of this breakthrough 
technology is that you achieve the absolute minimum energy usage required  
to deliver any given flow rate! This high level of efficiency can save you 
thousands of dollars per year in pump operating costs.
No more closing valves to decrease flow rate or making manual adjustments. 
Simply select the flow rate you require and the Sparus Pump with Constant 
Flow Technology delivers. As system conditions change, the flow rate remains 
constant. Need a higher or lower flow rate? Simply adjust the desired flow rate  
by using the simple keypad. No matter what flow rate you select, you’ll rest 
assured that your desired flow rate remains constant.

The law of physics known as the Affinity Law states that there is a cubic 
relationship between the speed of an electric motor and its power consumption.  
By decreasing the speed of a motor by only 10%, you’ll reap up to 33% in 
electrical energy savings while still achieving the exact flow rate that your 
application requires. With conventional pumps, the motor is often operating  
at a speed that is needlessly high for the application. Users of conventional 
single-speed pumps often find that their only option to decrease their flow  
rate is to partially close a valve to “throttle” the flow rate. The Sparus Pump 
with Constant Flow Technology takes that paradigm and turns it on its head! 
The intelligence built into this pump means that you establish the desired flow 
rate and leave the decision-making to the pump.

SPARUS™ PUMP WITH CONSTANT FLOW TECHNOLOGY™

•  The world’s first aquaculture duty pump to deliver a CONSTANT  
user-defined flow rate

•  Pump motor speed self-adjusts to maintain the constant flow rate setting, 
even as system conditions change

•  Digital communication port RS-48 allows monitoring/control by            
PLC systems. Contact us for solutions utilizing a PLC

3 hp totally enclosed fan cooled 
motor, with permanent magnets.

Saltwater-rated 316 stainless  
internal fasteners, and heavy-duty 

mechanical seal.

Oversized strainer basket  
and volute.

NEMA IP55 rated enclosure for 
robust service in wet locations.

2” (50 mm) BSP Suction and discharge ports.

Integrated wiring  
compartment for easy access 

and quick installation.

On-board keypad  
for simple programming  

of desired flow rate.

Clear lid for quick  
inspection of basket.  

Cam and Ramp locking ring  
for easy servicibility.

Corrosion-proof pump body  
for long service life.

RS-48 Port
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SPARUS™ PUMP WITH CONSTANT FLOW TECHNOLOGY™

Sparus Pump with Constant Flow Technology(CFT) will always operate at  
the slowest speed required to achieve the user-established flow rate;  
the savings it provides is yours to keep! This pump delivers proven reliability 
thanks to its saltwater-rated stainless steel internal fasteners and highly 
robust mechanical seal. Sparus Pump with Constant Flow Technology is  
a self-priming pump, and it’s also suitable for flooded-suction applications. 
UL778 listed. One-year warranty. Not certified for use in swimming  
pool applications.

Pump Features: 
•  Fully-programmable for any flow rate from 20–140 gpm
•  On-board keypad for simple programming of desired flow rate 
•  3 hp rating. 230V, single-phase, 50hz/60hz
•  Ultra efficient permanent magnet TEFC motor 
•  2” internally threaded BSP inlet/outlet ports and anti-blocking strainer  

basket ensure maximum flow and efficiency 
•  Easy installation and trouble-free servicing 
•  IP55-rated enclosure for wet locations and harsh conditions 
•  CE approved
• Available from European Distribution Center

Capacity in US Gallons Per Minute
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Sparus Pump with Constant Flow Technology Performance Chart

  POWER(KW)     FULL LOAD SERVICE SF IN/OUT  DIMENSIONS (CM)  SHIP WT 
MODEL HP INPUT/OUTPUT VOLTS HZ PHASE MOTOR AMPS FACTOR HP PORTS L W H (KG)

348045-AQE 3 3.2/2.2 230 50/60 1 TEFC 16 1.32 3.95 2” BSP 59.4 28 32 20.4

Operates with identical performance on 50 Hz or 60 Hz input power.

Sparus Pump with Constant Flow Technology in a five pump application at  
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems’ PAES W.A.T.E.R. facility in Apopka, FL.

SPARUS WITH CFT COST SAVINGS CALCULATOR
The Sparus™ Pump with Constant Flow Technology™ Cost Calculator 
Tool calculates the savings an operator will realize when switching 
from a standard pump to the Sparus with Constant Flow Technology.  
It’s simple and easy to use.  Just enter in the operational, hydraulic, 
and head loss characteristics of your system and the cost savings,  
per day and per year, will be instantly calculated for you. 

Visit PentairAES.com/CFT-Calculator to determine your savings!
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52 PUMPS
Centrifugal

Can’t find what you’re looking for? See it all at www.pentairaes.com.

SPARUS™ 160 ENERGY-EFFICIENT AQUACULTURE DUTY  
50HZ CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Sparus™ 160 pumps offer extremely high water flow in a quiet, 
energy-efficient package making them effective in a wide range of Aquaculture applications. 
Saltwater compatible, corrosion-resistant plastic construction, 316SS stainless steel internal 
fasteners, oversized anti-blocking strainer basket and volute, and 2”/50 mm female BSP inlet/outlet 
ports. EPDM/316SS mechanical seal. Compatible with a wide assortment of cleaning and filtration 
systems. Clear lid for easy inspection. Self-priming, also suitable for flooded suction applications. 
One-year warranty. UL778 listed. Not certified for use on swimming pools. 

Features
• Single body design provides for quiet/durable operation
• High-temperature thermoplastic withstands harsh conditions  

and prevents corrosion
• Saltwater compatible construction
• Thermal protection built into single-phase motors
• Easy installation and trouble-free servicing
• Corrosion resistant, high-grade stainless steel motor shaft  

and internal fasteners
• 1-Phase and 3-Phase models with TEFC Pentair motors.  

IP55 rated. CE approved
• Unions included for both 50 mm and 63 mm connections

Available for shipment from our North American or European  
distribution centers.

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

FW SW

50HZ Models       DIMENSIONS (CM)  SHIP WT 
 HP/KW VOLTAGE HZ PHASE MOTOR L W H (KG)
P-SPR-071 0.75 /0.55 220-240  50 1 TEFC 54 30.2 31.1 14.5
P-SPR-073 0.75 /0.55 380-420 50 3 TEFC 54 30.2 31.1 12.7
P-SPR-101 1/0.75 220-240 50 1 TEFC 54 30.2 31.1 13.6
P-SPR-103E2 1/0.75 380-420 50 3 TEFC 54 30.2 31.1 14.5
P-SPR-151 1.50/1.10 220-240  50 1 TEFC 55.9 30.2 31.1 15.4
P-SPR-153E2 1.50/1.10 380-420 50 3 TEFC 55.9 30.2 31.1 22.2
P-SPR-201 2/1.50 220-240 50 1 TEFC 55.9 30.2 31.1 16.8
P-SPR-203E2 2/1.50 380-420 50 3 TEFC 55.9 30.2 31.1 24
P-SPR-301 3/2.20 220-240  50 1 TEFC 59 30.2 31.1 23.1
P-SPR-303E2 3/2.20 380-420 50 3 TEFC 59 30.2 31.1 30.4
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50Hz Performance

m

TAURUS
50Hz

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

 DIMENSIONS (CM) SHIP WT
50 HZ Models HP/KW VOLTAGE HZ PHASE MOTOR L W H (KG)

P-TRS-051 0.5/0.37 220-240 50 1 TEFC 54.0 30.5 28 13.6

P-TRS-071 0.75/0.55 220-240 50 1 TEFC 54.0 30.5 28 14.1

P-TRS-073 0.75/0.55 380-420 50 3 TEFC 54.0 30.5 28 12.7

P-TRS-101 1/0.75 220-240 50 1 TEFC 58.4 30.5 28 14.5

P-TRS-103E2 1/0.75 380-420 50 3 TEFC 54.0 30.5 28 14.1

P-TRS-151 1.5/1.10 220-240 50 1 TEFC 58.4 30.5 28 15.4

P-TRS-153E2 1.5/1.10 380-420 50 3 TEFC 56.0 30.5 28 22.2

P-TRS-201 2/1.50 220-240  50 1 TEFC 56.0 30.5 28 17.2

P-TRS-203E2 2/1.50 380-420 50 3 TEFC 56.0 30.5 28 24.0

P-TRS-301 3/2.20 220-240 50 1 TEFC 59.0 30.5 28 23.1

P-TRS-303E2 3/2.20 380-420  50 3 TEFC 59.0 30.5 28 29.9

TAURUS™ 110 ENERGY-EFFICIENT AQUACULTURE DUTY 
50HZ CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
The Taurus™ 110 moves more water more efficiently for lower operating  
cost and super-quiet operation.  Plus, by performing with less effort, there’s 
simply less wear and tear—and that means longer life for a higher return on 
your pump investment. The Taurus 110 meets all the criteria for a superior 
pump:  super energy efficient, super quiet and super easy to maintain.  
Plus, it’s designed with innovative materials that will stand up to the most 
demanding installations and conditions. The Taurus™ 110 is performance  
and pressure tested to ensure superior quality. Self-priming  for quick, easy 
start-up. 1 1/2” x 1 1/2” (38 mm x 38 mm) BSP port size. One-year warranty. 
UL778 listed. Not certified for use on swimming pools. 

Features
• Minimal energy consumption
• Cam and Ramp™ lid locks in place with a quarter-turn
• Thermal protection built into single phase motors
• Saltwater compatible construction
• Quiet operation due to superior internal flow design reduces hydraulic noise
• See-through lid permits easy inspection of strainer basket
• Corrosion resistant, high-grade stainless steel motor shaft and parts
• 1 and 3-Phase models with TEFC Pentair motors
• IP55 rated, CE approved
• Unions included for 50mm connections

Available for shipment from our North American or European  
distribution centers.



Y6052030

YSI® is a registered trademark of YSI, Inc.

SYSTEM SPECS (INSTRUMENT, PROBE & CABLE)

D.O. (%) Sensor Type: Polarographic or Galvanic
Range: 0 to 500% air saturation
Accuracy: 0 to 200% air saturation, 
± 2% of the reading or ±2% air 
saturation, whichever is greater;  
200 to 500% air saturation,  
± 6% of the reading
Resolution: 0.1% or 1% air saturation 
(user selectable)

D.O. (MG/L) Sensor Type: Polarographic or Galvanic
Range: 0 to 50 mg/L
Accuracy: 0 to 20 mg/L, ± 2% of the  
reading or ±0.2 mg/L, whichever is greater; 
20 to 50 mg/L, ± 6% of the reading
Resolution: 0.01 or 0.1 mg/L  
(user selectable)

CONDUCTIVITY 
(MS, US)

Sensor Type: Four-electrode cell
Range: 0 to 200 mS/cm (auto range)
Accuracy: 1- or 4-m cable, ±1.0% of the reading  
or 1.0 uS/cm, whichever is greater 10- 20- or 30-m 
cable, ±2.0% of the reading or 1.0 uS/cm,  
whichever is greater
Resolution: 0.0001 to 0.1 mS/cm (range dependent)

SALINITY (PPT, 
PSU)

Sensor Type: Calculated
Range: 0 to 70 ppt
Accuracy: ±1% of the reading  
or 0.1 ppt, whichever is greater
Resolution: 0.01 ppt

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS 
(TDS) (MG/L, G/L)

Sensor Type: Calculated
Range: 0 to 100 g/L TDS constant range  
0.30 to 1.00 (0.65 default)
Accuracy: Dependent on temp and 
conductivity; calculated from  
those parameters
Resolution: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 g/L

TEMPERATURE Range: -5 to 55°C (0 to 45°C; DO compensation  
range for mg/L) 
Accuracy: ±0.2°C
Resolution: 0.1°C

BAROMETER Range: 500 to 800 mmHg
Accuracy: ±5 mm Hg within  
± 15°C temperature range  
from calibration point
Resolution: 0.1 mmHg

3-YEAR METER WARRANTY

Meter, Cable  
& Probe  
Sold Separately

YSI® PRO2030 DISSOLVED OXYGEN/CONDUCTIVITY/
SALINITY/TDS/TEMP METER
The YSI Pro2030 provides everything you need in a handheld dissolved oxygen 
instrument with conductivity. Automatically compensates D.O. readings for 
changes in salinity. User-replaceable D.O. sensors and cables, 50 data set 
memory and simple D.O. calibration make the Pro2030 user-friendly. Rugged 
design and 1-meter drop tests ensure the instrument remains in your hands to 
provide years of sampling even in the harshest field conditions. Fast response 
times allow you to complete your sampling routine quickly, saving time and 
money. Your perfect handheld for brackish water and/or applications with 
varying salinity. Instrument has three-year warranty; two years for cable.

•  Choose either polarographic or galvanic D.O./Conductivity sensor built  
into cable

•  Easy calibration within seconds with the press of a button.  
Automatic internal barometric pressure compensation

•  IP67, impact-resistant, waterproof case even without the battery cover. 
Rubber case provides extra durability. Military spec connectors

•  Quick response times; 95% D.O. response time in approximately  
8 seconds with standard membrane

•  Graphic, back-lit display & glow in the dark keypad
•  Languages-English, Spanish, French & Portuguese
•  Automatic salinity compensation for dissolved oxygen
•  YSI Pro1020 is a great replacement for the YSI 85.

MODEL

METER
Y6052030 PRO2030 METER

CABLES
Y6234C 4M, D.O./CONDUCTIVITY/TEMPERATURE 
Y62310C 10M, D.O./CONDUCTIVITY/TEMPERATURE 
Y62320C 20M, D.O./CONDUCTIVITY/TEMPERATURE 
Y62330C 30M, D.O./CONDUCTIVITY/TEMPERATURE 

PROBES
Y6202 GALVANIC D.O. 
Y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. 
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Y60020

YSI® and ProODO® are registered trademark(s) of YSI, Inc.

Meter, probe and cable 
sold separately, or order 
a kit that includes all this 
plus a carrying case.

SYSTEM SPECS (METER, PROBE & CABLE)

DISSOLVED OXYGEN (% SATURATION)
Range: 0–500% air saturation
Accuracy: ±2% of the reading  
or ±2% air saturation
Resolution: 1% or 1% air saturation

DISSOLVED OXYGEN (MG/L)
Range: 0–50 mg/L.
Accuracy: ±2% of the reading  
or ± 0.2 mg/L
Resolution: 0.01 or 0.1 mg/L

TEMPERATURE
Range: -5–55º C  
(D.O. compensation range -5–45º C)
Accuracy: ± 0.3º C
Resolution: 0.1° C.

BAROMETER
Range: 400 to 999.9 mmHg. 
Accuracy: ±5 mmHg  
(within ±5° C of calibration temp)
Resolution: 0.1 mmHg

YSI® Instrument Repair
Whether it is a yearly checkup or the complete replacement of a circuit 
board, you can count on us to provide accurate, economical and timely 
service. This applies to all YSI® meters that we carry, whether or not they 
were purchased from us. 
We honor all factory warranties, we stock a full inventory of replacement 
parts and our labor rates are significantly lower than the amount charged 
by most other YSI® repair facilities.
To obtain an estimate or to send a meter for repair, call us at 877-347-4788 
for a Return Authorization Number (RA#). This number will allow us to 
identify your package and follow your instructions. You’ll also need to fill out 
and send in our Return Form and Cleaning Certificate.

Low Labor Rates
Our electronics technicians are the best and our turnaround time is  
fast (1–2 weeks). If you wish to expedite turnaround, we can do that for  
a small fee. There is no charge for warranty repairs.
Nonwarranty repair estimates typically require between 60 and 120 
minutes before a repair cost quotation can be made. Therefore, we will 
have to charge for nonwarranty repair quotes, one-hour minimum.
changes without notice.

3-YEAR METER
WARRANTY

YSI® PRO20 DISSOLVED OXYGEN METER
Designed specifically for aquaculture, the YSI Pro20 dissolved oxygen meter is 
a rugged, user-friendly instrument for dissolved oxygen measurement. IP-67 
waterproof and rubber over molded case, and 1-meter drop tests ensure the 
instrument remains in your hands to provide years of sampling even in the 
harshest field conditions.  Choose a D.O. sensor that best meets your needs. 
Fast response times with the Polarographic or Galvanic dissolved oxygen 
sensors allow you to complete your sampling routine quickly. The long life of 
the Polarographic sensor saves time and money and reduces your overall 
cost. The Galvanic sensor enables you to start sampling immediately without a 
warm-up period. Meters measure 3.25” x 8.5” x 2.25” and weigh 1 lb. Use 2 C 
batteries (included). Three-year  warranty on meters, two years on cables and 
one year on probes. Internal barometer for highest accuracy
• Large, easy-to-read, backlit display and keypad
• Fast cal routine allows easy calibrations with the press of a button
• Stores 50 data sets
• Rugged, weighted probe assembly
• View display with polarized sunglasses on and all lighting conditions
• Fastest response in 8 seconds with standard membrane
• Multiple languages include English, Spanish, French and German
• Rubber over mold case for durability
• Automatic barometric pressure and temperature compensation
• User replaceable sensors and cables
• Direct replacement for YSI Model 85

Galvanic vs Polarographic Sensors 

Galvanic sensors do not  require a warm-up period.  They are ready for immediate 
use after being powered on.
Polarographic sensors require warm up time before use.  The shelf life for 
Polarographic sensors is theoretically longer than Galvanic sensors.

MODEL

Kits
Y603170 METER, GALVANIC D.O. PROBE, 4M CABLE, CARRY CASE 
Y603171 METER, POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. PROBE, 4M CABLE, CARRY CASE 

Meter only
Y60020 PRO20 D.O. METER 

Probes
Y6202 GALVANIC D.O. 
Y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC D.O.  

Cables (Includes Temp Sensor & Weighted Removal Board)
Y624C 4 METER 
Y6210C 10 METER 
Y6220C 20 METER 
Y6230C 30 METER 

Replacement Membrane Kits
Y5908 D.O. CAP KIT W/KCL (FOR POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. PROBES ONLY) 
Y5913 D.O. CAP KIT W/NACL (FOR GALVANIC D.O. PROBES ONLY) 
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YSI® and ProODO® are registered trademarks of YSI, Inc

YSI® PROODO® OPTICAL DISSOLVED OXYGEN METER
The YSI ProODO® is rugged, easy to use handheld optical dissolved oxygen 
meter designed for sampling applications. With many benefits over traditional 
D.O. technologies, the ODO (Optical Dissolved Oxygen) luminescent sensor  
has no flow dependence, making it the perfect choice for applications where 
stirring is difficult or undesirable. This also reduces the possibility of operator 
error, ensuring high quality data. Unit is resistant to probe fouling and 
interferences from hydrogen sulfide and other gases. The smart digital  
ODO probe stores calibration data so probes can be interchanged between 
instruments without recalibration. Stores 5,000 data sets, and USB connection 
allows interaction with Data Manager software (included). Supports English, 
Spanish, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese and French. IP67-rated 
case. Military spec connectors and field tested cables, 100 folders and site 
lists for logging data with user defined fields, and a graphic display with 
detailed Help visible with polarized sunglasses. Salinity input rate 0–70 ppt. 
Runs on two C batteries. 8.5" L x 3.25" W x 2.25" H, weighs 1 lb. Three-year 
warranty on instrument, two years on cable and probe.

3-YEAR METER WARRANTY

Meter, probe & cable sold 
separately, or order a kit 
that includes all this plus 
a carrying case.

Y6262

MODEL

Kit
Y603192 METER, PROBE, 4M CABLE, CARRY CASE 

Meter only
Y6262 PROODO METER 

Cables with Probe
Y62504 4 METER CABLE WITH ODO PROBE 
Y625010 10 METER CABLE WITH ODO PROBE 
Y625020 20 METER CABLE WITH ODO PROBE 

Replacement Part
Y6263 REPLACEMENT SENSING ELEMENT 

Accessories
Y603069 BELT CLIP 
Y603075 SOFT SIDED CARRYING CASE 
Y603074 HARD SIDED CARRYING CASE 
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PRO30 INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CONDUCTIVITY ±0.5% OF READING OR 1.0 uS/cm, WHICHEVER GREATER
SIZE 8.3 cm W X 21.6 cm L X 5.7 cm D  
WEIGHT WITH BATTERIES 475 GRAMS (1.05 LBS.)
POWER 2 ALKALINE C-CELLS PROVIDING 400 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE; LOW BATTERY INDICATOR ON PRO30  
CABLES 1- 4- 10- 20- AND 30-m LENGTHS (3.28, 13.1, 32.8, 65.6 FT.)
WARRANTY 3-YEAR INSTRUMENT; 2-YEAR CABLE AND SENSOR  
TDS CONSTANT RANGE ADJUSTABLE; 0.3-1.0 
CONDUCTIVITY REFERENCE TEMP ADJUSTABLE; RANGE 15° C TO 25° C  
SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE TEMP COMP ADJUSTABLE; 0 TO 4%
DATA MEMORY 50 DATA SETS  
LANGUAGES ENGLISH, SPANISH, GERMAN, FRENCH
CERTIFICATIONS ROHS, CE, WEEE, IP-67, 1-METER DROP TEST 

Cable with Probe  
Sold Separately

3-YEAR METER WARRANTY

YSI® PRO30 CONDUCTIVITY/TDS/SALINITY/TEMP METER
The YSI Pro30 is ideal in any field application for the measurement of 
conductivity, salinity, TDS (total dissolved solids), and temperature. The 
Pro30 features user-replaceable cables in lengths up to 30 meters, 50 data 
set memory, and a simple calibration routine. True field performance is 
verified with the IP-67 waterproof and impact resistant case — drop tested  
at 1-meter. Additionally, the YSI super- stable 4-electrode conductivity cell  
is so reliable it is built directly into the cable.

• 3-year meter, 2-year cable and sensor warranty
• User-replaceable cables. Conductivity sensor built into cable.  

Choose among 1-, 4-, 10-, 20-, or 30-meter cables
• Fast cal routine allows easy calibrations with the press of a button.

Remembers the previous calibration values and simply walks you  
through the routine

• Stores 50 data sets; no need to write down data
• Graphic, backlit display and glow in the dark keypad
• Tough. IP-67, impact-resistant, waterproof case even without the  

battery cover. Rubber over molded case provides extra durability
• Rugged, military spec connectors. Bayonet style with keyed  

quarter-turn lock
• Super-stable, weighted 4-electrode conductivity sensor is built  

in for true field performance and designed for rugged conditions.  
Easily cleaned with a conductivity cleaning brush

• The YSI Pro30 replaced the YSI 30

MODEL 

Y60530 PRO30 METER ONLY

Y60530-4 PRO30 4M CABLE WITH PROBE

Y60530-10 PRO30 10M CABLE WITH PROBE

Y60530-20 PRO30 20M CABLE WITH PROBE

Y60530-30 PRO30 30M CABLE WITH PROBE

Y3167-E CALIBRATION SOLUTION,  
 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)

Y3168-E CALIBRATION SOLUTION,  
 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT (BRACHISH WATER)

Y3169-E CALIBRATION SOLUTION,  
 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)
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PRO1030 INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CABLE LENGTHS 1- 4- 10- 20- AND 30-m LENGTHS (3.28, 13.1, 32.8, 65.6, AND 98.4 FT.)
CERTIFICATIONS ROHS, CE, WEEE, IP-67, 1-METER DROP TEST 
CONNECTOR MS (MILITARY SPEC) WATERPROOF WITH BAYONET LOCK
DATA MEMORY 50 DATA SETS 
DIMENSIONS 8.3 cm W X 21.6 cm L X 5.6 cm D
LANGUAGES ENGLISH, SPANISH, PORTUGUESE, FRENCH 
POWER 2 ALKALINE C-CELLS PROVIDING APPROXIMATELY 425 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE DEPENDING WITHOUT  
 BACKLIGHT USAGE; LOW BATTERY INDICATOR WITH APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR LEFT
WARRANTY 3-YEAR INSTRUMENT; 2-YEAR CABLE; 1-YEAR PH AND ORP SENSORS 
WATERPROOF IP67 (EVEN WITH THE BATTERY COVER OFF)
WEIGHT WITH BATTERIES 476 GRAMS (1.05 LBS) 
CONDUCTIVITY REFERENCE TEMP ADJUSTABLE; RANGE 15° C TO 25° C
SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE TEMP COMP 0 TO 4% 

YSI® PRO1030  
PH/ORP/CONDUCTIVITY/TDS/SALINITY METER
The YSI Pro1030 provides everything you need in a handheld meter for the 
measurement of either pH or ORP along with temperature, conductivity, 
specific conductance, salinity and total dissolved solids (TDS).
User-replaceable sensors (pH and ORP sensors) and cables and convenient 
calibration routine feature makes it extremely user friendly. Mil-spec (military 
spec) connectors, IP67 waterproof and rubber over molded case, and 1-meter 
drop tests ensure the instrument remains in your hands to provide years of 
sampling even in the harshest field conditions. The feature set of the Pro1030 
results in a low total cost of ownership over the life of the product and proves 
that it is smarter, tougher, and more versatile.
The super-stable 4-electrode conductivity cell is built into the cable and will 
provide years of accurate data. The cells are designed for rugged field 
performance and are easily cleaned and require minimal maintenance.
• Smart calibration routine allows easy calibrations with the press of a button, 

remembers previous cal values and simply walks you through the calibration
• Stores 50 data sets
• Graphic, backlit display and glow in the dark keypad
• Available with 4, 10, 20, or 30-meter cables (cables include cable 

management kit)
• View display with polarized sunglasses on
• Multiple languages include English, Spanish, French and Portuguese
• User replaceable pH or ORP sensors and cables
• Conductivity cell built-in
• 3-year instrument; 2-year cable warranty; 1-year pH and ORP sensor 

warranty
• YSI Pro1030 replaced YSI 63
• pH auto-buffer recognition

3-YEAR METER WARRANTY

METER 
MODEL
Y605130 PRO1030 METER ONLY

PROBES
Y6101 PH ISE

Y6102 ORP ISE

CABLES
Y605130-4 4 METER CABLE KIT

Y605130-10 10 METER CABLE KIT

Y605130-20 20 METER CABLE KIT

Y605130-30 30 METER CABLE KIT

CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS 
MODEL
CAL4 PH 4.01

CAL7 PH 7.00

CAL10 PH 10.00

Y3167-E 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT  (FRESH WATER)

Y3168-E 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT  (BRACKISH WATER)

Y3169-E 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT  (SALT WATER)

When ordering the Pro1030 you must order the instrument, cable, and pH or ORP sensor separately, 
allowing you to choose the system that best fits your application. Conductivity and temperature are part 
of the cable you order and included in the cable purchase.

Meter, Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately
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METER 
MODEL

Y605120 PRO1020 METER ONLY

PROBES
Y6202 GALVANIC D.O. (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

Y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC D.O. (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

Y6101 PH ISE

Y6102 ORP ISE

Y6103 PH/ORP COMBO ISE (NOT FOR USE ON DUAL ISE CABLES)

CABLES
Y605120-4 4 METER CABLE KIT

Y605120-10 10 METER CABLE KIT

Y605120-20 20 METER CABLE KIT

Y605120-30 30 METER CABLE KIT

MEMBRANE CAPS
Y5908 POLAROGRAPHIC

Y5913 GALVANIC

CALIBRATION SOLUTIONS 
MODEL
CAL4 PH 4.01

CAL7 PH 7.00

CAL10 PH 10.00

Y3167-E 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)

Y3168-E 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT (BRACKISH WATER)

Y3169-E 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)

Y3628 ZOBELL ORP TEST

YSI® PRO1020 PH/ORP/DO/TEMPERATURE METER
Rugged and reliable, the YSI® Pro1020 provides everything you need in a 
handheld instrument for the measurement of either pH or ORP, along with 
temperature and dissolved oxygen. The internal barometer, Quick Cal 
feature, and simple interface make getting accurate data extremely simple.
• IP67 waterproof rating
• 3-year instrument warranty; 2-year cable
• Quick Cal allows calibrations within minutes
• 50 data-set memory ensures data integrity
• Graphic, backlit display and glow-in-the-dark keypad
• Languages - English, Spanish, French, German
• Choose either Galvanic or Polarographic DO probes
• Quickest response times, PE cap membranes
• Auto-buffer recognition
• YSI Pro1020 replaced YSI 85

PRO1020 INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

TEMPERATURE RANGE  -5 TO 55°C (0 TO 45°C FOR DO COMPENSATION RANGE FOR MG/L )
 RESOLUTION 0.1°C
 ACCURACY  0.2°C 
PH RANGE 0 TO 14 PH UNITS       
 RESOLUTION 0.01      
 ACCURACY ±0.2      
ORP RANGE -1500 TO 1500 MV
 RESOLUTION 1 MV
 ACCURACY ±20 MV
DISSOLVED OXYGEN RANGE 0 TO 500% AIR SATURATION       
(% SATURATION) RESOLUTION 0.1% OR 1% AIR SATURATION (USER SELECTABLE)         
 ACCURACY 0 TO 200% AIR SATURATION, ±2% OF THE READING OR ±2% AIR SATURATION,   
  WHICHEVER IS GREATER; 200 TO 500% AIR SATURATION, ±6% OF THE READING       
DISSOLVED OXYGEN RANGE 0 TO 50 MG/L
(MG/L) RESOLUTION RESOLUTION 0.01 OR 0.1 MG/L (USER SELECTABLE)
 ACCURACY 0 TO 20 MG/L, ±2% OF THE READING OR ±0.2 MG/L, WHICHEVER IS GREATER; 20 TO   
  50 MG/L, ±6% OF THE READING
BAROMETER RANGE 500 TO 800 MMHG (MMHG, INHG, MBARS, PSI, KPA)       
 RESOLUTION 0.1 MMHG      
 ACCURACY ±5 MM HG WITHIN ±15°C OF CALIBRATION TEMPERATURE      

Meter, Cable & Probe 
Sold Separately
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YSI® ProDSS MULTIPARAMETER  FIELD SAMPLING INSTRUMENT
The ProDSS Portable Digital Sampling System is designed for use in demanding field applications such as 
surface water, groundwater, and aquaculture. The rugged and reliable ProDSS allows for measurement 
of up to 17 parameters. The ProDSS features user-replaceable digital smart sensors that are 
automatically recognized by the instrument when connected. A backlit color display, large memory, 
convenient calibration procedures, rechargeable battery, and powerful PC data management program 
(KorDSS) make the ProDSS user friendly. The optional GPS function, wide range of sensors, and varying 
cable lengths allow for complete customization of the ProDSS. Mil-spec (military spec) connectors and a 
waterproof (IP-67), rubber over-molded case ensures durability to provide years of sampling even in the 
harshest field conditions.  3-year meter warranty; 2 year cable warranty (sensor warranties vary).

Instrument
Includes a rechargeable lithium-ion battery (pre-installed), hand strap, USB cable for charging the 
ProDSS battery and for connection to a PC, AC charger, cable for connection to a USB memory stick, 
ProDSS quick start guide, USB software memory stick and digital manual.

Cables 
Cables do not include an integrated temperature sensor. All cables include 4 universal sensor ports and a 
maintenance kit (3 port plugs, tube of Krytox® lubricant, brush for conductivity probe, syringe for depth 
sensor, and sensor installation/removal tool). A 1 lb. weight is included with all cables 10 meters and longer 
while 10, 20, and 30 meter cables include a cable management kit.

Probes 
A conductivity/temperature probe must be installed in a ProDSS cable for accurate measurement of all 
parameters. All probes, including conductivity/temperature, must be ordered separately.

Features:
•  Measures pH, ORP, dissolved oxygen (optical-based sensor), conductivity, turbidity, temperature, depth 

and more.
•  Digital smart sensors are automatically recognized by the instrument and store calibration data
•  User-replaceable cables and sensors
•  KorDSS desktop software (included) and USB on-the-go connector assist with data management
•  Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
•  Color display and backlit keypad; menu-driven operation
•  Long-life lithium-ion battery; ensures reliability and minimizes waste
•  Optional GPS, used with KorDSS for Geolocation and visualization of data
•  Optional depth sensor and up to 100-m cable lengths – great for profiling applications
•  Large memory (>100,000 data sets) with extensive site list capabilities
•  Multiple languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Italian, Japanese,  

Norwegian, and Chinese
•  Military spec connectors, waterproof IP67 rating and rubber over-molded case

MODEL

Meter only
Y626870-1 PRODSS METER WITHOUT GPS 
Y626870-2 PRODSS METER WITH GPS 

Cables with Probe
Y626909-1 1M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR 
Y626909-4 4M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-10 10M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-20 20M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-30 30M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-40 40M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-50 50M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-60 60M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-70 70M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-80 80M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626909-90 90M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR

Y626909-100 100M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - NO DEPTH SENSOR
Y626910-1 1M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR

MODEL

Cables with Probe (Continued)
Y626910-4 4M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626910-10 10M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-20 20M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-30 30M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-40 40M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-50 50M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-60 60M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-70 70M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-80 80M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR
Y626911-90 90M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR

Y626911-100 100M, 4 SENSOR PORTS - WITH DEPTH SENSOR

Probes
Y626900 OPTICAL DISSOLVED OXYGEN (ODO)
Y626901 TURBIDITY
Y626902 CONDUCTIVITY AND TEMPERATURE
Y626903 PH WITH MODULE

Meter, Cable & Probe Sold Separately

3 YEAR METER WARRANTY
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MODEL

Probes (Continued)
 Y626904 PH/ORP WITH MODULE
Y626905 NITRATE WITH MODULE
Y626906 AMMONIUM WITH MODULE

Y626907 CHLORIDE WITH MODULE

Replacement Modules
Y626963 PH
Y626964 PH/ORP
Y626965 NITRATE
Y626966 AMMONIUM

Y626967 CHLORIDE

Solutions
Y3167-E 1,000 US/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)
Y3168-E 10,000 US/CM PER PINT (BRACKISH WATER)
Y3169-E 50,000 US/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)
Y3628 ZOBELL ORP TEST

SYSTEM SPECS (INSTRUMENT, PROBE & CABLE)

TEMPERATURE Range: -5 to 70 °C (temperature compensation range for DO mg/L 
measurement: -5 to 50 °C )
Accuracy: ±0.2 °C
Resolution: 0.1 °C or 0.1 °F (user selectable)
Units: °C, °F, K

pH Range: 0 to 14 pH units
Accuracy: ±0.2 pH units
Resolution: 0.01 pH units
Units: pH, pH mV

ORP Range: -1999 to 1999 mV
Accuracy: ±20 mV
Resolution: 0.1 mV
Units: mV

DISSOLVED OXYGEN Range: 0 to 500%, 0 to 50 mg/L
Accuracy: 0 to 200%: ±1% of reading or 1% saturation, whichever is greater 
200 to 500%: ±8% of reading | 0 to 20 mg/L: ±0.1 mg/L or 1% of reading, 
whichever is greater | 20 to 50 mg/L: ±8% of reading
Resolution: 0.01 mg/L and 0.1%, or 0.1 mg/L and 1% (user selectable)
Units: % saturation, % saturation local, mg/L, ppm

BAROMETER Range: 375 to 825 mmHg
Accuracy: ±1.5 mmHg from 0 to 50 °C
Resolution: 0.1 mmHg
Units: mmHg, inHg, mbar, psi, kPa, 
atm

CONDUCTIVITY** Range: 0 to 200 mS/cm
Accuracy: 0 - 100 mS/cm: 
±0.5% of reading or .001 mS/
cm, whichever is greater | 100 - 
200 mS/cm: ±1.0% of reading
Resolution: 0.001, 0.01 or 0.1 μS/
cm (range dependent)
Units: μS/cm, mS/cm

SPECIFIC 
CONDUCTANCE*

Range: 0 to 200 mS/cm
Accuracy: 0 - 100 mS/cm: ±0.5% of reading or .001 mS/cm, whichever is 
greater | 100 - 200 mS/cm: ±1.0% of reading. User selectable reference 
temperature (15 to 25 °C; default 25 °C) and compensation coefficient (0 to 
4%/°C; default 1.91%)
Resolution: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 mS/cm
Units: μS/cm or mS/cm

SALINITY* Range: 0 to 70 ppt
Accuracy: ±1.0% of reading or ±0.1 
ppt, whichever is greater
Resolution: 0.01 ppt
Units: ppt or PSU

TOTAL 
DISSOLVED 
SOLIDS*

Range: 0 to 100 g/L
Accuracy: Calculated from 
specific conductance and a 
user-selectable TDS multiplier 
(0.30 to 1.00; default 0.65)
Resolution: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 g/L
Units: mg/L, g/L, kg/L

SEAWATER DENSITY* Range: 0.0 to 50.0 sigma, sigma T
Accuracy: —
Resolution: 0.1 sigma or sigma T
Units: Sigma, Sigma T

TURBIDITY Range: 0 to 4000 FNU
Accuracy: 0 to 999 FNU: 0.3 FNU or 
±2% of reading, whichever is greater 
1000 to 4000 FNU: ±5% of reading
Resolution: 0.1 FNU
Units: FNU, NTU

TOTAL 
SUSPENDED 
SOLIDS*

Range: 0 to 30000 mg/L
Accuracy: User correlated from 
turbidity field measurements 
and labTSS measurements from 
grab samples
Resolution: 0.01, 0.1 mg/L
Units: mg/L

AMMONIUM***/**** Range: 0 to 200 mg/L NH4-N
Accuracy: ±10% of reading or 2 mg/L, whichever is greater
Resolution: 0.01 mg/L
Units: NH4-N mg/L, NH4-N mV

CHLORIDE*** Range: 0 to 18000 mg/L Cl
Accuracy: ±15% of reading or 5 mg/L, 
whichever is greater
Resolution: 0.01 mg/L
Units: Cl mg/L, Cl mV

NITRATE*** Range: 0 to 200 mg/L NO3-N
Accuracy: ±10% of reading or 2 
mg/L, whichever is greater
Resolution: 0.01 mg/L
Units: NO3-N mg/L, NO3-N mV

SEAWATER DENSITY* Range: 0 to 328 feet (0 to 100 m)
Accuracy: ±0.013 ft (±0.004 m) for 1, 4, and 10 m cables
±0.13 ft (±0.04 m) for cables 20 m and longer
Resolution: 0.001 m or 0.01 ft
Units: m, ft

MODEL

Solutions (Continued)
CAL 4 PH 4.01
CAL 7 PH 7.00
CAL 10 PH 10.00

Accessories
Y603075 SOFT SIDED CARRYING CASE, LARGE 
Y626945 HARD SIDED CARRYING CASE, SMALL (1 & 4M)
Y626946 HARD SIDED CARRYING CASE, LARGE
Y603070 SHOULDER STRAP
Y603069 BELT CLIP
Y626943 EXTERNAL RECHARGE. LI-ION BATTERY PACK, SMALL
Y626944 EXTERNAL RECHARGE. LI-ION BATTERY PACK, LARGE
Y626942 USB CAR CHARGER, 12VDC
Y599080 FLOW CELL
Y603056 FLOW CELL MOUNTING SPIKE
Y626918 WEIGHT, 1 LB
Y605978 WEIGHT, 4.9 OZ.

*DERIVED/CALCULATED PARAMETER **RESISTIVITY CAN BE CALCULATED WITH THE CONDUCTIVITY SENSOR ***ISES FOR FRESHWATER ONLY; 20 METER MAXIMUM DEPTH
****AMMONIA CAN BE CALCULATED AND REPORTED FROM AMMONIUM, TEMPERATURE, SALINITY, AND PH.
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Y60500

3-YEAR  
METER WARRANTY

Meter, Cable 
and Probe 
Sold Separately

YSI® PRO PLUS MULTIPARAMETER METER
Measure up to 11 different parameters with one meter and only a simple 
cable change! Meter has a backlit display and keypad, graphic display with 
detailed messages and instructions plus a gauge that continuously shows 
the battery level. The rubber over-molded case has an IP67 waterproof 
rating and is  
drop rated to 1 meter. Instrument can log data (5,000 data-set memory with 
site identity and GLP event logging) and download it to a PC. Data Manager 
desktop software, a communication dock and USB cable are included.  
Meter measures 3.3" x 8.5" x 2.3", weighs 1 lb. Uses 2 C batteries (included). 
Three year warranty on meters, two years on cables and one year on probes 
(six-month warranty on ammonium, chloride and nitrate ISEs).
•  Measure combinations of D.O., temperature, pH, conductivity, salinity, TDS, 

ORP, ammonium, nitrate, chloride and barometric pressure
•  Automatic temperature, salinity and barometric pressure compensation

PRO PLUS KITS
Choose the kit that best meets your needs.  Kits include Pro Plus instrument, 4 
meter cable, choice of pH or pH/ORP probe, and carrying case.

QUATRO CABLE KIT
The Quatro cable holds four user-replaceable Professional Series sensors 
for temperature/conductivity, D.O. and your choice of any two ISEs (pH, ORP, 
ammonium, nitrate, or chloride). Ammonia (NH3) can be measured if 
ammonium (NH4) and pH sensor is installed. Kit does not include D.O. and 
ISE probes.

PRO PLUS KITS 
MODEL 

Y603190 METER, 4M CABLE, Ph PROBE & CARRYING CASE 
Y603223 METER, 4M CABLE, PH/ORP PROBE & CARRYING CASE

PRO PLUS METER ONLY 
MODEL

Y60500 PRO PLUS MULTIPARAMETER METER 

CABLES 
MODEL

Y614C 4 METER FOR ISE/TEMP

Y624C 4 METER FOR DO/TEMP

Y634C 4 METER FOR COND/TEMP

Y6114C 4 METER FOR ISE/ISE/TEMP

Y6124C 4 METER FOR ISE/DO/TEMP

Y6134C 4 METER FOR ISE/COND/TEMP

Y6234C 4 METER FOR DO/COND/TEMP

Y57904 QUATRO CABLE KIT

PROBES 
MODEL

Y6202 GALVANIC DO (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

Y6203 POLAROGRAPHIC DO (INCLUDES MEMBRANE KIT)

Y6101 PH ISE

Y6102 ORP ISE

Y6103 PH/ORP COMBO ISE (NOT FOR USE ON DUAL ISE CABLES)

Y6104 AMMONIUM ISE (FRESH WATER ONLY)

Y6105 CHLORIDE ISE (FRESH WATER ONLY)

Y6106 NITRATE ISE (FRESH WATER ONLY)

SOLUTIONS 
MODEL

CAL4 PH 4.01

CAL7 PH 7.00

CAL10 PH 10.00

Y3167-E 1,000 uS/CM PER PINT (FRESH WATER)

Y3168-E 10,000 uS/CM PER PINT (BRACKISH WATER)

Y3169-E 50,000 uS/CM PER PINT (SALT WATER)

Y3628 ZOBELL ORP TEST

Y3841 AMMONIUM STANDARD 1MG/L (500ML)

Y3842 AMMONIUM STANDARD 10MG/L (500ML)

Y3843 AMMONIUM STANDARD 100MG/L (500ML)

Y3885 NITRATE STANDARD 1MG/L (500ML)

Y3886 NITRATE STANDARD 10MG/L (500ML)

Y3887 NITRATE STANDARD 100MG/L (500ML)

CARRYING CASE 
MODEL

Y603075 SOFT SIDED CARRYING CASE



1SSM100

MODEL

1SSM100 PT4 TRACKER HANDHELD METER

1SSP0031 TGP/TEMPERATURE SMART PROBE, 5-M CABLE

1SSP060 LUMI4 TGP OPTICAL O2/TEMP PROBE, 5-M CABLE

1SSA025 REPL. TGP CARTRIDGE FOR 1SSP0031

1SSP070 LUMI4 REPL. D.O. PROBE CAP

1SSP080 LUMI4 REPL. TGP CARTRIDGE

1SSA015 PT4 TRACKER EXTEND. DEPLOYMENT PACKAGE  
 (CASE, BATTERIES, CHARGER)

9EPTPS003 GEL CELL BATTERY, 6V, 12AH

9EMSC033 NIMH RECHARGEABLE BATTERY PACK, 4 X AA

1SSA005 CHARGER CABLE W/AC ADAPTER

1SSA006 CHARGER CABLE W/CAR ADAPTER

1SSA007 DATA TRANSFER CABLE W/USB ADAPTER,  
 BULGIN CONNECTOR

TOTAL DISSOLVED GAS PRESSURE (TGP) METER
The Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Point Four Tracker provides 
measurements for TGP (mmHg or % saturation), ∆P, barometric pressure 
(mmHg) and temperature (ºC).
Increasing water temperatures, injection of air in water, algal blooms or 
pressurized pumping can result in gas supersaturation. This may lead to 
bubble trauma or sub-lethal toxicological problems for aquatic species.  
The TGP probe provides a rapid and accurate measurement of total 
dissolved gas pressure.
The Tracker has simple calibration procedures and easy to understand 
menus. The handheld meter features a tough membrane keypad and 
graphical display with a user-selectable backlight. The Tracker has two 
pressure sensors, one measures total dissolved gas pressure (TGP), and 
one measures barometric pressure (BP). Also has datalogging capabilities. 
The batteries are rechargeable and an AC adapter is included with each unit. 

SYSTEM SPECS

PARAMETER RANGE RANGE RESOLUTION

MEASUREMENTS: Total Gas Pressure (TGP)
Barometric Pressure (BP)
Temperature

0–1,550 mmHg
0–1,550 mmHg

0.0–40.0º C

1 mmHg
1 mmHg
0.1º C

DERIVED: Total Gas Pressure (TGP)
∆P (TGP-BP)

0–200%
-1,550–1,550 mmHg

1%
1 mmHg

Meter, Cable & Probe  
Sold Separately

1SSP060 - Lumi4 Probe: Optical DO/Temp & TGP
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Y9500

MODEL

Y9300 YSI PHOTOMETER

Y9500 PHOTOMETER W/USB CONNECTION

YSI® PHOTOMETERS   FW SW

YSI® photometers are sophisticated water quality analysis systems that measure a variety of parameters 
and provide simple on-screen instructions. Results are available within seconds. IP67-rated waterproof 
systems use easy-to-use reagent tablets for testing instead of liquids or powder packets. Reagent tablets 
have an indefinite shelf life when stored in their foil pouches. 5.8" L x 10.8" W x 3" H, ship weight 7 lbs.
The Y9300 photometer includes carrying case, light cap, 8 test tubes, dilution tube, 10 crush rods, 
cleaning brush and instruction manual. Also has backlit graphic display, self-adjusting sample tube 
holder and on-screen instructions in multiple languages.
The Y9500 includes all the above plus a waterproof USB connection, internal memory that holds up to 
500 sample sets and a number of user-selectable options such as test units, sample number and 
dilution factors. 

YSI® PHOTOMETER REAGENTS     
 RANGE  STARTER KITS  REPLACEMENT REAGENTS
TEST KITS MG/L MODEL # TESTS MODEL # TESTS
ALKALINITY-M (ALKAPHOT M) 0-500 YPM250 50 YAP250 250
ALKALINITY-P (ALKAPHOT P) 0-500 YPM251 50 YAP251 250
ALKALINITY-TOTAL 0-500 YPM188 50 YAP188 250
ALUMINUM 0-0.5 YPM166* 50 YAP166* 250
AMMONIA 0-1.0 YPM152 50 YAP152 250
BROMINE 0-10.0 YPM060 50 YAP060 250
CALCIUM HARDNESS 0-500 YPM252* 50 YAP252* 250
CHLORIDE (CHLORIDOL) 0-50 YPM268 50 YAP268 250
CHLORINE HR 0-250 YPM162* 50 YAP162* 250
CHLORINE DPD 1 (FREE) 0-5.0 YPM011 50 YAP011 250
CHLORINE DPD 2 (MONO & DICHL.)** 0-5.0 YPM021 50 YAP021 250
CHLORINE DPD 1&3 (FREE, COMBINED & TOTAL)  0.5.0 YPM031 50 YAP031 250
CHROMIUM VI (HEXAVALENT) 0-1.0 YPM281 50 YAP281 250
COPPER (COPPERCOL) (FREE, COMBINED & TOTAL) 0-5.0 YPM186 50 YAP186 250
CYANURIC ACID 0-200 YPM087 50 YAP087 250
FLUORIDE 0-1.5 YPM179 50 YAP179 200
HARDNESS (HARDICOL) 0-500 YPM254 50 YAP254 250
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE LR 0-2.0 YPM104 50 YAP104 250
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE HR 0-100 YPM105 50 YAP105 250
IRON LR 0-1.0 YPM155 50 YAP155 250
IRON HR 0-10 YPM156* 50 YAP156* 250
MAGNESIUM (MAGNECOL) 0-100 YPM193* 50 YAP193* 250
MANGANESE 0-0.03 YPM173 50 YAP173 250
MOLYBDATE HR 0-100 YPM175 50 YAP175 250
NITRATE 0-20 YPM163 50 YAP163 200
NITRITE (N) 0-0.5 YPM109 50 YAP109 250
NITRITE (NANO2) 0-1,500 YPM260 50 YAP260 250
ORGANOPHOSPHONATE (OP) 0-20 YPM262 50 YAP262 250
OZONE 0-2.0 YPM056 50 YAP056 250
PH (PHENOL RED) 6.8-8.4 YPM130 50 YAP130 250
PHOSPHATE LR 0-4.0 YPM177 50 YAP177 200
PHOSPHATE HR 0-100 YPM114 50 YAP114 250
POTASSIUM 0-12 YPM189 50 YAP189 250
SILICA 0-4.0 YPM181 50 YAP181 200
SULFATE 0-200 YPM154 50 YAP154 250
SULFITE 0-500 YPM266 50 YAP266 250

ZINC 0-4.0 YPM148* 50 YAP148* 250

*Not recommended for saltwater testing.  **Requires YPM031

Can’t find what you’re looking for? See it all at PentairAES.com.

YSI® is a registered trademark of YSI, Inc.
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CUSTOMIZED CONTROLLERS FROM  
PENTAIR AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS:
No two aquatic applications are the same; and over the years, we’ve found  
that every real-world application has a unique set of needs. That’s why  
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems offers a variety of controller solutions that  
deliver a wide-range of capabilities for monitoring and control of your  
specific system needs. Our custom-configured controller systems provide 
unparalleled visibility of your aquatic facilities’ unique parameters;  
along with the ability to monitor and control a nearly limitless number  
of system attributes and features. 

CONTROLLERS THAT MEET YOUR NEEDS:
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems employs a full-time team of pioneering  
engineers in our New Product Development (NPD) department. In order  
to meet our customer’s needs, our New Product Development team works 
through a detailed process which takes into account the needs of the  
end-user; determining how those needs can be met by a custom-configured 
controller solution.

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS:
The process starts with our highly-trained sales representatives, who work 
directly with customers to determine what’s needed for a particular  
application. Do you need to measure dissolved oxygen in the water, and control 
supplemental oxygen dosing if the level drops below a user-defined threshold?  
No problem… Do you want to have a touch screen that shows the flow rate, 
water temperature and salinity for each tank in your system? We can do that!  
What about sending you a text message or email if an alarm triggers a water 
leak when you’re not on site?  No problem…

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
To put it simply; our highly-skilled team can combine sensors, relays, 
programmable logic controllers, touch screens, wireless systems and 
computers to provide a comprehensive overview of any number of system 
parameter that you desire; along with the ability to manipulate and change 
those parameters in real time. The possibilities are limitless, and the process 
starts as we work with you to determine which specific attributes of your 
system need to be monitored/controlled in order to allow the facility to  
operate in a stable, reliable manner. 

TAILOR MADE SYSTEMS:
As we work to understand the unique needs of your system and your specific 
operational goals, we’ll define the monitoring and control parameters by 
establishing a documented ‘Theory of Operation.’ This is a detailed set of 
specifications and operational information that is defined by us and approved  
by you. Once approved, the Theory of Operation is relayed to our Engineering 
dept. For most solutions, we apply a layer of unique configuration and 
customization to one of our existing field-proven controller platforms (ex. Point 
Four™ C1210). Once we’ve outlined all the hardware and software, we’ll prepare 
a detailed cost quote which is presented to you for approval. Upon approval, 
our team gets to work assembling, programming and testing your tailor 
made controller. All monitoring and control equipment produced in the 
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems production facility is backed by UL508A 
certification for the design and manufacturing of industrial control panels.

A RANGE OF CAPABILITIES:
There are several customizable systems and a wide-array of sensors that we 
have applied to project installs in the past; including temperature, oxygen,  
and carbon dioxide sensors, as well as safety sensors to prevent floods or 
leaks. We can offer controllers for Commercial Aquaculture production that 
have the capability to manage pH dosing; altering the pH levels in the water 
automatically.  Aquariums and zoos can use a customized Pentair Aquatic 
Eco-Systems controller equipped with wind speed sensors. During periods  
of high wind, the controller can engage a variable frequency drive to attenuate 
the pump’s flow rate to prevent unwanted waterfall or fountain overspray.  
Our systems can also employ water level sensors to avoid spillover events in 
sensitive laboratory environments. We’ve even customized systems to allow 
users to control pump flow rate and oxygen dosing levels during periods of  
fish feeding to help prevent uneaten feed from being drawn into the filters; 
preventing costly waste and reducing unwanted filter fouling. 

Additionally, our controllers offer many ways to access system data, even if  
you are not physically on site or in the lab. Remote text message capabilities 
can be set to provide reports or updates about the system to ensure things are 
running smoothly. While travelling, use your smartphone, laptop or tablet to 
display real-time system values, providing system data anytime from anywhere. 
In summary, if you can dream it; we can build it. 

POST-INSTALL SUPPORT:
Once installed, our NPD team has the ability to do “live tweaks” to your system 
remotely and can adjust controls or sensors from an App located on a cellular 
device. Our global field service team can also provide in-person support for 
ongoing system maintenance and upgrades…  In short, we understand the 
commitment required to provide top-notch service and support, and we are 
here when you need us. 

CREATING SUCCESS…TOGETHER:
Prepared to work with you to create monitoring and control systems that solve 
challenges and create opportunities. Contact us today to determine how our 
specialized capabilities in the area of monitoring and control can meet the 
unique needs of your facility.

C150 C351 C570 C1210

POINT FOUR C-SERIES:
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SYSTEM SPECS

POWER 12-24VDC, 120mA SENSOR POWER Onboard isolated 24VDC loop power supply 
(optional)

DISPLAY 8x2 Character, Large Font, LCD Backlit

INPUT 2 Sensor Input (user selectable):
1 Probe input (optically isolated)  
(4-20mA /0 -5V/ Modbus RS485) &  
1 Aux input (optically isolated ) for Temp or Bp

OUTPUT ALARM Two SPDT 4 Amp relay-user configurable,  
LCD/LED Alarm Indicator
Modbus RTU RS485 communication port, 
Network addressable 1-99.

CONTROL 
OUTPUT

Two relay outputs with selectable control band,  
ON/OFF or PID function  
[4-20mA / ModBus RS485 output]

ENVIRONMENTAL NEMA 4X/IP65, Sealed Cable Glands TEMPERATURE -5 °C to +60 °C, - Operation
-10 °C to +60 °C, - Storage

RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY

5% to 85% RH at up to +40 °C - Operation
5% to 40% RH above +40 °C up to +60 °C  - Storage

ALTITUDE Up to 3,000 m ( 10,000 ft ) -  
Operation/Storage

DIMENSIONS 125mm x 145mm x 75mm
[ 4.9” x 5.7” x 3” ]

WEIGHT 457 grams [1 lb]

ACCESSORIES Wall Mount Bracket/Weather Shield EXPANSION PORT Onboard Data Logging Capability

POINT FOUR™ RIU3 REMOTE WATER 
MONITOR/CONTROLLER
The Point Four RIU3 (Remote Interface Unit) 
offers a host of features suited to our customers’ 
detailed requirements for continuous monitoring 
& control of water parameters.
The RIU3 functions as either a stand-alone field 
mounted transmitter/controller, or can be daisy 
chained t o create a multi-linked network 
connection, supporting up to 40 units. 
An unlimited amount of multi-linked network 
con nections can be made allowing for a 
scalable system fr om small hatchery operations 
to large RAS systems. Users can collect, 
manipulate and control all of their data via the 
Point Four RIU3 Controller, Point Four LC3 To 
uch Controller or with a computer using Point 
Four Sync HMI Software (windows based).
The RIU3 will accept multiple input types 
(4-20mA/ 0 -5 V/ Modbus RS485) and contains 2 
SPDT 4amp relays which can be setup for up to 
six control blocks. Control blocks are configured 
directly via the keypad, or through a PC using a 
computer connection cable; allowing users to 
setup local control and configure alarm 
conditions
A key feature of the RIU3 is tank side probe 
calibration, which is easily performed using the 
weatherproof 4 button keypad. Probe calibration 
can now be done by just one operator, allowing 
the user to service the probe and adjust values 
all at the same probe location.

MODEL

1SSS601 POINT FOUR RIU3 WATER MONITOR/ CONTROLLER

1SSS6020 PT4 RIU3 WITH 7M DO/TEMP PROBE W/ FLOWMETER/SOLENOID ON PVC PANEL

1SSS6051 PT4 RIU3 WITH 15M DO/TEMP PROBE W/ FLOWMETER/SOLENOID IN ENCLOSURE

1SSA028 PC DATA CABLE AND SOFTWARE

Flowmeter Manifold

System Alarm Light

Relay #1
Control

Relay #2 
Control

Power

Probe

PC 
Data Link

Single Controller

VARIOUS SENSOR INPUT TYPES:

Oxygen
Temperature

Bp
pH/ORP

Salinity
TGP
Optical DO

2 RELAY OUTPUTS:

Alerting Alarm Conditions via Light, Siren or SMS and  
Dosing Oxygen or Controlling Blowers

Multi-Link

REMOTE ACCESS 
DEVICES

REAL VNC 
REMOTE VIEW

(VIRTUAL NETWORK COMPUTING)
CLOUD 

CONNECTIVITY

POINT FOUR LC3

POINT FOUR
 RIU3

POINT FOUR
 RIU3

POINT FOUR
 RIU3

SENSE

ALARM
CONTROL

EMAIL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION     
INFORMATION AND PRICING

1SSS6051
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POINT FOUR™ TS WATER MONITOR/ 
CONTROLLER TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Controlling and Monitoring Specifically Designed  
for Transportation:
New for 2016, The Point Four TS (Transport 
System) utilizes the Point Four MultiRIU,  
which has been specifically designed for 
transportation. The MultiRIU provides an input 
connection for 5 DO/Temp probes to monitor 
oxygen and temperature during live fish 
transport and an output for 5 Relays to actuate  
a solenoid value/flowmeter assembly to 
automatically dose oxygen, based on specific 
values set by the end user.

System parameters and settings are transmitted 
wirelessly to a portable and weatherproof 
Panasonic Tough Pad (IP65 Rated).

Complete functionality of the MultiRIU is quickly 
and easily accessed via the TS System touch 
screen, view data in the cab of the truck while 
transporting, or walk around the vehicle with the 
tablet to view and perform system inspections.

Large Easy To Read Touch Screen Display
Values are displayed in large bold type on a color 
touch screen that can be manipulated wearing 
gloves or even in the rain! Users can choose  
to view all parameters at once or alternatively  
touch the corresponding screen to view single 
parameter details.

Alarm and Control Set Points
The user can set optional alarm and control set 
points (e.g. to add oxygen) for each channel/tank. 
The control system interface is color coded to 
indicate each channel’s alarm and control status. 
An audible alarm can also be activated based on 
certain conditions.

Data Logging
Users can data log system sensor values,  
view real time trend graphs and export logged 
data as a CSV/Excel format for additional 
reporting.The logging rate is user selectable and 
can be changed “on the fly” based on transport 
conditions (e.g. every 3 seconds or every hour). 
An optional printer is available to print logged 
values on demand.

EMAIL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
INFORMATION AND PRICING

Typical Point Four TS Transport System configuration. 

Touch Screen Point Four Multi RIU Oxygen Control

Vehicle Mounting Kit.

Trend Graphing System Features

Trend graphing per unit of measure.

Customizable display labels and color coding.

One touch system probe calibration.

On the fly alarm control—system alarm light.

Data logging and printing.

On-the-fly setpoint control—oxygen dosing levels.

The TS system can easily be scaled to 
include up to 4 MultiRIU units, to provide 
monitoring and control up to 20 tanks  
(20 probe inputs/20 relays outputs).

IN-HOUSE REPAIR 
AND SERVICE AVAILABLE 
Contact Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems 
for more details.
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POINT FOUR™ LC3 WATER MONITOR/CONTROLLER
The Point Four LC3 has been fully redesigned with connectivity in mind, 
allowing users full access to their system, from anywhere at any time - 
even on the go! 
Displaying, notifying and reacting to sensor data is what the LC3 does best. 
Whether it’s triggering a low level water sensor alarm for an individual 
pen, cycling oxygen diffusers or sending an email/text message system 
alert warning to your smart phone; the Point Four LC3 is designed to keep 
your operations running smoothly & efficiently.  
Users can collect, manipulate, or control their data locally via the LC3’s 
clear and intuitive touch screen monitor or connect remotely using a smart 
device or PC to access the built-in web-server.

EMAIL FOR SYSTEM CONFIGURATION INFORMATION AND PRICING

Key Features 
• Remote access compatible with a wide range of devices [Android™ 

platform, iOS™ mobile digital device, OS X®, Linux and Windows®  
Operating Systems]

• Built-in web server allows control system access thru the internet via web 
browsers

• Automated data logging for all connected Point Four RIU3 controllers, 
control devices, and sensors

• Communication options via Web Server 
• Auto dialer output
• Digital alarm output
• Send email and email to SMS functions (Short Message Service)
• FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
• Remote System Access via VNC (Virtual Network Computing)
• Comprehensive Customer Support—Take advantage of our considerable 

engineering expertise and thorough after-sales support. Remote support 
allows troubleshooting and updates via the internet. 

SYSTEM SPECS

VOLTAGE 110–230VAC or 24VDC

DISPLAY 600 x 800 pixels, 8” Touch Screen,  
LED Backlit

OPERATION TEMP 0ºC to 60ºC (32ºF to 140ºF)

ENCLOSURE RATING NEMA 4x/IP66

TYPICAL UNIT DIMENSIONS 12” x 14” x 10”

REMOTE ACCESS 
DEVICES

REAL VNC 
REMOTE VIEW

(VIRTUAL NETWORK COMPUTING)
CLOUD 

CONNECTIVITY

POINT FOUR LC3

POINT FOUR
 RIU3

POINT FOUR
 RIU3

POINT FOUR
 RIU3

SENSE

ALARM
CONTROL

Web Dashboard

Remote System Control
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CONTROL AND MONITORING

FEED SILO

DOSING UNIT
BLOWER

TANK/CAGE VALVE

PE-PIPES

ARVO-TEC FEEDING TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONAL  
FEEDING CONTROL SYSTEM
A fully integrated feeding, measurement and alarm system. Feed amounts are 
calculated separately for each tank according to automatically updated 
biomass data, incoming water temperature and oxygen content. The system is 
easy to use with a menu-driven display in the control unit or an optional PC 
connection. Feeding data can be exported to management software. Stainless 
steel cabinet withstands extreme conditions.

Specifications
•  115 or 230VAC
•  8, 16, 24 or 32 independent feeder channels per control unit (use up to 30 

control units in one system for 960 channels total)
•  Cable, radio, TCP/IP and mobile phone communication options
•  8 measurement inputs per control unit
•  5 digital sensor inputs (e.g., level switch circuits) and 2 alarm/control 

outputs per control unit

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.

ARVO-TEC PIPE FEEDING SYSTEM
The pipe feeding system is a centralized solution 
for distributing large quantities of feed. This 
system can be used in sea, land and recirculating 
aquaculture systems.
The system’s reserve silos can be placed in a 
central feed storage area, where they can be 
refilled easily with large bags. The distribution 
system is based on a 75 mm PE pipe and can blow 
feed into the blower from up to 300 m away.
Arvo-Tec control system controls each tank 
entirely separately. Feed dosage requires 
precision, and the distribution valves uses 
electrical motor and revolver technology that is 
reliable and gentle on feed.

Specifications
•  Feed up to 28 tanks, ponds or cages/one system
• Double, triple, etc., systems for large farms
•  Maximum feeding capacity for each system is 

650 kg/hour

PLEASE EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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ALGAE BIOREACTORS
Industrial Plankton Algae Bioreactors are a turn-key solution for aquaculture 
hatcheries, research, and biotech. Through automation, these bioreactors 
eliminate the majority of repetitive tasks involved in culturing algae.  
The equipment can be automatically cleaned and sterilized before inoculation  
by simply pressing a button on the touchscreen. The sealed chamber,  
when seeded with 20 litres of algae, is capable of growing up to 1,000 litres of 
pure culture in 7–10 days, while continuously monitoring algae growth using  
a built in sensor. The machine also self-harvests and replaces the harvested 
water with new water and nutrients, which are filtered and sterilized at the  
point of entry. The equipment greatly simplifies the complex and time 
consuming task of algae culture, while also increasing production reliability  
and biosecurity.  Requires fresh or saltwater inlet line. One-year warranty.

AQUACULTURE APPLICATIONS—Model IP-PBR-1000L uses real time 
monitoring, user friendly control system, and data logging, letting hatcheries 
focus on their livestock, and not their algae. Problems with algae production 
are often the causes of low or unreliable hatchery yields. This unreliability  
and high production costs of microalgae are limiting factors to the success  
of many hatcheries. Despite efforts over the past decade to develop 
cost-effective artificial diets to supplement live microalgae, on-site live 
microalgal production remains a critical element in the operation of most 
successful marine hatcheries.

RESEARCH APPLICATIONS—Model IP-PBR-100L combines cutting edge 
technology with meaningful production volume, simplifying production of  
live algae in universities, public aquariums, and industrial research. 
Researchers can see their culture parameters graphed continuously in real 
time, and sterilize the reactor between experiments with the push of a button – 
all in a fully automated closed system, featuring closed loop pH control, 
integrated heating/chilling, and remote access capabilities. The algae  
produced is ideal for feeding zooplankton and larval marine animals.

PRODUCTION MODES—Practically all species of 
freshwater and saltwater algae commonly used in 
aquaculture can be grown in the reactors. They can 
be operated in batch mode, or continuously using 
an automated top and drop, which harvests then 
replaces a portion of the culture each time the  
cell density exceeds a user setpoint.

BATCH (7-10 DAYS) OPERATING EXPENSES  
(PER BATCH)*

CONTINUOUS OPERATING EXPENSES  
(PER MONTH)*

Nutrients + CO2 $10 Nutrients + CO2 $39
Electricity (at ¢10/KWh) $16 Electricity (at ¢10/KWh) $71
Labor (1 hour at $20/hour) $20 Labor (3 hours at $20/hour) $60
Total $46 Total $170

SPECIES HARVEST DENSITY SPECIES HARVEST DENSITY
T-Iso

1000L/batch
12M/ml T-Iso 350L/day 6M/ml

Nanno 130M/ml Nanno 450L/day 48M/ml

* Actual OPEX and production numbers may vary between facilities.

IP-PBR-100LIP-PBR-1000L
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A user friendly touchscreen interface lets you control the culture parameters  
and fine tune the operation for different species and situations. User controlled 
setpoints control parameters such as temperature, CO2 injection, harvesting  
cell density, light levels, etc. In addition to automated controls the machine can  
be controlled manually, making it easy to harvest, or add water or nutrients at  
any point.

Culture parameters are logged and graphed in realtime on the touchscreen, 
making it easier to maintain a culture in exponential growth for continuous culture, 
or decide when a batch is ready for harvest. The controls, including these graphs, 
can be accessed remotely from a personal computer.

 
MODEL

 
VOLTS

 
HZ

 
AMPS

 
WATTS

TANK CAPACITY 
(LITERS)

 
INLET LINES

IDEAL WORKING SPACE 
L                     W                     H

SHIP WT 
(LBS)

IP-PBR-1000L
120 60 30

1000 1000 CO2, Inlet Water, Chilled Water 66” 70” 96” 400
230 50 15

IP-PBR-100L
120 60 20

300 100 CO2, Inlet Water 60” 36” 84” 150
230 50 10

Features:
•  TANK—The star shaped, corrugated tank doubles the surface area exposed 

to light, so cultures grow denser before cell shading limits growth. The tank 
bottom is sloped to facilitate circulation and drainage.

•  LIGHTS—LED and T5 grow lights provide bright, evenly spaced light across 
the tank surface, providing maximum light without photo inhibition. To 
prevent photo inhibition during scale up, the bioreactor checks the culture 
density and only turns on lights as they are needed, based on user controlled 
setpoints. The brightness can also be controlled, allowing algae with a 
variety of light requirements to be cultured.

•  CLEANING & STERILIZING—If you want to restart the culture it’s a simple 
process. The tank is drained through the bottom, then pressure washed and 
sterilized by pushing a button.

•  INOCULATION—The bioreactor starts by adding water and nutrients,  
then adjusts temperature and light levels. Inoculation is simple, just hook  
up a carboy or flask to the machine’s inoculation port, then use the onboard  
air supply to push the culture from the carboy into the bioreactor.

•  SCALE-UP—To increase biosecurity the culture is scaled up gradually over 
the course of days, automatically adding water and nutrients whenever a set 
culture density is reached. Patented.

•  HARVEST—A portion of the culture is harvested multiple times each day, 
then automatically replaced with new water & nutrients. Small frequent 
harvests increase the overall yield, and make the algae’s nutrient profile 
more predictable. The whole tank can also be harvested with the push of  
a button.

•  BIOSECURITY—Incoming water is slowly passed through a UV filter after 
being pre-filtered using a nominal micron filter. Nutrients are then added  
to the water and passed through 2 additional stages of absolute micron 
filtration, down to 0.1um.  Air and CO2 entering and leaving the tank are  
also passed through 0.1um filters. Harvesting is done automatically using  
a biosecure pinch valve.

CULTURE DENSITY 
IP-PBR-1000L

CULTURE DENSITY 
IP-PBR-100L

Nannochloropsis 187 million/ml 300 MILLION/ML

Isochrysis 20 million/ml 38 MILLION/ML

Tetraselmis 2 million/ml 4.1 MILLION/ML

USER FRIENDLY TOUCHSCREEN INTERFACE



TANKS, TRANSLUCENT
Ideal for raising brine shrimp, microalgae, phytoplankton, rotifers and more. Their semiclear, .04" polymer 
fiberglass construction allows 90% light transmission Lightweight, corrosion proof tanks are also used for 
trickle filters and stripping towers. The conical bottom tanks are fitted with a 2" FNPT bottom hole and can 
be supported by bricks around the edge. All tanks are handmade; therefore, measurements are approximate 
and may vary. Ship from factory and have additional crating charges—allow 2–3 weeks. 

 VOLUME  DIAMETER (MM) HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL (GAL/LITER)  STYLE (APPROX.) (MM) (KG)

T4 23/87 FLAT BOTTOM 304.8 1,219.2 11.3

T12 47/178  FLAT BOTTOM 304.8 2,438.4 5.4

T11 44/166  FLAT BOTTOM 457.2 1,219.2 11.3

T185 66/250  FLAT BOTTOM 457.2 1,524 6.8

T1810 132/500  FLAT BOTTOM 457.2 3,048 8.6

T30-AQ 185/700  FLAT BOTTOM 762.0 1,524 14.5

T58 725/2,744  FLAT BOTTOM 1,473.2 1,524 23.6

T8 25/95  CONICAL BOTTOM 304.8 1,371.6 11.3

TC185 47/178  CONICAL BOTTOM 457.2 1,524 8.2

T9 23/87  BIOFILTER TANK 304.8 1,219.2 11.3

T4C — CAP 304.8 — 0.5

T18C — CAP 457.2 — 0.9

T30C — CAP 762.0 — 1.4

T58C — CAP 1,473.2 — 2.7

CONICAL BOTTOM TANKS, FREE-STANDING
Their semiclear, .04" polymer fiberglass construction allows 90% light transmission—making them perfect 
for algal culture. An integrated, skirted stand supports the tank and requires no assembly. Conical base 
slopes from 45° to 30° at bottom. An access port is cut out for the 2" NPT elbow located at the bottom of  
the tank. Reinforced bottom and top edges prevent cracking and breakage. All tanks ship completely 
assembled and include 2" NPT bottom fittings. Special sizes available, please inquire. Ship motor freight 
directly from the manufacturer.
 
 VOLUME DIAMETER HEIGHT SHIP WT 
MODEL (LITER)  (MM)  (MM) (KG)

CBT25 94.6 304.8 1,600.2 17

CBT68 257.4 457.2 2,032.0 35

CBT129 488.3 609.6 2,108.2 38

CBT291 1,101.5 914.4 2,082.8 115

CBT500 1,892.7 1,219.2 2,209.8 160

Flat Bottom

Biofilter Tank

Conical Bottom

72 TANKS
Translucent
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FIBERGLASS LARVAL TANKS
These rugged, circular fiberglass tanks are ideal for Artemia/rotifer culture, hatcheries and 
small holding system larval growout. Made of reinforced fiberglass with a smooth, 
gel-coated interior. Flat bottom with vertical sides and a center drain port. PVC 
couplers are molded into the base of the tank to allow varying tank heights. Tank legs  
over 20" are not recommended. Tanks ship motor freight, FOB Orlando.

 CAPACITY   DIMENSIONS (MM) 
MODEL (LITERS) A B C D E

FRP60 60 432 356 559 51 25

FRP163 163 660 610 552 51 25

FRP300 300 870 787 549 76 38

FRP500 500 1,080 965 549 76 38

FRP1000 1,000 1,397 1,299 749 102 38"

CUSTOM FIBERGLASS TANKS
Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems is pleased to offer custom fiberglass products. Whether it is a small intricate 
aquarium, a transport tank or a 200,000-gallon exhibit pool, we can turn your aquatic dreams into reality.
Aquariums and tanks can be custom built to form fit available space or create eye-catching designs  
that will enhance any exhibit.
These custom-made products are backed by 20 years experience in custom fiberglass molding and are 
built to last. All products are made from high-quality materials.
•  Premium resins and glass fiber produce high-strength, durable laminates.
•  All built-in fittings are made with female fiberglass couplers to ensure a better bond than PVC couplers.
•  PVC foam core construction adds rigidity to larger tanks.
•  Urethane foam, with twice the R-value of polystyrene foam, can be used when temperature control  

is a factor.
•  Viewing windows of tempered, laminated glass or acrylic are available.
Two-year warranty on materials and workmanship. Ships motor freight, ALLOW 6 WEEKS BUILD TIME.  
Call for a quotation on large quantities. Crating charges not included in prices. FOB Orlando.
Other custom devices can also be fitted to make the tank work for your application. Tanks can be foam 
covered for insulated applications, tank covers with solid tops or screen tops can also be fitted.
Larger tanks, such as 20’, 30’ and 40’ round or oval tanks are also available.

2-YEAR WARRANTY

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING. 

FIBERGLASS TANK WITH WINDOW
Includes 1/2" thick tempered glass viewing window, 
blue gel coat interior and white exterior.

 CAPACITY  DIMENSIONS (MM)  SHIP WT 
MODEL (LITERS) L W H (KG)

S390-AQ-2 340.2 914 610 610 35

 CAPACITY INSIDE* SHIP WT 
MODEL (LITERS) L X W X H (MM) (KG)

FT128W2 567 1,219 X 762 X 610 46

FT160W2 680.4 1,524 X 762 X 610 60

FT235W2 1,020.6 1,829 X 914 X 610 75

FT336W2 1,530.9 1,829 X 914 X 914 89

FT523W2 2,268 2,438 X 1,219 X 762 180

FT632W2 2,721.6 2,438 X 1,219 X 914 224 
FT632W2

FIBERGLASS TANKS WITH WINDOW
These models are gelcoated and have thick 
sidewalls! Raise tilapia, shrimp, tropical fish, etc. 
Rigid, 5-mm fiberglass is easy to clean. The tanks 
are sturdy and nestable for economical shipping. 
Add a filtration module to instantly turn the tank 
into a quarantine, holding or growout system. 
Tanks ship motor freight. FOB Orlando. 

*For outside dimensions, add 15.25 cm each to L and W.
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ROUND TANKS WITH CONE BOTTOM
These marine blue polyethylene tanks are economical and provide long life expectancy. The smooth 
surface makes for easy cleaning, and their light weight allows for quick setup and relocation. All tanks 
have ultraviolet inhibitors for outdoor use. FDA-approved.  A 20° degree sloping cone-bottom forces  
high solids to be removed through the 14” diameter center drain area (drain hole not cut out).  This allows 
for the tanks to be self-cleaning for months at a time. The stands are made of heavy gauge steel and are 
sprayed with a baked-on powder coat white paint for a durable long-lasting finish.  There is 12” of 
clearance below the bottom of the cone when placed on its stand. One-year warranty.  Ships by motor 
freight from factory.

SEMI- SQUARE TANKS WITH CONE BOTTOM
If space is a consideration for tank layout, these semi-square, rounded-corner, polyethylene tanks will 
provide a greater volume of water than round tanks, while still providing very good self-cleaning capability. 
They are sloped for complete tank drainage. Standard color is marine blue, with black and gray available on 
special order. The stands are made of heavy gauge steel and are sprayed with a baked-on powder 
coat white paint for a durable, long-lasting finish. TP50 ships Ground; others ship motor freight.

   CAPACITY  NOMINAL   DIMENSIONS (MM)  SHIP WT 
MODEL  (GAL)  (LITERS) WALL (MM) A  B C D (KG)

TP50  50  189 4.8–6.4 660  559 559 102 11

TP180  180  681 4.8–6.4 1,067  965 673 114 24

TP450  450  1,703 4.8–6.4 1,575  1,473 940 229 47

TP50S STAND FOR TP50

TP180S STAND FOR TP180

TP450S STAND FOR TP450

   CAPACITY  NOMINAL  DIMENSIONS (MM) SHIP WT 
MODEL  (GAL)  (LITERS) WALL THICKNESS (MM) A  B (KG)

TCB250  250  946 6 1,524  711 34

TCB450  450  1,703 6 1,905  660 45

TP650  650  2,461 6 2,159  762 50

TP950  950  3,596 6 2,438  914 59

TCB1500  1,500  5,678 6 2,591  1,524 91

TCB450S STAND FOR TCB450

TP650S STAND FOR TP650

TP950S STAND FOR TP950

TCB1500S STAND FOR TCB1500

Dual-pane acrylic windows

INSULATED TANKS
Insulated tanks are built from ABS plastic sheets with 2" thick insulated walls and bottoms. Ideally suited 
for research, seafood holding, bait tanks, touch tanks and display tanks. Double-pane acrylic windows 
(optional) will not "sweat" with cold water. The tanks listed below are only a fraction of the 100  + 
configurations available. Special sizes (up to 96" x 48" x 36"), colors, tanks with dividers, bulkhead fittings, 
etc., are available on a custom order basis. Tanks listed below are priced in white or black (specify when 
ordering). "W" models come with one dual-pane window; call if you want two or more. Allow 4–6 weeks 
for production. Tanks ship via motor freight, FOB factory.

 CAPACITY OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS WITHOUT WINDOW WITH ONE WINDOW
 (GAL/LITERS)  L X W X H (MM) MODEL MODEL

 17/66 610 X 610 X 305 TT100 TT100W
 61/231 914 X 610 X 610 TT101 TT101W
 84/317 1,219 X 610 X 610 TT102 TT102W
 130/490 1,219 X 610 X 914 TT103 TT103W
 134/508 1,219 X 1,219 X 457 TT104 TT104W
 130/490 1,829 X 610 X 610 TT105 TT105W

Tank & Stand sold 
separately

Tank & Stand sold separately

74 TANKS
Cone Bottom/Insulated
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PTC (POSITIVE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT) IMMERSION HEATERS
SmartOne® Electric Immersion Heaters utilize Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) semiconductors as the heating element. They 
are “self-limiting” - the maximum temperature is internally limited regardless of the operating conditions thereby providing built-in 
safety.   As the PTC elements heat up, their resistance to electrical current increases.  In the aquaculture industry, a common threat 
to heater life is buildup in waters with dense solids resulting in overheat conditions. Since these conditions will not cause the 
SmartOne® to overheat, it will last significantly longer than a traditional heater (periodic cleaning is still recommended). The 
maximum output temperature is below the ignition point of most plastic tanks so overheat damage is prevented if the element is 
operated in air or becomes covered with buildup. 
The EASYPLUG™ PTC heaters offer simple, easy plug-in installation;  simply mount the heater, plug it into the control, and plug the 
control into a wall receptacle. Stainless steel models for fresh water, titanium models for salt water.  Controls sold separately.  
One-year warranty. 

SmartOne® S1 SERIES, METAL OVER-THE-SIDE HEATERS* (CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY-SEE PG 292) 
      SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH  HOT ZONE (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
3000 230 1 457.2 584.2 5.0 S1H30 S1H30T 
4000 230 1 609.6 736.6 5.9 S1H40 S1H40T 
5000 230 1 762.0 889.0 6.8 S1H50 S1H50T 

SmartOne® S1L SERIES, METAL BOTTOM HEATERS* (CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY-SEE PG 292) 
   HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SHIP WT.  316L STAINLESS STEEL   TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH LENGTH (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
3000 230 1 457.2 584.2 5.0 S1L30 S1L30T 
4000 230 1 609.6 736.6 5.9 S1L40 S1L40T 
5000 230 1 762.0 889.0 6.8 S1L50 S1L50T 

SmartOne® EasyPlug™ METAL OVER-THE-SIDE HEATERS* (EasyPlug™ CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY) 
      SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH HOT ZONE (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 177.8 279.4 3.2 S1H10 S1H10T 
1000 230 1 177.8 279.4 3.2 S1H11 S1H11T 
1700 115 1 304.8 431.8 4.5 S1H17 S1H17T 
1700 230 1 304.8 431.8 4.5 S1H18 S1H18T 
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord with plug. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

SmartOne® EasyPlug™ AXIAL FLEXIBLE CORD METAL BOTTOM HEATERS* (EasyPlug™ CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY) 
     HORIZONTAL SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH  HOT ZONE (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 152.4 355.6 2.7 S1A10 S1A10T
1000 230 1 152.4 355.6 2.7 S1A11 S1A11T 
1700 115 1 254.0 457.2 3.6 S1A17 S1A17T 
1700 230 1 254.0 457.2 3.6 S1A18 S1A18T 
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord with plug. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

SmartOne® EasyPlug™ 90° FLEXIBLE CORD METAL BOTTOM HEATERS* (EasyPlug™ CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY) 
     HORIZONTAL SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH HOT ZONE (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 152.4 304.8 3.2 S1L10 S1L10T 
1000 230 1 152.4 304.8 3.2 S1AL11 S1L11T 
1700 115 1 355.6 406.4 4.5 S1L17 S1L17T 
1700 230 1 355.6 406.4 4.5 S1L18 S1L18T 
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord with plug. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

EasyPlug™ DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLS*         
MODEL VOLTS PHASE MAX  AMPS TEMPERATURE RANGE SHIP WT (KG)
DRAE15-1 115 1 15 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) 1.4 
DRAE15-2 230 1 8 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) 1.4  
DRAE8L  REPLACEMENT SENSOR
*Includes 2.4 m vinyl sleeved sensor and 1.7 m flexible power cord with plug.  For indoor use only. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

*Includes 1 m of wire and conduit. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

SMARTONE® PTC HEATERS  

SMARTONE® EASYPLUG™ PTC HEATERS 

*Includes 1 m of wire and conduit. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

HOT 
ZONE

LENGTH

HOT 
ZONE

LENGTH

HORIZONTAL LENGTH

HORIZONTAL LENGTH

HORIZONTAL LENGTH
SmartOne® and EasyPlug™ are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Tom Richards, Inc. DBA Process Technology.
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RESISTANCE IMMERSION HEATERS
The EASYPLUG™ Resistance Immersion heaters offer simple, easy plug-in installation for aquaculture applications.  To install, simply 
mount the heater, plug it into the control, and plug the control into a wall receptacle.  Heaters come standard with the Protector 1 
over-temperature control system which utilizes a heat sensitive thermal protector to detect overheat conditions. The thermal protector, 
placed inside a thermowell and positioned in contact with the heater sheath, will stop power to the heater in the event of low liquid level.  
Heaters and controls are UL-listed and CE-certified, and work with both 50/60Hz. 
The Heavy-Duty Resistance Immersion heaters can handle almost any immersion water heater need and are perfect for automatic “set 
it and leave it” applications.  Choose type 316 stainless steel for freshwater applications and titanium for salt water. Titanium offers the 
utmost in salt water corrosion resistance. The bottom heaters locate the hot zone along the bottom of your tank. The over the side 
heaters are easily positioned on the side of the tank. Never allow the water level to drop below the hot zone dimension shown, as heater 
failure and/or fire could occur (also, keep the hot zone clean of scale buildup).  
Protector 1 is available on all models. Controls sold separately.  One-year warranty. 

EasyPlug™ OVER-THE-SIDE HEATERS* (EasyPlug™ CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY-SEE PG 292) 
   MAX HOT ZONE LENGTH SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH AMPS   (MM) (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 8.4 177.8 279.4 2.7 ESA100 ETA10 
1000 230 1 4.2 177.8 279.4 2.7 ESA11 ETA11
1800 115 1 15 304.8 431.8 4.1 ESA18 ETA18
1800 230 1 7.5 304.8 431.8 4.1 ESA19 ETA19 
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord with plug and heater mounting clip. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

EASYPLUG™ RESISTANCE IMMERSION HEATERS 

EasyPlug™ BOTTOM HEATERS* (EasyPlug™ CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY-SEE PG 292)
   MAX HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH AMPS  LENGTH (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 8.4 279.4 609.6 3.6 ELSA10 ELTA10
1000 230 1 4.2 279.4 609.6 3.6 ELSA11 ELTA11
1800 115 1 15 406.4 609.6 5.0 ELSA18 ELTA18 
1800 230 1 7.5 406.4 609.6 5.0 ELSA19 ELTA19
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord with plug.  cULus Listed and CE Certified.

SINGLE TUBE OVER THE SIDE HEATERS* - SA & TA SERIES (CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY-SEE PG 292)
   MAX HOT ZONE LENGTH SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH AMPS  (MM)  (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 8.4 177.8 279.4 2.3 H10-AQ H10T
1000 230 1 4.2 177.8 279.4 2.3 H11 H11T
1800 115 1 15.0 304.8 431.8 3.6 H18 H18T
1800 230 1 7.5 304.8 431.8 3.6 H19 H19T
2500 230 1 10.4 431.8 584.2 4.5 H25 H25T
3500 230 1 14.6 584.2 736.6 5.9 H35 H35T
5000 230 1 20.9 812.8 990.6 7.3 H50 H50T 
6000 230 1 25.0 1,016.0 1,193.8 8.6 H60 H60T
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord.  1 m of wire and conduit provided on 5000 and 6000 watt models.  cULus Listed and CE Certified.

HEAVY-DUTY RESISTANCE IMMERSION HEATERS 

SINGLE TUBE BOTTOM HEATERS* - LSA & LTA SERIES (CONTROLS SOLD SEPARATELY-SEE PG 292)
   MAX HORIZONTAL VERTICAL SHIP WT. 316L STAINLESS STEEL TITANIUM
WATTS  VOLTS  PH AMPS LENGTH (MM) LENGTH (MM) (KG) MODEL MODEL
1000 115 1 8.4 279.4 609.6 3.2 LH10-AQ LH10T
1000 230 1 4.2 279.4 609.6 3.2 LH11 LH11T
1800 115 1 15.0 406.4 609.6 4.5 LH18 LH18T
1800 230 1 7.5 406.4 609.6 4.5 LH19 LH19T
2500 230 1 10.4 533.4 609.6 5.4 LH25 LH25T
3500 230 1 14.6 685.8 609.6 6.8 LH35 LH35T
5000 230 1 20.9 914.4 1,219.2 8.2 LH50 LH50T
6000 230 1 25.0 1,117.6 1,219.2 9.5 LH60 LH60T
*Includes 2.6 m flexible cord.  1 m of wire and conduit provided on 5000 and 6000 watt models.  cULus Listed and CE Certified.

HOT 
ZONE

LENGTH

HOT 
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LENGTH
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VERTICAL
LENGTH

 HORIZONTAL LENGTH

VERTICAL
LENGTH
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DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
The Digital Temperature Controls and Combination Controls provide an LCD temperature display that indicates both the set and 
actual temperatures of the water, providing an extremely reliable and accurate temperature control for aquaculture heating systems. 
They can be set to display °F or °C.  All controls are manufactured with UL-listed components. 
The Digital Combination Control consists of gasketed plastic enclosure, thermostat, contactor and replaceable Protector 1 thermal 
protection. Models NA30DXA and NA50DXA include upgradeable Protector 2 resettable thermal protection.

EasyPlug™ LCD DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLS*         
   MAX     D W H SHIP WT. 
MODEL VOLTS PHASE AMPS TEMPERATURE RANGE ACCURACY (MM) (MM) (MM) (KG)
DRAE15-1 115 1 15 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 63.5 66.04 190.5 1.4 
DRAE15-2 230 1 8 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 63.5 66.04 190.5 1.4 
*Includes 2.4 m vinyl sleeved sensor and 1.7 m flexible power cord with plug.  For indoor use only. cULus Listed and CE Certified.

REPLACEMENT HEATER THERMAL PROTECTORS 
Protector 1 is standard on all heaters, including EasyPlug™.  It consists of a temperature sensitive protector installed in the heater 
which will shut down electricity (usually from low water level) to the heater element.  Once activated, the protector must be replaced 
to restore power to the heater, so keep a spare one on hand.
Protector 2 is an upgraded safety option that includes an audible alarm and manual reset button. During periods of high heater 
temperature or low water levels, an alarm will sound and electricity to the heater will be disconnected. The manual reset button will 
deactivate the alarm and reconnect electricity to the heater. Repeated alarm conditions may eventually cause the protector to fail, 
which will disconnect power. Restoring power will require a replacement protector. Both the control and heater need to be ordered 
with Protector 2.

MODEL 
PROTECTOR 1 REPLACEMENT 
PTP1-A REPLACEMENT ELEMENT FOR OVER-THE-SIDE HEATERS

PLI REPLACEMENT ELEMENT FOR BOTTOM HEATERS

PROTECTOR 2 (OPTIONAL UPGRADE)
PTP2 RESETTABLE ELEMENT FOR OVER-THE-SIDE HEATERS

PLII RESETTABLE ELEMENT FOR BOTTOM HEATERS

PROTECTOR 1

PROTECTOR 2

ECONOMICAL LCD DIGITAL TEMPERATURE CONTROLS*         
   MAX     D W H SHIP WT. 
MODEL VOLTS PHASE AMPS TEMPERATURE RANGE ACCURACY (MM) (MM) (MM) (KG)
NA15D 115 1 15 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 63.5 66.04 190.5 1.4
NA8D 230 1 8 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 63.5 66.04 190.5 1.4 
*Includes 2.4 m vinyl sleeved sensor.  For indoor use only. cULus Listed.

LCD DIGITAL COMBINATION CONTROLS W/PROTECTOR 1 THERMAL PROTECTION*         
   MAX     D W H SHIP WT. 
MODEL VOLTS PHASE AMPS TEMPERATURE RANGE ACCURACY (MM) (MM) (MM) (KG)
NA30D 115 1 30 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 152.4 215.9 345.44 6.8
NA30DX 230 1 OR 3 30 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 152.4 215.9 345.44 6.8
NA50DX 230 1 OR 3 50 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 152.4 215.9 345.44 0.5 
*Includes 2.4 m vinyl sleeved sensor.  For indoor use only. cULus Listed.

LCD DIGITAL COMBINATION CONTROLS W/PROTECTOR 2 THERMAL PROTECTION*         
   MAX     D W H SHIP WT. 
MODEL VOLTS PHASE AMPS TEMPERATURE RANGE ACCURACY (MM) (MM) (MM) (KG)
NA30DXA 230 1 OR 3 30 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 152.4 215.9 345.44 6.8
NA50DXA 230 1 OR 3 50 -30° - 220°F (-34° - 104°C) ± 1.5°F 152.4 215.9 345.44 7.3
*Includes 2.4 m vinyl sleeved sensor.  For indoor use only. cULus Listed.

MODEL
DRAE8L REPLACEMENT SENSOR FOR ALL THERMOSTATS AND COMBINATION CONTROLS

Temperature Controller

NA15D NA30DX NA50DX

He
ate

rs

H10
H10T X

H11
H11T X X

H18
H18T X

H19
H19T X X

H25
H25T X X

H35
H35T X X

H50
H50T X X

H60
H60T X X

LH10
LH10T X

LH11
LH11T X X

LH18
LH18T X

LH19
LH19T X X

LH25
LH25T X X

LH35
LH35T X X

LH50
LH50T  X X

LH60
LH60T X X
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1.5–4kW models

6–18kW models

How to Extend Heater Service Life
Heaters are, of course, hot! The very high heat on the skin of the heater causes dissolved 
minerals like calcium to precipitate out of solution. The precipitant attaches itself to those hot 
spots, insulating the heater casing from the cooling water. Heat that can’t get out builds up 
inside and, if it gets hot enough, heater failure will occur. Always make sure the heater has a 
rapid flow of water over its hot zone. Never let the water get too low or let a crust build up on the 
casing (this will void your warranty).
Heater life can be greatly extended by removing insulating deposits as soon as possible. In hard 
water, inspect heaters for deposits once weekly initially and then as experience dictates. It 
doesn’t take very much to cause a serious problem.

Direct immersion heaters:
To clean the heater, unplug the power and allow heater element to cool. Remove heater from the 
water and treat with a diluted bath of nitric acid (rust remover), citric acid or other lime and 
scale deposit remover. Be sure to wear eye protection and rubber gloves when working with acid. 
The heater should only require this bath for several minutes. When the scale deposits begin 
breaking up or dissolving, remove the heater from the acid and wipe down with a cloth. Rinse 
with water. Place heater back into service. If an acid solution is not handy, use a steel wire brush 

to brush off the deposits. Be sure to clean the area where the small diameter tube rests behind 
the heater tube, as this area is especially vulnerable to deposit buildups. Care should be taken 
not to scratch, gouge or wear away the metal surface of the heater when using the brushing 
technique.

In line heaters:
When installing an in line heater it is recommended that you plumb it so to have a bypass loop 
to isolate it making it easy to remove periodically for inspection without shutting down your 
system. Disconnect power to the heater, let it cool, and disconnect from system at the unions. 
Mix a diluted bath of nitric acid (rust remover), citric acid or other lime and scale deposit 
remover in a 5 gallon bucket. Be sure to wear eye protection and rubber gloves when working 
with acid. Via a small submersible water pump in the bucket circulate the solution thru the 
heater chamber for 10 - 15 minutes. Move pump to a bucket of clean water and circulate thru the 
heater to rinse.  Disconnect heater from pump and do a visual inspection by shining a flash light 
down both ends of the heater chamber.  If it appears that calcium deposits are on the coils, 
repeat above process. If the buildup on the heater coils is organic, such as slime, use the same 
process above but with a dilute bleach solution (1 part bleach, 3 parts water).

TECH TALK 55

IN-LINE HEATERS
The  Aqua Logic® in-line heaters are easy to install and available in both 
stainless steel and titanium. Stainless steel models are excellent for a variety 
of applications such as koi ponds and freshwater recirculating systems. 
Titanium models are ideal for saltwater systems and hydroponic systems that 
have nutrients in the water that would cause failure in stainless steel heaters. 
Designed for indoor use or outdoors (if protected from the sun and direct 
weather), these robust, durable heaters pack a lot of kilowatts into a very 
compact package. CE approved.
•  Easy to set digital temperature controller °F or °C
•  Safety high limit switch to prevent overheating with manual reset 
•  Reversible flow switch  allowing water input from either direction  

(1.5–4 kW models)
•  Floor or wall mount

316 Stainless Steel Models
      DIMENSIONS (MM) 
MODEL KW VOLTS PHASE AMPS L W H (KG)

SSIL1 1.5 115 1 13 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

SSIL2 2 115 1 17.4 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

SSIL3 2 220 1 9 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

Pure Titanium Models
      DIMENSIONS (MM) 
MODEL KW VOLTS PHASE AMPS L W H (KG)

TIL1 1.5 115 1 13 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

TIL2 2 115 1 17.4 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

TIL3 2 220 1 9 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

TIL4 3 220 1 13.6 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

TIL5 4 220 1 18 584.2 152.4 215.9 5.4

TILO6 6 220 1 28 596.9 203.2 222.3 5.9

TILO7 6 220 3 16 596.9 203.2 222.3 6.4

TILO8 8 220 1 37 596.9 203.2 222.3 5.9

TILO9 8 220 3 21 596.9 203.2 222.3 6.4

TILO12 12 220 1 55 596.9 203.2 222.3 5.9

TILO13 12 220 3 32 596.9 203.2 222.3 5.9

TILO15 15 220 3 40 596.9 203.2 222.3 5.9

TILO18 18 220 3 48 596.9 203.2 222.3 5.9

Note: All three phase models use a delta configuration.  
Larger models available.
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239310

PROLINE BACTERIA   FW SW

ProLine Nitrifying Bacteria can be used to rapidly seed biological filters  
and correct ammonia and nitrite imbalances. Treatment rates are .1 liter 
per 38 liters for freshwater systems (use freshwater for salinity of 7 ppt  
or lower) and .2 liter per 38 liters for saltwater systems. For garden pond 
applications (fewer than 3,785 liters), add .1 liter per 76 liters of water.  
For lightly loaded ponds or lakes, add 7.5 liters per surface acre of water.  
For older or heavily loaded lakes, call a Pentair AES technician.
MODEL  SHIP WT (KG)

239201 SALTWATER, 3.78 L 3.6

239210 FRESHWATER, 0.47 L .5

239211 FRESHWATER, 3.78 L 3.6

Should not be shipped Ground if chance of freezing exists.
239211

239001

PROLINE AQUACULTURE BACTERIA CONCENTRATE   TECH FAV    
FW SW

ProLine Bacteria Concentrate is a high concentration of live bacteria 
specifically formulated for ammonia emergencies. Live bacteria begin 
ammonia removal immediately, possibly saving an entire system from disaster. 
One gallon of freshwater concentrate can treat up to 18,170 liters (use 
freshwater for salinity of 7 ppt or lower). One gallon of saltwater concentrate 
can treat up to 9,085 liters. The concentrate must be refrigerated at all times 
and has a shelf life of 3 months. All concentrate ships Next Day Air, orders 
placed by early AM will either ship that day or next day. Weighs 5 kg.

MODEL 

239310 FRESHWATER, 3.78 L

239300 SALTWATER, 3.78 L

PROLINE AMMONIUM CHLORIDE
Great source of ammonia to initiate the growth of nitrifying bacteria. Should  
not be used when fish or other culture animals are present in the water. 
Maintain 1 mg/L while seeding bacteria until nitrates appear. Do not exceed  
4 mg/L and do not add fish until ammonia level is at zero. Not FDA-approved. 
Sold in 500-gram bottles. 

MODEL

239100

PROLINE BIOFILTER START-UP KIT   FW SW

Accelerate biofilter start-up by weeks using the ProLine Biofilter Start-Up  
Kit. Each kit comes complete with ProLine Aqua Coat water conditioner, 
ProLine ammonium chloride, ProLine nitrifying bacteria, nutrients and trace 
elements required for optimizing the seeding of biological filters. Components 
of the kit may also be used for reseeding biofilters in cases of shock load or  
system upsets.
Biofilter start-up is initiated by adding the components of the kit to an offline 
biofilter. Instructions for use are included with each kit. Two separate kits are 
available, freshwater and saltwater. Use with any biofilter with up to 50 cubic 
feet of media. Additional kits may be added for larger biofilters. All kits must 
ship by Next Day Air (shipping cost not included in price). Orders placed by early  
AM will either ship that day or next day. The concentrate must be refrigerated  
at all times and has a shelf life of 3 months. 

MODEL 

239001 FRESHWATER

239002 SALTWATER

*Shipping cost not included in price.
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Mixing Artificial Seawater
Artificial seawater is a complex mix of many purified salts formulated to have a composition 
similar to natural seawater when dissolved in fresh water. Seawater cannot be evaporated to a dry 
salt and then be reconstituted by adding water. It just doesn’t work, so artificial blends were 
developed. There are many formulas, each with its own characteristics. The quality of a brand of 
sea salt is dependent on the formula, the quality of the raw materials and the uniformity of the 
blending. The salinity is the sum of all of the dissolved ions. Natural seawater is generally 
considered to have a salinity of 35 parts per thousand (ppt) or grams of salt per kilogram of water.
Several mistakes are common when calculating how much sea salt to use. First, do not assume  
that ppt is the same as grams per liter (g/L). Because seawater is heavier than fresh water,  
this assumption causes an error of about 2.5% lower salinity than expected. A second, more 
serious error is to assume that the salt mix is anhydrous (water free), since all brands of sea salt 
use some hydrated salts (for cost and solubility reasons). This causes an error of about 12% lower 
salinity than expected. A third source of error is adding the salt to the desired volume, as the 
volume increases about 1% after adding the salt. What this means is adding 35 g of sea salt to a 
liter of water (1,000 g) will result in a 1.01 liter solution at 29.1 ppt salinity!

Gallon designations for commercial brands are not calculated at 35 ppt. There is no standard.  
The weight per fifty gallon package varies among brands from 13.7 lbs to 16 lbs, giving salinities 
between 27 and 32 ppt.
For calculation purposes, it takes 41.8 grams of sea salt mix to one liter fresh water for 35 ppt 
salinity. To calculate salt needed for lower salinities, multiply the 41.8 g/L by the ratio of the  
desired salinity, divided by 35 ppt.
Example 1: To mix at 32 ppt solution, solve: 41.8 g/L x 32 ppt/35 ppt = 38.2 g/L.
Example 2: To mix a 1,000 gallon batch at 32 ppt, multiply the 38.2 g/L (from example one)  
x 3.78 (liters/gallon) x 1,000 to get 144,396 g or 318 lbs (144 kg) of sea salt.
When purchasing and mixing sea salts, remember to base mix ratios on the weight of salt mix,  
not the advertised gallon ratings. The weight is the legal unit of measure.
The information in this Tech Talk was provided by Thomas Frakes, Technical Consultant, Aquarium 
Systems, Inc.

TECH TALK 27

POND SALT
Made from evaporated seawater, this all-natural sea salt replaces electrolytes 
such as potassium, sodium, chloride, calcium and magnesium. Pond salt can 
also temporarily block the toxic effects of nitrite. Ideal for all ornamental koi 
and goldfish ponds.

MODEL

PDS145 4.1 KG

MODEL

SS30 13.6 KG

239500

ARAGAMAX
Sugar-sized sand
Grain size is .2–1.2 mm diameter. Also known as "oolitic sand," this product is 
ideal for shallow beds, allowing denitrification in as little as a 2.54 cm depth of 
water. The fine grain size can pass easily through the gills of gobies and other 
sand-sifting organisms. The smooth round grains are gentle to soft-bellied 
sharks and rays. White in color and metal-free. No ash or silica.

PROLINE SUPER SALT CONCENTRATE
Contains everything but the salt—save on shipping!
This synthetic salt mixture contains all the necessary elements and buffers 
(except sodium chloride) required to make up to 16,655.8 liters of synthetic 
seawater. Each phosphate- and nitrate-free batch is individually tested to 
generate consistency and high quality. Because sodium chloride is a major 
component of most synthetic sea salt mixtures, it is also responsible for a large 
amount of the weight. This concentrated mixture contains everything but the 
sodium chloride, which you can add locally to save money on freight charges.
ProLine Super Salt Concentrate is packaged in a semiliquid form and sold  
in resealable buckets. One bucket mixes with 36.3 kg of noniodized, 
high-purity sodium chloride to make 1,514 liters (400 gallons) of salt water.  
Pallet quantities available.

MODEL  SHIP WT (KG)

239500 1,514 LITERS 29

239510* 16,656 LITERS 273

*Ships by motor freight.

Applications
• Public aquariums
• Saltwater fish holding 

systems
• Aquarium stores
• Recirculating systems
• Seafood holding systems
• Research labs
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INSTANT OCEAN® SALTS
Instant Ocean® has been the preferred salt mix  
of public aquariums and home aquarists for many 
years. It is scientifically blended to contain every 
minor and major trace element required to make 
artificial seawater. Phosphate- and nitrate-free,  
it dissolves quickly without insoluble residue.  
Each package will make a 32-ppt salt solution  
at listed volume. Contains no chlorine remover.  
Pallet quantities available.

MODEL  SHIP WT (KG)

IS50 189-LITER MIXTURE 7

IS160 606-LITER MIXTURE 23

IO200 757-LITER MIXTURE 29

CM2B

IS50IS160

Instant Ocean® and Reef Crystals® are registered trademarks of United Pet Group, Inc., Crystal Sea® is a registered trademark of Marine Enterprises International.

Making Salt Water?
Start by mixing at these levels, 
then aerate for over an hour 
before measuring salinity, pH, etc. 
Add more salt if needed.
41/2 cups per 10 gallons
1 kg per 10 gallons
36 oz per 10 gallons
21/4 lbs per 10 gallons
10 gallons = 37.5 liters
All salts are available in pallet 
quantities. Call for quotation.

CRYSTAL SEA® SALTS
Salt, like fish food, is not all the same! This product is a perfect mixture  
of essential compounds and trace elements to make seawater (contains  
no anticaking agents). Use it with confidence when setting up any saltwater 
ecosystem. Crystal Sea® is preferred by many public aquariums, universities, 
biological research facilities and professionals.
CM2B is a 150-gallon mixture specifically formulated for bioassay research. 
Does not contain de-chlorinator. 

Quality Assured
Crystal Sea® Marinemix is manufactured under the most stringent quality 
control guidelines using a superior computer control blending system.  
This ensures exact mixing of anhydrous ingredients throughout each batch.
•  No ammonia, nitrate, phosphate, silicate or EDTA added.
•  Attains a proper pH of 8.3 upon hydration.
•  Contains chlorine remover.
MODEL  SHIP WT (KG)

CM2-AQ 568-LITER MIXTURE 20

CM2B 568-LITER BIOASSAY MIXTURE 20

MODEL  SHIP WT (KG)

RC200 757-LITER MIXTURE 29

REEF CRYSTALS® REEF SALT
Developed for reef aquariums, Reef Crystals® is  
an enriched blend of sea salt that contains extra 
levels of calcium, vitamins and selected trace 
elements that are commonly depleted in living reef 
aquariums. It has superior dissolvability and is 
compatible with all marine aquariums. A special 
additive helps to detoxify excess heavy metals, such 
as copper, that are often found at elevated levels in 
domestic water supplies. Every batch is carefully 
analyzed to guarantee composition, consistency 
and uniformity. Contains no chlorine remover. 
Biodegradable box includes four bags, each for  
a 50-gal mixture.
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PR AQUA HEATHRO™ SERIES LIVE FISH & SHRIMP PUMPS
Now available in two sizes, the Heathro 6 and the Heathro 8. The Heathro 
Series provides options in capacity, motor type and pump type to deliver the 
best solution possible.
To protect your investment during handling operations, you need a safe, 
gentle, fast way to transfer fish. Aquaculturists around the world use the 
Heathro Pump to move salmon, trout, char, tilapia, hybrid striped bass, 
mackerel, anchovy, yellowtail, shrimp, and other species.
The Heathro Pump makes it easier to move fish and shrimp efficiently and 
safely. The continuous pumping action keeps fish in the water at all times 
minimizing damage and increasing output. One operator can move up to 10 
tons per hour, reducing labor costs and eliminating the need to lift heavy nets 
and buckets.

Product Highlights
• Developed with advanced finite element analysis processes to increase 

efficiency and ensure optimized, long-lasting, trouble-free service.
• Cart-mounted pump includes a stainless steel cart with large   

pneumatic tires.
• Industrial self-priming pump.
• Fish can be transferred over long, horizontal distances. 
• Cast aluminum, hand-polished, single vane impeller is balanced to  

ensure precision.
• Optional wireless remote control is available.

Models and Configurations
• Cart-mounted pumps: Both electric and gasoline powered models  

are available.
• Submersible pump: This model can be used in raceways, drain sumps and 

ponds (only available with the Heathro 6).
• Pumps are easily reduced to multiple inlet and outlet configurations: 
 • Heathro 6 - 150 mm (6 in), 100 mm (4 in) and 50 mm (2 in)
 • Heathro 8 - 203 mm (8 in) and 254 mm (10 in)

Heathro Pump with 150 mm to 100 mm camlock reducers

Electric model with optional remote control

EMAIL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICING. 

HEATHRO 8 FISH PUMP TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT 200 kg (440 lbs)

DIMENSIONS (LXWXH) 170 x 81 x 119 cm (67 x 32 x 47 in)

INLET SIZE 150 mm (6 in) reduce to 100 mm (4 in) or 50 mm (2 in)

OUTLET SIZE 150 mm (6 in) reduce to 100 mm (4 in) or 50 mm (2 in)

MIN. FISH SIZE 0.05 g

MAX. FISH & SHRIMP SIZE 400 g (0.88 lbs) (based on Salmonid), Greater than U-10 size

MAX. PUMP OUTPUT 2,400 lpm (635 gpm)

PUMP SPEED 200 to 800 rpm

MAX. PUMP HEAD 5 m (17 ft)

MAX. PUMP SUCTION 3 m (10 ft)

HORIZONTAL TRANSFER 500 m (1,500 ft)

POWER OPTIONS 50 or 60 Hz
1 or 3 phase electric motor
9-horsepower gasoline motor

HEATHRO 6 FISH PUMP TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT 730 kg (1,600 lbs)

DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 203 X 132 X 152 cm (80 X 52 X 60 in)

INLET SIZE 203 mm (8 in) or 254 mm (10 in)

OUTLET SIZE 203 mm (8 in) or 254 mm (10 in)

MIN. FISH SIZE 0.05 g

MAX. FISH & SHRIMP SIZE 1.2 kg (2.6 lbs) (based on Salmonid) Greater than U-10 size

MAX. PUMP OUTPUT 1,892 lpm (500 gpm)—at max. elev.
5,678 lpm (1,500 gpm)—8 in
7,570 lpm (2,000 gpm)—10 in

PUMP SPEED 200 to 500 rpm

MAX. PUMP HEAD 9 m (30 ft)

MAX. PUMP SUCTION 3 m (10 ft)

HORIZONTAL TRANSFER 2,000 m (6,562 ft)

POWER OPTIONS 20 hp, 50 or 60 Hz, 3 Phase
22 hp Gasoline Motor

PR AQUA HEATHRO™ SERIES LIVE FISH & SHRIMP PUMPS
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G1

1430

1442

1431 1442

MODEL GAP WIDTH (MM)

1431 2.0

1432 2.5

1433 3.0

1434 3.5

1435 4.0

1436 4.5

MODEL GAP WIDTH (MM)

1437 5.0

1438 6.0

1439 7.0

1440 8.0

1441 9.0

1442 10.0

FLOATING ADJUSTABLE FISH GRADERS
These manual adjustable fish graders save time and effort.  Sturdy aluminum 
construction will stand up to rough handling and tough fish. No more need to 
change baskets for different size fish. These graders  float at the right depth 
and the large diameter grader bars pass undersized fish damage-free.  No 
need to hold the grader and a net full of fish at the same time! Grader bars are 
1.75 cm dia.  Model G1B ships Oversize. 
• Size adjustments are quick and accurate – select from 30 or 50 gradations 

in seconds
• Reduce gill damage

 
  STD. GRADING NO. OF  DIMENSIONS (MM) 
MODEL  RANGE (MM) GRADATIONS L W D (KG)

G1 SMALL GRADER 6.4–28.6 30 432 381 292 8

G1B LARGE GRADER 4.0–34.9 50 711 533 406 16

MODEL

JH

JAR HANGER
The all-plastic hanger allows above jars to be used without a bench or 
stand. Accepts up to 38 mm hanging lip.

HATCHING JAR
This McDonald-type hatching jar has become the industry standard. 
One-piece molded design allows a smooth interior—no lips or gaps for  
eggs to get caught on or bacteria to grow. It is a high-impact, all-plastic  
egg hatching system. Simply direct about 3.8 liters of water (depending on  
the weight of the eggs) into the center. The eggs will be uniformly rotated.
The fish hatching jar comes with a 1,000-micron top screen that prevents  
the loss of eggs. When the fish hatch, remove the screen to let the fish swim 
out. Use it for trout, salmon, hybrid striped bass, catfish, tilapia and many 
others. Height 45.7 cm, diameter 15.9 cm, 6 liter capacity for approximately 
100,000 trout eggs. Case quantity is 4. Price breaks available up to 12+ (call).

MODEL  SHIP WT (KG)

J30 HATCHING JAR 1.8

J6 TUBE, REPLACEMENT 0.5

J8 SCREEN, REPLACEMENT —

PROFIBREED GRADER AND GRIDS
The FIAP profibreed grader is made from 
water-resistant, impregnated wood and is  
ideally suitable for fry grading. Two affixed  
plastic handles and the unit's floatability  
enable extremely convenient manual grading  
of your fish. Measures 497 x 285 x 110 mm.
FIAP profibreed grading grids are made from  
salt water-resistant aluminum and have gap  
widths ranging from 2.0 to 10.0 mm. Accurate  
gap sizes ensure consistent grading results.  
All grids measure 497 x 285 x 18 mm.

MODEL

1430 FIAP PROFIBREED GRADER

FIAP PROFIBREED GRADING GRIDS

Top Screen (J8)

J30

J6

JH

Jar and hanger 
sold separately.
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CUSTOMER ORDER ACCEPTANCE
All orders are subject to acceptance by Pentair Aquatic Eco-Systems Inc. or Pentair 
Aquatic Eco-Systems (Canada) Inc., as the case may be (each, “PAES” or “Seller”) 
and are not accepted by or binding upon PAES unless a signed notice of such 
acceptance is forwarded to the Buyer in writing or upon fulfillment of the order by 
PAES. The terms and conditions of sale are only those stated herein, which with the 
information contained in the face of the quote or acknowledgment shall constitute 
the complete agreement between the parties and may not be altered or modified 
except in writing duly executed by each party. The parties agree there are no 
agreements, representations or warranties between the parties, oral or written, 
with respect to the products sold hereunder (including any made or implied from 
past dealings) except as expressed herein.  No terms and conditions stated in or 
attached to Buyer’s communications to PAES, including but not limited to Buyer’s 
purchase orders the terms of which are hereby rejected, are applicable to these 
terms and conditions in any way and in no event shall such Buyer’s or any other terms 
and conditions be considered valid exceptions to the provisions of these terms and 
conditions.  Trade custom, trade usage and past performance are superseded by 
these terms and conditions and shall not be used to interpret these terms and 
conditions.

GOVERNING LAW; SOLE JURISDICTION AND VENUE
These terms and conditions and any quote, order or agreement subject to these 
terms and conditions shall be interpreted in accordance with the commonly 
understood meaning of the words and phrases hereof in the United States of 
America. These terms and conditions and any quote, order or other agreement 
subject to these terms and conditions and the performance of the parties hereto, 
shall be construed and governed according to the laws of the State of Florida, without 
regard to conflicts of laws principles. The parties hereby irrevocably consent to 
jurisdiction in, and to the service of process, pleadings and notices in accordance 
with, the laws of the State of Florida and the federal laws of the United States of 
America in connection with any and all actions and processes initiated in courts 
situated in Orange County, State of Florida, U.S.A.  It is the express intent and 
agreement of the parties that the United Nations Convention for the International 
Sale of Goods shall not apply to this agreement or to purchase orders submitted 
hereunder.  Each party hereby irrevocably waives any objection which it may now or 
hereafter have to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding relating to these 
terms and conditions and any quote, order or other agreement subject to these terms 
and conditions in the state or federal courts situated in Orange County, State of 
Florida in the United States of America, and further irrevocably waives any claim that 
Orange County, State of Florida in the United States of America is not a convenient 
forum for any such suit, action or proceeding.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
PAES SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODWILL, USE, DATA OR OTHER INTANGIBLE 
LOSSES (EVEN IF PAES HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES), WITH RESPECT TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY OTHER MATTER 
RELATING TO THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.
IN NO EVENT SHALL PAES’ MAXIMUM AGGREGATE LIABILITY EXCEED THE TOTAL 
FEES PAID BY BUYER TO PAES WITH RESPECT TO THE SPECIFIC QUOTE, ORDER 
OR AGREEMENT TO WHICH THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY.  THE 
EXISTENCE OF MORE THAN ONE CLAIM SHALL NOT ENLARGE OR EXTEND THE 
LIMIT.
SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WARRANTIES 
OR THE LIMITATION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES. ACCORDINGLY, 
SOME OF THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO BUYER.

LIMITED WARRANTY 
PAES warrants that upon completion of the services or at the time of delivery, as the 
case may be, and for a period of twelve (12) months thereafter: (i) professional 
services, if any, will be performed in a good and workmanlike manner in accordance 
with generally acceptable industry standards, and (ii) products specifically 
manufactured by PAES, except for filters, chemicals and consumables (which shall 
not be warranted) shall be free from all material defects in materials and 
workmanship. With respect to the professional services warranty, Buyer’s sole and 
exclusive remedy for PAES’ breach of the warranty shall be for PAES to re-perform 
the services at PAES’ sole cost and expense. With respect to the PAES manufactured 
product warranty, if the PAES manufactured product shall prove to be defective in 
material or workmanship under normal intended usage and maintenance during the 
warranty period, upon examination by PAES or its authorized representative, then 
PAES shall repair or replace, at its sole option, such defective products at its own 
expense; provided, however, that the Purchaser shall be required to ship each such 
defective product, freight prepaid, to PAES’ designated facility. The warranty on 
products and/or components not manufactured by PAES is limited to the warranty, if 
any, provided by the original manufacturer of said product or component which can 
be passed onto Buyer. PAES DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY 

IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULIAR 
PURPOSE. 
This Warranty does not extend to any products that have been subjected to:
1.  Damage caused by careless handling, improper repackaging, or shipping.
2.  Damage due to misapplication, misuse, abuse or failure to properly operate  

the product.
3.  Damage caused by improper installation or storage.
4.  Damage due to unauthorized product modifications or repairs.
5.  Damage caused by negligence, or failure to properly maintain products.
6.  Accidental damage, fire, acts of God, or other circumstances outside the  

control of PAES.

NON-WARRANTY REPAIRS
In the event Buyer desires to have Seller perform a non-warranty repair of 
equipment sold by Seller, Buyer shall contact Seller’s customer service 
representative at 877 347 4783. If Seller is capable of performing such non-
warranty repair of the equipment and Buyer decides to move forward with having 
Seller perform such repair, Seller will generate a return number which Buyer shall 
reference in its shipment to Seller of the equipment for evaluation by Seller. Buyer 
is solely responsible for any and all costs and expenses, customs fees, duties and 
taxes associated with shipping the equipment for evaluation. Buyer will be charged 
an up-front evaluation fee in order for Seller to assess the extent and ability of 
Seller to perform the necessary repairs. The evaluation fee must be paid in 
advance and will be credited toward the repair fee if Buyer elects to have Seller 
perform the repair. If Seller is capable of performing the repairs, then Seller shall 
provide Buyer with a quote for the cost of the repairs. Upon Buyer’s consent to 
move forward based upon the quote, Seller shall make the repairs outlined in the 
quote and return the equipment to Buyer in accordance with Seller’s Shipping 
Policy. If Seller does not wish to move forward with the repairs or Seller cannot 
otherwise perform the repairs, Buyer shall arrange for the pick-up of the 
equipment at Seller’s facility at Buyer’s sole cost and expense. Any equipment sent 
in for a repair evaluation and which is left for more than ninety (90) days after notice 
is given that either (i) Buyer does not wish to move forward with the repairs or (ii) 
Seller is unable to perform the repairs, shall be considered abandoned. Certain 
equipment may be subject to additional documentation or evaluation criteria at 
Seller’s sole discretion.

SEVERABILITY 
In the event a provision of these Terms and Conditions is held to be invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions 
shall not be affected.

SHIPPING 
Shipping dates are estimates only and are not guaranteed.  Seller will use every 
effort to make shipments as scheduled and may make partial shipments. Seller shall 
not be liable for any loss or damage ensuing from late delivery. - Prices quoted, 
unless otherwise agreed to by PAES, are Incoterms 2010 EXW-Seller’s Factory for 
United States domestic transactions and FCA-Seller’s Factory for international 
transactions.  In the event of shipping damage, PAES must be notified, in writing, 
within three (3) business days of shipment receipt. Buyer must hold all products and 
packing materials intact, until further disposition is provided by PAES in writing.

TITLE AND RISK
On domestic sales, transfer of both title and risk of loss shall occur upon pickup from 
Seller’s site. On international sales, transfer of both title and risk of loss shall occur 
upon entry into international waters, international airspace, or the crossing of an 
international border with the sole exception of banked transactions (L/C, DM, DAP), 
in which case the transfer of title occurs upon exchange of documents at the bank 
window, and the transfer of risk of loss occurs upon entry into international water, 
international airspace, or the crossing of an international border.

INSPECTION 
Within three (3) business days after receipt of shipment of the product, Buyer shall 
inspect the shipment for obvious damage to or violation of the shipping container. 
Buyer shall also confirm that the type and quantity of the products received are 
consistent with the type and quantity specified on the related shipping documents 
and order. Buyer shall promptly notify Seller of any discrepancies in accordance 
with the terms hereof.  If a notice of discrepancies is not received by PAES within 
three (3) days after receipt of the shipment by Buyer, the shipment shall be deemed 
to have been completely and correctly fulfilled, and all claims by Buyer shall be 
deemed waived and released, except for any Product defect that a visual inspection 
would not disclose.
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CANCELLATION; PENALTY 
No products may be returned without prior written approval of Seller.  Orders placed 
with and accepted by Seller may not be cancelled except upon Seller’s written 
consent prior to shipment and Buyer’s acceptance of Seller’s cancellation charges 
which shall protect Seller against all costs and losses, but not higher than the price 
quoted.  Seller reserves the right to cancel any sale hereunder without liability to 
Buyer (except for refund of monies already paid) if the manufacture or sale of the 
products is or becomes technically or economically impractical. A cancellation fee 
equal to thirty percent (30%) of the stipulated price for non-stocked or custom 
products which have already been manufactured will be charged for any cancellations 
of non-stocked or custom products that have not been shipped to the Buyer. “Non-
stocked or custom products” are defined as goods that are made to order.

PAYMENT; OVERDUE INVOICES 
All payment terms are subject to PAES’ Credit Department’s approval. Unless 
otherwise agreed to by the parties, payment terms are net thirty (30) days from date 
of invoice.PAES RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ADD, AND PURCHASER AGREES TO PAY, 
INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 18% PER ANNUM OR THE HIGHEST RATE PERMITTED 
BY APPLICABLE LAW, WHICHEVER IS LESS, FROM DATE OF SHIPMENT, ON 
AMOUNTS INVOICED AND UNPAID IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PAYMENT TERMS.

COLLECTION AND ATTORNEY’S FEES 
In the event of any alleged dispute, breach or default of this Agreement necessitating
PAES to retain an attorney to represent it, the Purchaser agrees to pay the PAES’ 
costs and expenses including reasonable attorney’s fees, incurred in connection 
with, related to or arising out of enforcement of any term or provision of this 
Agreement, whether or not in connection with any legal or administrative 
proceedings, plus pre- and post-judgment interest and costs incurred, through 
appeal, and such shall be in addition to any other remedies or damages to which the 
PAES may be entitled. Failure to pay these fees automatically voids any Warranty 
Provisions to which the Purchaser would otherwise be entitled.

TAXES 
Prices quoted, unless otherwise expressly stated in writing do not include sales, use, 
excise, value added or similar taxes or duties.  Buyer shall pay these taxes directly if 
the law permits or will reimburse Seller if it is required to pay them.  Buyer will 
provide tax exemption certificates or evidence of tax payment on request.  The price 
quoted is based on the cost of raw materials, wage rates, shipping charges, freight, 
insurance premiums, landing charges and duties, railage and cartage applicable on 
the date on which a contract, acceptance, confirmation, tender or quotation is issued.  
Accordingly, any increase in such costs after such date and prior to the fulfillment of 
the contract may result in a price adaptation in good faith and in proportion to the 
changed circumstances, and shall thus be for the account of Buyer.

EXPORTATION
If the products ordered are to be exported from the country of Seller, the quoted 
shipping dates are subject to receipt of all export documents and authorizations.  
Regardless of ultimate destination, the prices quoted are based on packing for 
domestic shipment unless otherwise stated in writing.  Buyer agrees to provide 
Seller in writing with the ultimate destination and identity of the end-user prior to 
shipment if the products are to be exported. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer agrees that it will not sell, reexport or transfer 
any products or technical information or Services supplied under this Agreement to 
IRAN, NORTH KOREA, SYRIA, CUBA and SUDAN, including any entities or persons in 
those countries, either directly or indirectly (“Seller’s Position”).  Buyer agrees that it 
will not sell, reexport or transfer any products or technical information or Services 
supplied under this agreement to any other countries except in full compliance with 
all applicable governmental requirements, including but not limited to applicable 
economic sanctions and constraints administered by the U.S. Treasury Department 
and applicable export control measures administered by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce and U.S. Department of State, any other U.S. government agencies, and 
measures administered by the Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada, 
European Union or the government agencies of any other countries.  Any violation by 
Buyer of the applicable laws or regulations of the U.S., Canada or any other 
government, or where Buyer breaches Seller’s Position notwithstanding whether or 
not this is contrary to any aforementioned applicable laws or regulations, shall be 
deemed a material breach of this agreement and sufficient basis for the Seller to 
reject any or all orders or to terminate this agreement. Compliance with applicable 
legal requirements and Seller’s Position is a prerequisite for Buyer to perform its 
obligations under this Agreement, and if the Buyer fails to comply with such legal 
requirements, it is incapable of meeting its obligations under this Agreement. The 
Seller reserves the right to refuse to enter into or perform any order, and to cancel 
any order, placed under this Agreement if the Seller in its sole discretion determines 
that the entry into such order or the performance of the transaction to which such 
order relates could violate any applicable law or regulation of the United States, 
Canada or any other governments and/or Seller’s Position. Buyer agrees that any 
such refusal or cancellation of any order, or termination of the Agreement by the 
Seller, as described above, will not constitute a breach of any of the Seller’s 
obligations under this Agreement, and Buyer hereby waives any and all claims 
against the Seller for any loss, cost or expense, including, but not limited to, claims 
of third parties, any loss of profit, loss of business, loss of or damage to goodwill and/

or similar losses, loss of anticipated savings, or increased costs or for any indirect, 
special or consequential losses, or pure economic loss, costs, damages, charges or 
expenses howsoever arising, that Buyer may incur by virtue of such refusal or 
cancellation of any order or termination of this Agreement.

FORCE MAJEURE
Except for the obligation to make payments, a party is not liable to fulfill its obligations 
under the agreement if performance is materially prevented as a consequence of 
natural catastrophes, terrorism, civil unrest, war, explosions, fire, breakdowns or 
damages to installations, constructions or machines, disruption to public transport, 
labour market conflicts (such as strikes and lock-outs) or other similar circumstances 
or acts of God. In the event of force majeure a party is not obligated to fulfill its 
obligations as long as, and to the extent, the force majeure continues. The party 
invoking force majeure shall inform the other party immediately in writing. If a force 
majeure continues for more than six months the other party may terminate the 
agreement with immediate effect by sending a written notice to the other party.

CONFIDENTIAL
Buyer acknowledges that it may gain access to or otherwise learn Confidential 
Information (as hereinafter defined). Buyer agrees that it will use the Confidential 
Information only for purposes of performing its obligations under these Terms and 
Conditions (the “Permitted Purpose”) and shall not transfer or otherwise disclose 
the Confidential Information to any third party except as expressly permitted by these 
Terms and Conditions. Buyer shall: (a) give access to Confidential Information solely 
to those of its employees and approved subcontractors with a need to know such 
information for the Permitted Purpose; and (b) take the same security precautions to 
protect against disclosure or unauthorized use of Confidential Information that 
Buyer takes with its own confidential information, but in no event shall Buyer apply 
less than a reasonable standard of care to prevent such disclosure or unauthorized 
use. Confidential Information means any and all information relating to PAES or its 
affiliates that may be accessed by or disclosed to Buyer including but not limited to 
quotations, price sheets, engineering and product designs, manuals, equipment and 
business specifications, trade secrets, reports, or other proprietary data.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
All patents, copyrights, designs, drawings and other technical or commercial 
information relating to the products, including any software provided by Seller 
pursuant to any proposal, tender or the contract, and the intellectual property rights 
therein made or acquired by Seller prior to or during the preparation of the proposal 
or tender or in the course of work on the contract shall be and remain the exclusive 
property of Seller.
If a product furnished to Buyer becomes or, in Seller’s opinion, may become the subject 
of any claim, suit or proceeding for infringement of any intellectual property rights, 
Seller may at its option and expense (i) obtain for Buyer the right to use, lease or sell 
the product, (ii) replace the product, (iii) modify the product, or (iv) remove the 
product and refund the purchase price paid by Buyer less a reasonable amount for 
use, damage or obsolescence.  Seller will not be liable for any infringement arising 
from the combination of products or from the use of a product in practicing a process.  
Seller’s total liability to Buyer will not, under any circumstances exceed the purchase 
price paid for the allegedly infringing product.  Buyer agrees, at its expense, to 
protect and defend Seller against any claim of intellectual property right infringement 
arising from compliance with Buyer’s designs, specifications or instructions and to 
hold Seller harmless from damages, costs and expenses attributable to any such 
claim.

INDEMNITY
Buyer agrees to defend, indemnify and hold the Seller (and its agents, representatives, 
employees, officers, related companies, successors and assigns, and customers) 
harmless from all claims, demands, actions, damages and liabilities (including legal 
fees and consequential and incidental damages) arising out of any injury (including 
death) to any person or damage to any property in any way connected with any act or 
omission of Buyer, its agents, employees, or subcontractors.  

WAIVER
No failure to exercise and no delay in exercising on the part of Seller any right, power 
or privilege hereunder will operate as a waiver thereof nor will any single or partial 
exercise of any right, power or privilege hereunder preclude further exercise of the 
same right, power or privilege.  

VALIDITY OF PROVISIONS
In the event any provision or any part or portion of any provision of these Terms and 
Conditions shall be held to be invalid, void or otherwise unenforceable, such holding 
shall not affect the remaining part or portions of that provision, or any other provision 
hereof. 

SUSPENSION
If Buyer fails to make any payment when due or to perform on time any of its other 
obligations under this contract Seller shall be entitled to suspend performance of the 
contract until the failure is remedied.
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ASSIGNMENT
Buyer shall not be entitled to cede, transfer and/or assign any of its rights or 
delegate any of its obligations under this contract, without the prior written consent 
of Seller. Seller may cede, transfer and/or assign its rights or delegate any of its 
obligations under this contract without the prior approval of the Buyer.

TERMINATION 
Seller shall be entitled to terminate the quote, purchase order or other agreement to 
which these Terms and Conditions form a part in the event Buyer is in breach of any 
of its obligations hereunder and fails to remedy the breach within fifteen (15) days 
after receiving written notification thereof from Seller or if Buyer goes into liquidation, 
receivership, administration or makes any voluntary arrangement with any of its 
creditors. Any party may terminate the agreement with immediate effect if the other 
party is in material breach of the agreement. Any termination of the contract in 
accordance with the terms hereof shall become effective upon service of a written 
notice of termination on the other party.  Upon termination, howsoever arising, Seller 
shall be entitled forthwith to suspend any further deliveries under the contract 
without any liability to Buyer. Within 14 days of such a notice of termination, howsoever 
arising, Buyer shall pay to Seller: 

- the outstanding balance of the contract price for products which have been 
delivered and for those products which are then capable of being delivered, and

- the costs incurred or committed by Seller up to the date of notice of termination 
in performing work on products which are not then in a deliverable state plus a 
reasonable margin to be agreed between the parties which shall not be less than 
15%, and

- the costs reasonably incurred by Seller as a result of the termination.

COMPLIANCE
(1) No Improper Means of Obtaining Business. The Seller and the Buyer intend that 
no payments or transfers of value shall be made which have the purpose or effect of 
public or commercial bribery, acceptance of or acquiescence in extortion or 
kickbacks, or other unlawful or improper means of obtaining business. (2) No 
Bribes. The Buyer will not, directly or indirectly, pay, offer, authorize or promise any 
monies or anything of value (such as gifts, contributions, travel, or entertainment) to 
any person or organization (including any employee or official of any governmental 
authority, government owned or controlled entity, public international organization 
or political party; any candidate for political office; or any employees of any of the 
Buyer’s or the Seller’s customers) for the purpose of improperly influencing their 
acts or decisions in violation of any antibribery or anti-corruption laws, including the 
United States International Corrupt Practices Act, laws under the OECD Anti-Bribery 
Convention and local anti-corruption laws (collectively, “Anti-Corruption Laws”). The 
Buyer will take appropriate actions to ensure that any person representing or acting 
under its instruction or control (“Buyer’s Agents”) will also comply with this Section. 
(3) No Kickbacks. No part of the payment of any amounts payable under this 
Agreement will be distributed to the Seller, its affiliates or customers, or any of its 
employees or their family members. (4) No Conflicts. Except as disclosed in writing 
to the Seller (in a questionnaire response or otherwise), the Buyer represents that it 
does not have any reason to believe that there are any potential conflicts of interest 
regarding its relationship with the Seller, such as family members who could 
potentially benefit from the commercial relationship established by this Agreement; 
and neither the Buyer, nor any of the Buyer’s Agents, have any family members who 
are government officials or political party candidates in a position to influence the 
Buyer’s commercial relationship with the Seller. (5) Accurate Books and Records. 
The Buyer will maintain complete and accurate books and records regarding its 
transactions with Seller. (6) Notification. The Buyer will notify the Seller promptly if 
(a) the Buyer or any of the Buyer’s Agents have reason to believe that a breach of this 
Section has occurred or is likely to occur; or (b) if any conflicts of interest arise after 
the signing of this Agreement, including if any of the Buyer’s Agents or their family 
members become a government official or political party candidate in a position to 
influence the Buyer’s commercial relationship with the Seller. The Buyer will send all 
such notices to ethics@pentair.com or to such other location as the Seller may 
designate in writing. (7) Compliance Certification. The Buyer will, when and as may 
be requested by the Seller from time to time, provide to the Seller a written 
certification in form and substance satisfactory to the Seller that the Buyer is in 
compliance with this Section. (8) No Payments for Improper Activities. The Seller 
will not be required under any circumstances to take any action or make any 
payments that the Seller believes, in good faith, would cause it or its affiliated 
companies to be in violation of any Anti-Corruption Laws. If the Seller at any time 
believes, in good faith, that a breach of any of the representations and warranties in 
this Section has occurred or may occur, the Seller may withhold any commission, 
compensation, reimbursement, or other payment until such time as the Seller has 
received confirmation to its reasonable satisfaction that no breach has occurred or 
will occur. The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer for any claim, losses, or damages 

whatsoever related to the Seller’s decision to withhold any commission, 
compensation, reimbursement, or other payment under this provision. (9) Audit 
Rights. If the Seller at any time believes, in good faith, that the Buyer has breached 
the warranties, representations or agreements in this Section, then the Seller will 
have the right to audit the Buyer‘s books and records related to this Agreement in 
order to verify the Buyer’s compliance with the provisions of this Section. The audit 
will be performed by individuals selected by the Seller. However, upon request by the 
Buyer, the Seller will select in its sole discretion an independent third party to 
conduct an audit in order to certify to the Seller that no breach has occurred or will 
occur. The Buyer will fully cooperate in any audit conducted by or on behalf of the 
Seller. (10) Termination Rights. Any breach of the warranties, representations or 
agreements in this Section will constitute grounds for immediate termination of this 
Agreement for cause by the Seller and no commission, compensation, reimbursement 
or other payment will be due to the Buyer. The Buyer will indemnify and hold the 
Seller harmless against any actions, legal claims, demands, proceedings, losses, 
damages, costs, expenses and other liabilities of whatever nature resulting from the 
Buyer’s breach of the representations, warranties and agreements contained in this 
Section. (11) Data Privacy Consent. The Buyer consents to the collection, processing 
and international transfer of data and information related to the business relationship 
between it and the Seller, including the transfer of personally identifiable data (for 
example names, email addresses, telephone numbers) to and between the Seller 
and its affiliates wherever they may be located, for the purposes of allowing the 
Seller and its affiliates to evaluate the Buyer’s experience and qualifications and 
implement any business. The Buyer has the right to: (a) request access to this data; 
(b) rectify or cancel any inaccurate or expired data; and (c) object to any processing 
that does not conform to these purposes. The Buyer may exercise its rights by writing 
to the Seller at ethics@pentair.com or to such other location as the Seller  
may designate.



PENTAIR AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS  
PRICE MATCH PROMISE
HOW DOES THE PENTAIR AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS, INC. 
(PAES)PRICE MATCH PROMISE WORK?
If you find a lower price on an identical item, contact us by calling 877-347-4788, 
tell us about the lower price and we will match it. (Subject to verification by a 
PAES Customer Service Technician.)

WHICH ITEMS QUALIFY FOR THE PAES PRICE MATCH 
PROMISE?
Almost everything we sell. The item must be identical, including model 
number, components and US warranty. The item must be in stock, available 
for purchase and ready-to-ship at the matched price from an authorized US 
reseller (PAES reserves the right to verify the validity of the reseller).  
Price Match Promise is not applicable to pool equipment.

ARE QUANTITIES LIMITED ON PRICE-MATCHED PRODUCTS 
AT PAES?
Yes, we may limit the quantities of price-matched items sold to a customer. 

WHICH ITEMS AND SERVICES DO NOT QUALIFY FOR THE 
PAES PRICE MATCH PROMISE?
We do not price match items sold on auction sites or comparison-shopping 
sites. We will not match prices on pool equipment, service plans, installation 
or extended warranties. Taxes, typographical or ad errors, closeouts, 
clearance, liquidation, free product offers, special orders, offers advertised at 
a specific location and refurbished items are also excluded from this promise.

WILL PAES MATCH ANOTHER COMPANY’S PRICE WHEN 
COMBINED WITH AN INSTANT REBATE?
Yes, we will match another company’s final price after deducting an  
instant rebate. 

WILL PAES MATCH ANOTHER COMPANY’S PRICE WHEN 
COMBINED WITH A MAIL-IN REBATE, GIFT CHECK OR GIFT 
CARD OR A FREE OR DISCOUNTED ITEM? 
If another company offers a product that comes with a mail-in rebate, gift 
check, gift card or an equivalent, we will only match the price you pay at the 
point of purchase and will not take the mail-in rebate, gift check, gift card or 
equivalent into account. If another company offers a product that comes with a 
free or discounted item and Pentair AES does not carry the free or discounted 
item, we will only match the price you pay at the point of purchase and will not 
take the free or discounted item into account.

DO DELIVERY CHARGES QUALIFY FOR THE PAES PRICE 
MATCH PROMISE?
Shipping charges are excluded from the Price Match Promise.

WILL PAES MATCH THEIR OWN PRICE IF PRICE HAS 
LOWERED SINCE ITEM WAS PURCHASED?
Upon the customer’s request, PAES will refund the difference for an item 
purchased from us if, within a period of 14 days after purchase, that same item 
is subsequently sold at a lower price by PAES.
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PENTAIR AQUATIC ECO-SYSTEMS
WANTS TO CONNECT WITH YOU!

twitter.com/PentairAES instagram.com/PentairAES

linkedin.com/company/aquatic-eco-systems-inc pinterest.com/PentairAES youtube.com/AquaticEcoTV

facebook.com/PentairAES

SOCIAL MEDIA
PentairAES.com



COMMERCIAL AQUACULTURE
AQUATIC RESEARCH
ZOOS AND AQUARIUMS
LAKE AND POND MANAGEMENT
AQUAPONICS
DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES

SHOP ONLINE: 
PentairAES.com

ORDERS AND ADVICE: 
+1 407 886 3939

SAME DAY SHIPMENT ON MOST ORDERS ENTERED BY: 4PM EST MONDAY-FRIDAY
Phone lines are open 8AM-7PM EST Monday-Thursday • 8AM-5PM EST Friday
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